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Abstract
In this thesis a measurement of the total decay width of the top quark, Γtop
is presented using selected semi-leptonic tt¯ event candidates, recorded from proton-
proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 8 TeV with the ATLAS exper-
iment at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland. The total recorded integrated luminosity
that was used for this measurement equals to
∫
Ldt = 20.3 fb−1. The analysis in-
cludes the two event channels: e + jets and µ + jets. The reconstruction of the tt¯
system is achieved by using a per-event χ2 minimisation technique. Official Monte
Carlo samples have been used to simulate the tt¯ signal and background contributions
in order to perform simulated experiments to obtain the statistical and systematic
uncertainties.
The results obtained from the measurement of the Γtop parameter are: Γtop = 1.65
GeV for the µ + jets channel and Γtop = 0.81 GeV for the e + jets channel. The
upper limits obtained from the measured values and the analysis total uncertainties
are: Γtop < 4.60 GeV at 68 % C.L. and Γtop < 7.16 GeV at 95 % C.L. for the µ +
jets channel, and Γtop < 4.40 GeV at 68 % C.L. and Γtop < 7.51 GeV at 95 % C.L.
for the e + jets channel. These results are consistent with the expected SM value
Γtop ∼ 1.33 GeV.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The analysis presented in this thesis (chapters 7 and 8) represents the first
attempt from the ATLAS experiment (introduced in chapter 4) to reproduce a mea-
surement of the top quark width Γtop with data collected from proton-proton head-on
collisions at centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 8 TeV produced at the Large Hadron
Collider. A previous measurement following a similar approach was performed by
the CDF collaboration at Fermilab as is briefly described in chapter 6.
As the analysis presented here was performed during Run-I of the LHC, a large
amount of the time has been devoted to the understanding of the detector responses,
sources of systematic uncertainties and other calibration studies that will be better
tuned and understood during Run-II. On the other hand the CDF measurement
was completed at the end of the Tevatron campaign, so their result is obtained as a
result of more than 10 years of experience within its experiments, so their result can
be expected to be comparable to or even more precise than the ATLAS first measu-
ment. The statistical uncertainties are reduced substantially due to the increase in
the luminosity for the different processes at the LHC, however the systematic uncer-
tanties still dominate. A similar situation is present in other top quark properties
measurements, such as the top quark mass measurement, which will be repeated
during run-II, where they are expected to obtain more precise results.
For this analysis, it was agreed to follow a similar approach as the one used for the
ATLAS spin correlation, W-boson polarisation and colour flow measurements, where
a binned likelihood fit is performed with data using several templates carrying dif-
ferent values for the underlying parameter of interest, in this case the top width, Γtop.
1
The author of this thesis, supported by the ATLAS collaboration, produced a 1-
dimensional analysis produced entirely from scratch, and was responsible for form-
ing a bigger group within the collaboration intended to get a final result on the
top width for publication, including the measurement of the Jet Energy Resolu-
tion (JER). The JER turned out to be the biggest systematic uncertainty for the
1-dimensional analysis. This group is currently supported mostly by The University
of Birmingham, University of Goettingen and the Technical University of Dortmund
in Germany.
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Chapter 2
Standard Model and Beyond
Particle physics is a theoretical and experimental effort to understand at the
most fundamental level what everything around us is made of and under what mech-
anisms all these components interact together. In this chapter a general description
of experimental particle physics is provided, going from remarkable historical dis-
coveries to basic information that charaterizes the field currently.
Section 2.1 includes historical highlights, especially from the 20th century that give
an insight into why our knowledge in this subject has developed in such a specific
way. Section 2.2 introduces the current Standard Model (SM), the theoretical struc-
ture that summarizes our current understanding of particle physics and has passed
crucial experimental tests. Section 2.3 focuses on the recently discovered Higgs Bo-
son, the particle in the model responsible for the mass of fundamental particles.
Basic details of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), are briefly described in section
2.4. QCD is the part of the SM which describes the strong forces, mediated by glu-
ons between quarks, the basic constituents of hadrons. The quarks and gluons have
a fundamental role in high energy particle collisions. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 describe
briefly hadron-hadron collisions under the factorisation model approach. These sec-
tions discuss the predicted cross-section for tt¯ pair production and explain why the
top quark plays a fundamental role in particle physics. Finally, possible extensions
to the SM are outlined in section 2.7.
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2.1 Historical Development of Particle Physics
Experimental discoveries of great importance that took place during the 19th and
20th centuries changed our understanding of fundamental physics drastically [1].
The discoveries of the electron by J. J. Thomson in 1897 and the atomic nucleus by
Ernest Rutherford in 1911, led to the discoveries of the nuclear particles; the proton
in 1919 by Rutherford and the neutron by James Chadwick in 1932. The first accu-
rate atomic model by Niels Bohr in 1914 ushered in the new field of Quantum Theory.
In 1861 James Clerk Maxwell summarized the understanding of the electromagnetic
interaction, describing the radiation from charged objects as wave-like phenomena.
A group of scientists led by Max Planck, Albert Einstein, Robert Millikan and
Arthur Compton at the beginning of the 20th century expanded Maxwell’s descrip-
tion by showing that the electromagnetic radiation at a very fundamental level in
certain experiments behaves as if made up of discrete energy packets - the intro-
duction of the quantum nature of electromagnetic interaction. These packets can
be described as fundamental particles called photons. This new concept of describ-
ing waves as particles gave birth to the idea that matter may have the same dual
behaviour as well. This duality introduced interference and other effects, usually
associated with waves, to matter, and generated a new approach to analyse physical
systems called QuantumMechanics (QM), developed initially by Erwin Schroedinger
and Max Born in the 1920’s. Duality implies that any particle with momentum p
can be described as a wave of wavelength, λ. The particle wavelength and momen-
tum are related by the De Broglie relationship in Equation (2.1):
λ = h
p
(2.1)
where h is Planck’s constant. As can be seen from the equation, higher energy
leads to smaller wavelengths and hence to a higher resolving power. Scattering at
high energy and with large momentum transfer corresponds to probing very close
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to the target. Therefore smaller distances can be examined as the collision energies
are increased. In the 1920’s Paul Dirac developed a theory that combined QM,
electromagnetism and special relativity (the theory of space and time formulated
by Einstein in 1905), which led to the Dirac Equation. This was further developed
by Richard Feynman, Julian Schwinger, Freeman Dyson and Sin-Itiro Tomonaga
amongst others by quantising the fields and leading to Quantum Electrodynamics
(QED), a quantum field theory of electromagnetism in which all the components
(matter particles and photons) are described as quantised fields. From the solutions
of the relativistic Equation (2.2), the particle massmo may be positive or negative as
shown in Equation (2.3), where E is the energy and p the momentum of the particle.
The states with negative mass are interpreted as antiparticles, Dirac’s theory led
to the idea of antimatter which is a group of fundamental particles with the same
mass and spin but opposite electric charge as the ordinary matter particles. This
prediction was verified in 1932 with the discovery of the positron by Carl Anderson
[2], who called it first “positive electron”.
E2 = (pc)2 + (moc2)
2 (2.2)
moc
2 = ±
√
E2 − (pc)2 (2.3)
In 1925 Wolfgang Pauli postulated the QM exclusion principle that states that two
identical fermions (i.e. the particles with spin 12) cannot occupy the same quantum
state. Pauli also postulated the existence of the neutrinos in 1930. Their existence
was confirmed during the time period from 1931 to 1956, in the study of nuclear
beta decay, a theory developed by Enrico Fermi [3]. The neutrinos have tiny mass
and no electric charge. Together with the electron and proton, they are produced
from the neutrons in nuclear beta decay, as illustrated in the diagram in Figure 2.1.
Neutrinos interact through a short range interaction known as the weak force and
can penetrate huge amounts of dense matter without being detected. They were
observed indirectly in decays of pions to muons using photographic emulsions [98].
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Figure 2.1: Diagram illustrating the β decay interaction between quark components of
a proton and a neutron in the atom nuclei that gives rise to the weak decay to an electron
and a neutrino. From [1].
The neutrino was detected directly for the first time by Cowan and Reines in 1956
at the Savannah River nuclear reactor, located in South Carolina [7].
Table 2.1: Four Fundamental Forces, [37]
Force Mediator Strength Range
Strong Gluon (g) 1 < 10−15 m
Electromagnetic Photon (γ) 1137 Infinite
Weak W±, Z0 10−6 < 10−17 m
Gravity Graviton (G) 6×10−39 Infinite
After the four fundamental forces listed in Table 2.1 were identified, physical the-
ories describing their behaviour were created, which, when written in the language
of Quantum Mechanics, describe the interactions as the exchange of force mediator
particles. Each force has its own mediator known as a gauge boson. These are listed
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Figure 2.2: Feynman diagram illustrating the exchange of the electromagnetic force
mediator, the photon, between two electrons. From [137].
in column two in the same table. Figure 2.2 illustrates the interaction between two
electrons by the exchange of a photon, the electromagnetic force mediator. The rel-
ative strength of the four interactions is shown in column three of Table 2.1, taking
as reference the strength of the strong force which is strongest one with range within
< 10−15 m, followed by the Electromagnetic interation with infinite range and Weak
interaction with range < 10−17 m, weaker by three and six orders of magnitude
than the strong force respectively. Gravity is the weakest interation being at least
39 orders of magnitude weaker than the strong force and has infinite range. Its
particle mediator, the Graviton, has not been found yet at current particle colliders.
The W± and Zo particles are the mediators of the weak force and the gluons the
mediators of the strong force.
A new set of particles known as strange particles were detected by the study of V o
decays with cloud chamber photographs by Butler and Rochester in 1947. Strange
particles were found to be produced through the strong interaction but decayed
through a weak process and their properties were measured. In order to explain the
different processes for production and decays of strange particles, a new quantum
number, strangeness was proposed. Strangeness is conserved in the strong interac-
tion but not in the weak interaction. Two examples of these strange particles are the
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mesons and hadrons which are composed by combinations of quarks listed in Table
2.2 bound by the strong interation. Mesons are composed by a quark and an anti-
quark coupled together, while baryons are a combination of three quarks. Mesons
and baryons are part of the group of particles known as hadrons which stand for
strongly interecting particles made up by any combination of quarks. Mesons and
baryons were found to obey a ‘strangeness’ number conservation rule for processes
that involve the strong interaction.
In the 1950s and 1960s, with the construction and operation of accelerators at even
greater energies and the development of larger and more precise particle detectors,
many new particles, each with their own distintive properties, were discovered. In
1961 Murray Gell-Mann found that these particles could be arranged by properties
related to charge and strangeness numbers so they form symmetric patterns known
as “eightfold way”. With these patterns Gell-Mann was able to predict sucessfully
the existence of other particles like the triply strange omega-minus (Ω−) particle. In
1964 Gell-Mann and Zweig postulated the Quark Model which states that hadrons
are made up of smaller fundamental constituents called ‘quarks’ which possess a new
property called “colour” which is some sort of charge associated with the strong force.
Colour charge can have the values Red (R), Blue (B) and Green (G) for quarks or
their corresponding opposite values R¯, B¯ and G¯, for antiquarks. Quarks were found
to avoid always being in an isolated state, forming instead composite states with
other quarks. This is known as confinement. The quarks are found to always form
colourless bound states, which are states of three quarks each one with a different
colour charge: (R, B, G) or states of two quarks with opposite colour charge: (R,
R¯), (B, B¯) and (G, G¯).
Deep inelastic experiments at SLAC in the 1960s and at CERN in the 1970s revealed
that indeed the protons are composed of three charged points or partons which had
all the properties predicted for quarks such as spin and fractional electric charges
listed in Table 2.4. Also half of the momentum of the proton is associated with an
electrically neutral component which was found to be gluons, the strong force me-
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diators. In 1973 David Gross, David Politzer and Frank Wilczek discovered a new
property of the strong force called asymptotic freedom which is the observed screen-
ing of the colour charge when quarks get very close to each other within baryons.
At a small separation or at large momentum transfer the forces between the quarks
becomes negligible; they are essentially free.
From the quark model and its properties, several combinations of heavy quarks can
be built into colourless final states. This was illustrated by the impressive discovery
of the J/ψ particle, made by a c-quark and its anti-quark counterpart c¯ in 1974 at
SLAC and Brookhaven, which is described by the quark model as a system of two
quarks with opposite colour charge. In 1975 the τ lepton was discovered, supporting
the idea of the existence of a third generation of fundamental particles. This idea
was reinforced further with the discovery of the upsilon Υ particle by Leon Leder-
man and his collaboration at Fermilab. This particle is made of a bb¯ quark pair, the
b-quark was predicted to be part of the third generation of quarks together with the
top quark.
Sheldon Glasgow, Steven Weinberg and Abdus Salam postulated a Electro-Weak
theory in the 1970s, which is a theory of unification that includes electromagnetism
and weak interations. It predicts the existence and values for the masses of W± and
Z bosons, mediators of weak force. These particles were observed directly for the
first time at CERN in 1983 by the UA1 experiment led by Carlo Rubbia. These
measurements were consistent with the electroweak theory predictions. In 1989 e+e−
experiments carried out in the LEP collider at CERN, the Z-boson width was mea-
sured and was found to be consistent with the existence of only three generation of
neutrinos.
In 1995 the top quark, the most massive fundamental particle was discovered at Fer-
milab. As the top quark decays instantaneously it does not form bound states with
other quarks. The special properties of the top quark are discussed in chapter 6. In
2014 a particle responsible for giving mass to the rest of the particles known as the
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Higgs boson particle, H, was discovered at CERN. This was a strong confirmation
of the SM (sections 2.2 and 2.3). Still several extensions to the current SM will be
tested during the following years and exciting new discoveries could be close ahead.
2.2 The Standard Model of Particle Physics
The Standard Model is a description of the strong, electromagnetic and weak inter-
ations of the basic building blocks of matter that together represent our up-to-date
understanding of particle physics, excluding gravity. Formally it is a locally gauge
invariant quantum field theory. Experimental measurements have been to date in
good agreement with predictions of the Standard Model. The SM has so far been
very successful. It follows the assumption that all matter is made up of a group of
12 different spin-12 Dirac fermions, divided into 6 leptons and 6 quarks as listed in
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 where they are classified by generation. These particles interact
through the forces shown in Table 2.1. It is difficult to incorporate gravity into
the SM as gravitational interactions are almost negligible when dealing with funda-
mental particles in an environment with low matter density as in particle colliders.
Nonetheless there are some models that predict that gravitons could be produced at
the LHC. However such signals have not been observed yet. Different categories of
particles are listed in Table 2.2, where they have been classified according to their
spin number which can have half-integer value like Leptons and Baryons or integer
value like Mesons and the force mediators shown in Table 2.1.
All the charged fermions interact through the electromagnetic force and can be ar-
ranged in 3 generations, each generation containing 2 leptons and 2 quarks. Leptons
are shown in Table 2.3. The lepton numbers Le, Lµ and Lτ are conserved quantities
in every process involving leptons. The electric charges and mass values are shown
in columns 6 and 7.
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Table 2.2: Four Fundamental Forces, [37]. All particles with mass different than zero
interact through the gravitational force, however its effect is negligible in the scope of
particle physics.
Spin Category Examples Interactions
Half-Integer Leptons e, µ, τ , νe, νµ, ντ Electromagnetic and Weak
Baryons Protons, Neutrons Strong, Weak, Electromagnetic
Integer Meson Pions: pi+, pi−, pio Strong, Weak and Electromagnetic
Force Mediator g, γ, Zo, W± Gluons have strong colour charge
and the W± have electric charge
Table 2.3: The Standard Model Leptons. The corresponding SM anti-leptons have charge
and lepton numbers opposite to those of the leptons shown in this Table. νe mass limit is
based on results from 3Hβ decay studies, the νµ mass is determined from studies of pi+
decays and the ντ mass is from LEP experiments (1991-1995) [37].
Generation Flavour Le Lµ Lτ q [e] Mass [MeV] Lifetime [s]
First e− +1 0 0 -1 0.510 Stable
νe +1 0 0 0 < 0.000002 > 1019
Second µ− 0 + 1 0 -1 105.658 2.2×10−6
νµ 0 + 1 0 0 < 0.19 > 1019
Third τ− 0 0 + 1 -1 1776.820 ∼ 10−13
ντ 0 0 + 1 0 < 0.18 > 1019
The µ and the τ have the same electric charge value as the electron. The masses
of the charged leptons increase with generation number; the τ is very massive and
correspondingly short lived and the µ lepton is also unstable but still able to pene-
trate detectors before it decays. The electron on the other hand is believed to be a
stable particle. Neutrinos have been found to have non-zero masses and can oscillate
between the different generations or flavours, but their mass values are really tiny
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compared with the other three leptons [37]. Also all leptons interact through the
weak force. As their electric charge is zero the neutrinos interact only weakly and
hence interact rarely with matter, which is what makes neutrinos really penetrating.
Table 2.4: Standard Model Quarks. Correspoding SM anti-quarks have opposite electric
charge, baryon number and flavour than the matter quarks shown in this table [37].
Generation Flavour qEM [e] B I3 S C B T Mass [GeV]
First u (up) +23 +
1
3 +
1
2 0 0 0 0 0.0023
+0.0007
−0.0005
d (down) −13 +13 −12 0 0 0 0 0.0048+0.0005−0.0003
Second c (charm) +23 +
1
3 0 0 +1 0 0 1.275± 0.025
s (strange) −13 +13 0 +1 0 0 0 0.095± 0.005
Third t (top) +23 +
1
3 0 0 0 0 +1 173.07± 0.52± 0.72
b (bottom) −13 +13 0 0 0 +1 0 4.18± 0.03
The 6 quarks are listed in Table 2.4. Each generation has an up-type and down-type
quark, the former with an electric charge of +23 and the latter a value of −13 (in units
of the electron charge). The quarks cover a large range of masses from 2.3 MeV for
the u-quark to ∼ 173 GeV for the top quark. Quarks of certain flavour can decay
into a quark of different flavour but lower mass via the weak interation. In general,
decays will follow the sequential pattern t → b → c → s → u/d [64]. Analogous
to the conservation of lepton number law is the conservation of Baryon Number B.
As listed in the table all the quarks have a value, B = 13 and anti-quarks a value
B = −13 . This implies that composite particles made of quarks mesons (qq¯) and
baryons (qqq) have B values equal to 0 and 1 respectively. The isospin number I3
is a quantum number. Isospin is treated as an intrinsic angular momentum and is
quantised like ordinary spin. For the up and down quarks, the third component
of isospin, I3 = +12 and −12 respectively and the rest of the quarks have a value
equal to zero. The quantum numbers Strangeness (S), Charm (C ), Bottomness (B)
and Topness (T ) are conserved in strong interactions but not in weak interactions.
These numbers determine how many s, c, b, and t quarks, respectively, are present
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in hadrons.
Additionally, as mentioned before, the quarks have an associated strong charge
named colour charge. This charge by convention can have three different values
R, B and G or negative values R¯, B¯ and G¯. Every composite particle made of
quarks has a colourless state. For example the proton is made of two up quarks and
one down quark p(uud), with different colour charge (RBG) for each one, which
produces a colourless state. The neutron is made of two down quarks and an up
quark, n(udd) also with different colour charge for each one. Examples of mesons are
pi+(ud¯), pi−(du¯) and pio either (uu¯) or (dd¯) where the two components have opposite
colour charge as (RR¯), (BB¯) or (GG¯). All the states that can be accounted for by
the quark model are studied in hadron spectroscopy.
Just as atoms possess different energy levels whose transitions emit photons with
frequency proportional to the difference in energy level, hadrons experience a sim-
ilar process. In this case, the different energy levels corresponding to the same
quark combination, are regarded as different particles. Energy states corresponding
to quark cc¯ combination are known as J/ψ resonances (charmonium states) while
states corresponding to bb¯ combination are known as Υ resonances (bottomonium
states). The structure of baryons can be probed by using beams of high energy lep-
tons. For example electrons in certain collisions produce a hard-interaction between
the electron and a single quark, which produces a track corresponding to the elec-
tron and a jet of particles originating from the interacting quark. A jet is a shower
of particles produced from the hadronisation process that quarks experience after
their production. During this process they form bound states with other quarks.
Jets are defined in chapter 7. Such events confirmed the presence of quarks and
gluons in hadrons. At the HERA detector, high energy colliding beams of electrons
(and positrons) and protons allowed the momentum distributions of quarks and glu-
ons within the proton to be measured with precision [8].
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Table 2.5: Standard Model Bosons [37].
Name Mass [GeV] Decay Width [GeV] Spin Charge
Photon (γ) 0 - 1 0
W± 80.385 ± 0.015 2.085 ± 0.042 1 ±1
Z0 91.1876 ± 0.0021 2.4952 ± 0.0023 1 0
gluon (g) 0 - 1 0
Higgs (H) 125.9 ± 0.4 4.15×10−1 (theoretical [39]) 0 0
Finally in table 2.5 the boson force mediators are listed. According to the SM
gluons and photons have a mass of zero. W± and Z0, the weak force mediators,
have comparable mass values and widths whose difference is related to spontaneous
symmetry breaking [15]. The Higgs is also a boson and has been found to have a
mass value around 125 GeV [40]. The SM bosons all have spin 1 apart from the
Higgs which has spin 0. From all the bosons the W+ and W− are the only ones with
electric charge, having values +1 and -1 respectively. The gluons are the strong
force mediators and have strong colour charge which means that gluons can interact
between themselves through the strong force.
A simplified version of the SM has been provided. It can be expressed more rigor-
ously as a group theory which provides a proper classification of all the particles and
makes it possible to visualize several symmetries from where it is posible to derive
all the forces and foresee possible extensions [3]. The SM has over 20 free parameters.
2.3 The Higgs Boson
The interaction of the Higgs field with the rest of the particles is responsible for
giving particles mass through the Higgs mechanism. The theoretical details of the
Higgs mechanism were published in three different papers during 1964 by three in-
dependent groups, [41], [42], [43]. The SM includes the description of the kinetic
energy of the Higgs field, the Higgs potential and its gauge interactions. The Higgs
boson is the second most massive fundamental particle observed to-date after the
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Figure 2.3: Diagram illustrating the production of a Higgs particle through a gluon-
gluon fusion interation, finally decaying to a pair of photons. Events with this topology
contributed substantially to the Higgs detection at the LHC. From [18].
top quark. So it decays through many processes involving different topologies that
are constantly being searched for in current particle colliders. In Figure 2.3 a dia-
gram is shown illustrating the production of a Higgs boson through a gluon-gluon
fusion interation producing two photons, H → γγ.
As the number of events observed by the different experiments during the run-I of
the LHC is very limited, discovering the Higgs was a very challenging process. With
the increase in 2015 of the collision energy at the LHC the analyses will be able to
measure the Higgs mass mH and the Higgs width ΓH with more precision as the
branching fraction values for the different channels will increase as shown in figure
2.7. For collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV the branching fractions for
different Higgs decays as a function of the Higgs mass values are predicted by the
SM. These fractions are shown in Figure 2.4 above for the mass range 90-200 GeV.
This plot shows that for most of this range, the decay H→WW is the channel with
the highest rate, though the background component for this channel reduces the
sensitivity and makes the signal strength not high enough for the discovery. In fact
the processes H → γγ (Figure 2.3) and H → ZZ are the ones that offered higher
signal strengths as the discrimination against backgrounds is higher for these chan-
nels. On the 4th of July 2012 the ATLAS and CMS collaborations announced that
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Figure 2.4: Branching fractions corresponding to different Higgs decays as a funtion of
its mass mH . The observed data at the LHC provided a measurement of a mass value
around ∼ 125 GeV. From [45]
a particle consistent with the SM Higgs boson had been found [91]. Data analysis
continued throughout LHC Run-I to increase the strength of the signals in other
channels like H → bb¯ and H → ττ . With these the decay of the Higgs to fermions
was confirmed [92]. Summaries of up-to-date results on Higgs mass measurement
from the LHC have been published [40].
2.4 Quantum Chromodynamics
In this section key elements of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of
the strong interaction contained in the SM, are briefly mentioned. Strong interac-
tions are responsible for keeping quarks and gluons within hadrons and also for the
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production of a huge variety of processes initiated when two hadrons are collided
head-on with each other at high energy colliders such as the LHC. Amongst such
processes are those for the production of a tt¯ pair a top quark and an anti-top quark.
A discussion of QCD is appropriate.
2.4.1 Confinement and Asymptotic Freedom
QCD is a gauge theory as is QED and the Electro-Weak unification theory. QCD
was the result of gathering together several theoretical ideas and experimental re-
sults. The main difference between QCD and QED is that the quantum elements of
QCD, the quarks and gluons, the equivalent of the electrons and photons in QED are
always bound within hadrons. This property is known as confinement. The colour
property for the strong interacting particles is necessary to explain spin-32 hadron
systems that are made of three identical quarks, like ∆++ (uuu), ∆− (ddd) and Ω−
(sss). Pauli’s exclusion principle is not violated as the quarks each have a different
colour index, and so they can share the same spin state. Hadrons do not change
their colourless state, however individual quarks are able to decay to their generation
partner through weak interactions. These colourless systems in the mathematical
framework are known as colour singlet states, where quarks transform according to
the group of colour transformations SU(3) known as three colour model. This model
has passed several tests such as predicting the decay rates for the process pio → γγ
correctly [6].
A hadron is usually restricted to dimensions within ∼ 1 fm. From the uncertainty
principle it is possible to conclude that the energy of quarks within the hadrons
is pretty much independent of their masses if the mass value is really tiny as it is
the case for light quarks like u, d or s. QCD predicts that quarks while they are
bounded by the strong force within the hadrons, at distances shorter than hadron
dimensions behave as free particles. This property is known as Asymptotic Freedom.
This property of the strong interactions can be explained in terms of the produc-
tion of virtual gluons in the vaccum surrounding the colour source. These virtual
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gluons screen the colour charge and this is the explanation for the reduction of the
strength of the field at short distances. QCD is able to approximate the value of
strong coupling constant, αS, which tends to zero at small distances, giving a result
in agreement with asymptotic freedom.
Deep inelastic scattering refers to processes used to probe within hadrons such as
protons and neutrons usually using beams of electrons, muons or neutrinos. In ex-
periments where the probing energy scales are really high and the strong interacting
particles get really close to each other αS is very small, It is then possible to use
perturbative techniques to calculate physical observables that can then be measured
experimentally.
2.4.2 Lagrangian Density and Strong Coupling Constant
QCD is a non abelian gauge theory (i.e. its elements do not commute). The La-
grangian density of QCD, (which has the property of being invariant under local
transformations) is [6]:
LQCD = Lfermion + Lboson + Lgauge + Lghost (2.4)
The first two terms describe the interactions of spin-1 gluons (which have colour
charge and are massless) and quarks with the associated colour field. The third
term allows the use of perturbation theory to extract calculations from QCD. A
gauge is set by fixing a λ value included in this term to a particular value, 1 for
example corresponds to the Feynman gauge. The last term Lghost, is introduced
because the fixing of the gauge in the third term breaks the local gauge invariance,
which is recovered by introducing additional fields known as Faddeev-Popo ghost
fields to cancel unphysical degrees of freedom.
The strong coupling constant αS(Q), as a function of the energy scale, determines
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the strength of the strong potential of the Lagrangian with respect to the kinetic
component. For a given energy scale, QCD tells how the value of the strong coupling
constant varies with scale but does not specify the absolute value of the constant,
which needs to be calculated from experiment. An estimation of the strong cou-
pling constant αS(Q) can be obtained by using perturbation theory techniques over
QCD and applying renormalization to remove divergences obtained from the ap-
proximated series in order to obtain finite predictions for the observables. For large
energy scales > 1 GeV where perturbation theory techniques are applicable the
strong coupling constant at leading order (LO) can be expressed as:
αS(Q) =
2pi
b0 ln (Q/Λ)
. (2.5)
where Λ is a QCD constant. The value of Λ has been found to have a value ∼
200 MeV. It determines the energy scale where the coupling constant diverges or,
in other words, at which order of magnitude αS(Q) becomes too large and the per-
turbation theory model breaks down. b0 is a coefficient of the QCD beta function,
β(αS) and b0 = 11 - Nf/3 for QCD with three colour charges, where Nf stands for
the number of flavours [6]. The estimation can be improved by increasing the order
of the calculation. From equation (2.5) we see directly that, by increasing the value
of the scale Q, the strong coupling decreases, in effect, asymptotic freedom.
2.5 Hadron-Hadron Collisions and Top Pair Pro-
duction
Details of the operation of a hadron collider are provided in chapter 3 where crucial
processes and components of the Large Hadron Collider, (LHC) are briefly described.
At the LHC, protons are accelerated to 3.5 TeV. Two beams of protons are circulated
in opposite directions around a large circumference (27 km at the LHC) where the
individual particles reach a velocity very close to the speed of light. The two beams
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are then focused against each other so the protons experience head-on collisions.
The most interesting collisions comprise hard hadron-hadron scattering. These col-
lisions occur in the LHC at centre-of-mass energies with upper value
√
s ≥ 7 TeV.
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Figure 2.5: Parton momentum densities for the proton. Note that the gluon contribution
is supressed by a factor of 10. From [13].
The energy of each of the accelerated hadrons is distributed between its compo-
nents, partons. f (a)i (xa, Q2) is the Parton Distribution Function (PDF), and gives
the probability density that a parton of species “i” (including gluons) in a hadron
“a” will be found with a fraction of momentum xa when a hard interaction takes
place. Q2 is the four momentum transfer squared, a characteristic scale related with
the resolving power of the hard scattering. These density functions can not be cal-
culated directly from the theory, but can be obtained from QCD global fits to the
deep inelastic scattering data. If a parton takes a fraction x of the total hadron
momentim Pa its momentum would be xPa and then the quantity xf (a)i (x,Q2) is
regarded as parton momentum density for each of the hadron components. Figure
2.5 shows a set of two parton momentum density functions for a proton calculated
at Next-to-Leading-Order degree of precision with perturbative QCD, using two dif-
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ferent scales. At values of x close to 1, all the densities fall down to zero with the
exception of the density functions associated with the valence quarks, u and d quarks
for the protons. The valence quarks determine the quantum numbers of the hadrons.
P
P
fi(x1, Q
2)
fj(x2, Q
2)
σˆij(Q
2)
x1P1
x2P2
Figure 2.6: Diagram summarizing the main elements of the factorisation model approach
for proton proton high energy collisions.
The factorisation model can be used to calculate the cross-section of any given pro-
cess P1 + P2 → X where P1 and P2 stand for any two colliding hadrons and X is
any system of particles obtained from the hard interaction. This model describes
a collision between two hadrons as the individual interaction between two partons
of species i and j belonging separatedly to the two different incoming hadrons with
associated cross-section σˆij and individual parton distribution functions fi(xi, Q2)
and fj(xj, Q2) respectively for the two partonic species. The diagram in Figure 2.6
describes the factorisation approach where all the mentioned elements are accom-
modated together. The cross section can be factorised into two parts in the parton
distribution functions corresponding to the partonic species of the two hadrons and
the characteristic hard scatttering cross-section factor σˆij that relies on SM param-
eters.
For example for tt¯ production in hard-scaterring processes initialized with either pp¯
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or pp collisions the cross section from the factorisation model can be expressed as:
σtt¯(
√
s,mt) =
∑
i,j=q,q¯,g
∫
dxidxjfi(xi, µ2)f¯j(xj , µ2)× σˆij→tt¯(ρ,m2t , xi, xj , αs(µ2), µ2) (2.6)
the dependence of Equation (2.6) on the arbitrary scale µ2, decreases when increas-
ing the precision of the calculation. The convention µ2 = Q2 is commonly used.
Other additional scales could appear when increasing the precision of the calcula-
tion; by convention they are as well set equal to Q2. The sum includes all partonic
combinations qq¯, gg and qg pairs. ρ = 4m
2
t√
sˆ
the ratio between the minimum required
energy to produce a top pair and the available energy, sˆ = xixjs. sˆ is the effective
centre-of-mass-energy corresponding to the actual partonic collision. The produc-
tion diagrams associated with the tt¯ cross-section at Leading Order are discussed
later and are displayed in Figure 6.1. A tt¯ pair can be produced from either a qq¯
annihilation process or gluon-gluon fusion.
The minimum energy needed to produce a pair of top quarks is sˆ ≥ 4m2t . Then it
follows that xixj = sˆs ≥ 4m
2
t
s
. According to the shapes of the PDF’s in Figure 2.5
it can be noticed that x fraction values would more likely move to smaller values
as possible. A threshold value for tt¯ production can be estimated by considering
xi ≈ xj ≡ x. At centre of mass energies 1.8 TeV for Tevatron and 8 TeV for the
LHC the x ≈ 2mt√
s
for tt¯ pair production takes the approximate values xTevatron =
0.20 and xLHC = 0.045 for top pair production in the two accelerators. From Figure
2.5 we notice that at the LHC the x fractions giving rise to tt¯ production corresponds
mainly to gluon-gluon processes, with ∼ 90 % of the production rate, being domi-
nant over qq¯ production processes (∼ 10 % of the production rate). At the Tevatron
on the other hand qq¯ production processes were dominant with a rate ∼ 85 %. The
tt¯ cross-section at the LHC increases by more than a factor of 100 compared to the
Tevatron, which improves the statistical precision in the different measurements and
searches involving top pairs. Figure 2.7 shows the cross section for different pro-
cesses taking place from proton-proton collisions in current high energy experiments
from collision energies from 8 TeV to 100 TeV. The σtt¯ for tt¯ production changes by
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more than two orders of magnitude within this range. In this plot processes with
two b-quarks in the final state or at least a jet with pT > 50 GeV have the highest
cross sections. Also at the bottom processes giving rise to Higgs production are
shown. The most dramatic change in cross-section within this range corresponds to
the final state tt¯ + H.
The number of events of interest produced in a hadron accelerator can be expressed
as:
N = σ
∫
dtL(t) (2.7)
where L(t) is the instantaneous luminosity, usually expresed in units of cm−2s−1
and σ is the cross section for any given process, expressed in units of b, where 1 b
= 10−24 cm2. If beams with nb bunches containing n1 and n2 particles respectively
are circulated around the accelerator circumference to produce head-on colisions at
the frequency f then the corresponding instantaneous luminosity is:
L(t) = f nbn1n24piσxσy (2.8)
where σx and σy are the rms values for the transverse dimensions of the beam. Then
the instantaneous luminosity can be increased by increasing the number of bunches
per beam. The integrated luminosity in L =
∫
Ldt is also a useful paramater.
During the time period from 1990 to 2010 the main attention in particle physics was
focused on the operation of the Tevatron accelerator at Fermilab in Batavia, Illinois,
United States and the LEP (e+e− collider) at CERN. The Tevatron was the first
accelerator to produce collisions at an energy over 1 TeV and was responsible for
the discovery of the top quark in 1995, but was unable to discover the Higgs particle
with the produced data. The LHC started operation in 2010 being able to accelerate
each of the hadron beams to energies over 1 TeV for first time in history producing
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Figure 2.7: Predicted cross sections for different typical final states presented at the LHC
in logarithmic scale. The plot shows the impact of increasing the collision energy from
8 TeV to 100 TeV for the different states. The cross section corresponding to tt¯ events
increases by more than two orders of magnitude within this range. HE-LHC and V-LHC
stand for two proposed upgrades of the LHC so it can run with collisions at centre-of-mass
energies of 33 TeV and 100 TeV respectively. From [11].
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collision energies ≥ 7 TeV and then providing enough data to finally declare the
discovery of the Higgs boson. Also the LHC experiments offer the possibility of
exploring beyond the standard model theories. From hadron collider machines it
has been possible to discover the W±, Z0, t and H. Precision measurements over
SM parameters such as MW and mtop have also been achieved.
2.6 Importance of the Top Quark
The top-quark was first observed by the CDF and D0 experiments at Fermilab in
1995 in pp¯ collisions at a centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 1.8 TeV [16], [17]. It is re-
garded as the weak-isospin partner of the bottom quark and since the discovery of
the b-quark in bottomium states Υ in 1977 the top quark was expected to complete
the third generation of quarks. Its huge mass, the highest value for any observed
fundamental particle (up to now) suggests that it should play an important role in
fundamental physics. Strong interactions can be probed by studying tt¯ pair produc-
tion, while the weak force is studied by analysing the different top decay channels.
The SM parameters associated with the top quark are its mass mtop and the three
elements in the CKM matrix involving top quark decays, both described in more
detail in chapter 6. The value of the Z, W bosons, t-quark and Higgs boson masses
are not independent in the SM. From the LEP and Tevatron accelerators it has been
possible to measure the Z, W and top-quark masses and to set constraints on the
Higgs mass.
The plot in the left of Figure 2.8 shows the history of top mass measurements from
the year 1989. During the time period 1989-1995 before the discovery of the top the
statistical uncertainties in the mtop measurement were really large, covering a range
> 100 GeV. From 1995 when the top was discovered the uncertainty in the mea-
surement decreased drastically as is displayed in the plot and the measured value
has been converging to the current average without large fluctuations since then.
Fermilab experiments after the long campaign of the Tevatron operation were able
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Figure 2.8: History of mtop measurements from the time period 1989 to 2005 showing a
dramatic change in precision from the top discovery in 1995, (left) from [61]. SM prediction
for the mH given a relationship beween the mW and mtop masses, (right) from [9], the
predicted dependency is in agreement with what has been measured so far.
to understand sources of uncertainty very well and have shown comparable results
to those delivered by the LHC experiments. A situation that should change during
the LHC run-II due to better understanding of the detectors and the increase in
statistics.
The plot in Figure 6.5 in chapter 6 shows the most recent measurements of mtop,
the current world average and the latest combination from Tevatron experiments
yielding a value ∼ 173.3 GeV with uncertainties smaller than 1 GeV. The world av-
erage measurement of the W -boson mass was used before the Higgs was discovered
to set constraints on its mass still having uncertainties with large value ∼ 30 GeV.
In the right side of Figure 2.8 the SM prediction for the Higgs mass given a set of
measured values of the mW and mtop is shown. The plot displays that the current
world’s averages are consistent with a Higgs mass value between 115.5 and 127 GeV
in good agreement with the recent measurements of mHiggs = 126.0 ± 0.4(stat) ±
0.4(sys) GeV [40].
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2.7 Beyond the Standard Model
The plot in Figure 2.9 displays different cross-section measurements from ATLAS
with corresponding theoretical predictions calculated at NLO or higher degree of
precision. These measurements have been made for different final states in most
cases with all the collected run-I data set showing in all cases perfect agreemment
with the SM predictions. Still there are several proposed extensions for the SM that
have to be tested to either exclude them or claim discovery of new physics. One
of the most popular beyond the standard model ideas is the possibility for the exis-
tence of more than one Higgs boson each with a different mass value [19]. Another
popular theory where actually most of the effort will be focused during LHC run-II
is supersymmetry, SUSY. This theory suggests that each of the fermions we have
observed so far has an associated super-symmetric massive boson partner and in the
same way each boson has a supersymmetric fermion partner [20]. These massive
particles still not observed, could be candidates for dark matter which has not yet
been observed so far either. During LHC run I the different experiments have in-
creased the range of exclusions for supersymmetric particles. Much more stringent
limits will be placed with the LHC run II data.
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Figure 2.9: Summary plot from the ATLAS Standard Model group displaying several
cross-section measurements for different final states processes with their corresponding
theoretical prediction. From [55].
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Chapter 3
High Energy Physics at CERN
This chapter is focused on the acceleration complex located at CERN, the
European Laboratory for Particle Physics and its operation to provide high energy
head-on collisions of protons or heavy ions at the different detectors located around
its main accelerator the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the largest accelerator of
particles ever built. Collected data from these collisions are used for a huge diver-
sity of particle physics studies. Section 3.1 provides general information about the
laboratory and its facilities, section 3.2 describes the acceleration chain to the LHC
and section 3.3 explains briefly the operation of the LHC. Information about the
facilities and accelerators operation is based on references [21] and [22].
3.1 World’s Largest Particle Physics Laboratory
The CERN laboratory comprises a range of experiments and accelerators used for
fundamental research in particle physics. It directs the operation of the LHC which
has a 27 km circumference that extends to both sides of the border between France
and Switzerland as shown in Figure 3.1. This massive accelerator runs at unprece-
dented collisions energies being able to operate at a design luminosity of 1034 cm−2
s−1. At design performance the protons are grouped in 2898 bunches making up each
of the circulating beams travelling in opposite directions. Each of these bunches con-
tain ∼ 1011 protons and are 25 ns apart from each other. At design luminosity there
should be over 25 proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing. As the bunches
of protons are approximately 5 cm long and 10 µm in diameter, these interactions
form a distribution of 2.5 cm approximately along the beam line.
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Massive detectors are located at different points around the LHC circumference to
analyze the data produced from the collisions. Each detector was designed with
different specific purposes as it is described in subsection 3.3.3. The laboratory also
hosts additional smaller experiments that are within the scope of interest of nuclear
and particle physics such as NA61-SHINE, NA62, COMPASS, CNGS, incorporated
in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) and TOTEM and LHCf incorporated in the
LHC.
Figure 3.1: The LHC extends to both sides of the border between France and Switzer-
land. The ATLAS experiment is located at point 1, where the Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) makes contact with the LHC. From [26].
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Figure 3.2: Acceleration complex at CERN. Proton bunches are produced at LINAC II
and then split in the BOOSTER and accelerated in the PS and SPS sequentially before
injection into the LHC. From [27]
3.2 Acceleration Chain to the LHC
Before reaching the LHC tunnel the proton bunches need to be accelerated in a se-
ries of smaller accelerators that push them to higher energies. Each stage is shown
in the diagram in Figure 3.2 where additional facilities are displayed as well. In the
acceleration process the proton bunches are collimated into beams travelling in a
common direction. Two resulting proton beams are obtained travelling in opposite
directions along the LHC circumference. In the first part of the acceleration process
a hydrogen sample is ionized to obtain protons by using the LINAC II linear ac-
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celerator, where the electrons are removed from the hydrogen atoms and remaining
protons are accelerated to an energy of 50 MeV (31 % of the speed of light). This
device has small quadrupole magnets that ensure protons remain in tight beams, 100
µm wide per pulse. The resulting beam is introduced into the Proton Synchrotron
Booster (PSB), which splits the proton bunches producing 72 bunches out of every
6 bunches and accelerates them to an energy of 1.4 GeV (91.6 % of the speed of
light). It is made up of 4 superimposed synchrotron rings and allows the following
accelerator in the chain (the Proton Synchrotron) to receive 100 times more protons
than it would from the LINAC directly.
After the PS booster the protons are injected into Proton Synchrotron (PS), which
acelerates the protons to 25 GeV (99.93 % of the speed of light). This accelerator
can as well be used to accelerate heavy ions from the Low Energy Ion Ring (LEIR),
which is also shown in figure 3.2. LEIR has a length of 78 metres and receives ions
from the LINAC 3 accelerator. The PS, which began operation in 1959 was CERN’s
first synchrotron. It has a circumference of 628 metres and it comprises 277 electro-
magnets including 100 dipoles. Additionally it can accelerate lead, sulphur nuclei,
electrons, positrons and antiprotons.
The next accelerator in the sequence is the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), which
receives beam from the PS. The SPS pushes the protons to 450 GeV (99.9998 %
of the speed of light). It is currently the second biggest machine at CERN with a
circumference of 7 km and it provides beams to the LHC and smaller experiments
such as NA61/SHINE, NA62, COMPASS and CNGS. This accelerator started op-
eration in 1976. It has 1317 electromagnets of which 744 are dipoles. In the early
1980’s it was operated in pp¯ collider mode, leading to the discovery of the W and Z
bosons in 1983. Finally the protons are injected to the LHC which accelerates the
protons at up to a design energy of 7 TeV (99.9999991 % of the speed of light), thus
being able to produce proton-proton head-on collisions of up to 14 TeV of energy at
a design luminosity of 1 × 1034 cm−2s−1.
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3.3 The Large Hadron Collider
3.3.1 Overview
On December 1994 CERN’s governing body voted to approve the construction of
the LHC. The LHC started operation in 2008. The estimated cost to build the LHC
and its experiments is ∼ £3.74 billion [90]. The LHC initial main goal was to run
at higher collision energies with respect to the previous accelerator, the Tevatron at
Fermilab, in order to increase the chances to generate unexpected events that could
lead to new physics discoveries. The initial focus of the LHC was the discovery of
the Higgs particle whose existence is predicted by the SM but whose mass was not
known.
Figure 3.3: A person is standing inside the LHC tunnel with the beam pipe at his side
(left). The LHC tunnel is located 100 metres underground (right). From [46].
Rather than being a perfect circle the LHC is made up of eight insertion straight
sections of which four are dedicated to experiments, while one is used for radio fre-
quency cavities used to accelerate the proton bunches, two for beam cleaning and
one for beam dumping. The LHC also comprises eight arcs (sectors) joining these
straight insertions. A total of 154 dipole magnets are in each of the arcs and are in-
dependently connected in series in the same continuous cryostat with its own power
source as well.
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of LHC sectors. Beam one is directed clockwise and viceversa
for beam two. Injection points are located in octants 2 and 8 close to the ATLAS detector
in point 1. From [21].
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An octant is defined as the region from the middle of an arc to the middle of the
following arc spanning a full straight section.
The distribution of octants across the LHC can be seen in Figure 3.4 where the loca-
tion of the main detectors along the circumference is shown and areas used for radio
frequency emission, beam injection, beam cleaning and beam dumping are displayed
as well. Excluding heavy ion collisions, protons were chosen over electrons as the
colliding particles as have a much lower energy loss per turn through synchrotron
radiation than electrons, which are much lighter. The LHC is located ∼ 100 metres
underground as earth provides good shielding for radiation.
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Figure 3.5: Integrated luminosity for three different campaigns recorded by ATLAS
(left). Measured Pile-up levels by the ATLAS experiment for 7 and 8 TeV centre-of-mass
collision energies (right). From [56].
The beam forms into bunches owing to the radio frequency acceleration scheme. As
the protons pass through the acceleration cavities they are squeezed or expanded
into bunches. The bunches are further squeezed by magnetic fields that manipulate
the shape of the bunches close to the collision points. For example far from the
collision points a bunch is ∼ 1 mm wide. Close to a collision point the bunch width
reduces to ∼ 16 µm, where the bunch length is ∼ 5 cm.
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Each bunch circulates ∼ 11.2 k times in 1 second which corresponds (considering a
total of 2898 bunches per circulating beam) to a crossing rate of ∼ 40.0 MHz. Fig-
ure 3.5 shows on the left the total integrated luminosity accumulated by ATLAS in
three different campaigns of the LHC and on the right the measured levels of pileup
for different collision energies. The pileup increases with energy. If for example the
level of pileup is ∼ 20 collisions per bunch crossing as with collisions at √s = 8 TeV,
then the corresponding number of interactions is 6×108 per second. These events
should be quickly analyzed by the data acquisition systems of the different detectors.
3.3.2 LHC Systems and Beam Control
3.3.2.1 Cryogenic System
The LHC has the largest cryogenic system in the world. It is able to operate at
temperatures below 2 K to optimize the performance of the electromagnets and
other components at the LHC which are immersed after a cooling process in liquid
helium. The system is mostly limited by having to use previous LEP tunnel and
refrigeration facilities. A total power of 150 kW is required to cool down a total of
3700 tonnes of material in cold masses holding magnets to a temperature of 4.5 K.
Liquid nitrogen and refrigerator turbines are used in the first stage of the cooling
down process. For the final stage of the cooling process down to 1.9 K, 20 kW of
power is required. In this process cold masses are filled with liquid helium which at
atmospheric pressure liquefies at ∼ 4.2 K and below ∼ 2.17 K becomes superfluid.
As a superfluid it has special properties such as high thermal conductivity ideal
for refrigeration and temperature stabilization. Cold masses have high specific heat
(105 times that of the superconductor per unit of mass) and large heat conductivity.
This allows fast recovery from fluctuations in temperature and pressure and resis-
tive transitions of superconductors at different locations. A total of 120 tonnes of
liquid helium is required: 60 % is used for magnets and 40 % for general refrigeration.
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3.3.2.2 Vacuum System
Extreme vacuum conditions are required for LHC magnets, its helium Cryogenic
Distribution Line (QRL), and beam pipes. In order to keep such low temperatures
the cryogenic system is kept at ∼ 10−6 mbar. For the beam pipes the required
vacuum conditions are more extreme. Here the pressure is expressed in terms of
equivalent density of H2 molecules per cubic metre. Usually for a beam with a life-
time of 100 hours the density should be below 1015 H2 m−3, and around the collision
points where the detectors are located the density should go below 1013 H2 m−3.
The vacuum system for the beam pipes is divided into sectors.
3.3.2.3 Magnets and Beam Control
The LHC possesses a more powerful set of electromagnets of any other accelerator.
A total of 1232 dipole magnets are installed around the LHC circumference made
with the superconducting material Niobium-titanium (NbTi). Figure 3.6 shows the
transverse section of a single dipole magnet. These electromagnets are 15 metres
long and weigh 35 tonnes each one, and are kept at temperatures below 2 K, allowing
helium to remain in a superfluid state. The magnets use NbTi as superconductor.
The dipoles provide a magnetic field of ∼ 8.3 T over their length to keep proton
bunches in their orbits. The distribution of magnetic field in a dipole magnet is
shown in Figure 3.7.
Previous accelerators like Tevatron and HERA operated with the same material for
the superconducting cables but at temperatures ∼ 4.2 K and then having a magnetic
field ∼ 5 T. Decreasing the temperature by a factor of two approximately makes
the heat capacity of the cable smaller by an order of magnitude, which reduces the
energy deposition that can trigger a quench, which means that a tighter control of
heat dissipation and dynamics of the cables is required.
A set of quadrupole magnets (5 - 7 metres long) focuses the beam down to the
smallest size possible at collision points increasing the chance of two protons col-
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Figure 3.6: Transverse section, displaying the main components of the magnetic and
vacuum systems of a dipole cryomagnet. A “two-in-one” design for the cable windings
was chosen to keep costs as low as possible and save space within the tunnel, such design
accommodates the windings generating the magnetic fields for both circulating beams in
the same cold mass. From [21].
liding head-on with each other as it is displayed in Figure 3.8. Some quadrupoles
focus the beam height and some of them the beam width. Additional systems of
secondary sextupoles, octupoles, decapoles magnets are installed to optimize the
beam optics bunches’ trajectories at each of the sectors. There are in total 9600
magnets.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of the magnetic field in one of the LHC dipole magnets. Maxima
occur at the two beam pipes with the field in opposite directions, keeping the counter-
rotating proton beams within their orbits. From [21]
Figure 3.8: Diagram illustrating the effect of the quadrupoles over the beam close to
the interaction points, where they are squeezed to the smallest transverse size as possible.
From [21].
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3.3.2.4 RF Cavities
A superconducting cavity system varies the electric field at radio-frequencies (RF),
with a rate of ∼ 400 MHz. These RF cavities accelerate the proton bunches, initially
injected at 450 GeV into the LHC, to a design energy of 7 TeV. Cavities operate at
a temperature of 4.5 K and require 275 kW/beam of power to accelerate the beams.
Additional power is required by the beam control systems. The RF is used as well
to correct errors in the beam injection process to the LHC. Usually the separation
between the two beams along the LHC is ∼ 194 mm, but is increased to a value
of 420 mm in the RF cavity, so that both beams can be accelerated independently
in a more efficient divided system. Each of the protons oscillate around what is
called the synchronous particle state which is the state of a particle that is in per-
fect synchrony with the variation of the electric field and gets no acceleration per
turn (ignoring energy loses). What usually happens is that each proton is acceler-
ated and deaccelerated continuously after each turn. The RF systems are located at
point 4, between the ALICE and CMS detectors, close to the beam cleaning system
as shown in Figure 3.4.
3.3.2.5 Safety
The LHC has many safety mechanisms that will be activated in case there is anoma-
lous behavior [21]. For example in case of an unexpected emergency during the LHC
operation or loss of control over the beams, the accelerator has at point 6 a beam
abort system which would kick each of the beams horizontally into an additional
iron septum magnet which would direct the beams away in a vertical direction from
the LHC components against absorbers in a separate tunnel. Each beam has its
own absorption system. Also for safety reasons liquid nitrogen is not used within
the LHC tunnel, but is used only for the initial cooling process and with restricted
quantities. The flux of liquid helium has to be kept to very low rates. It is carefully
monitored during the cooling process at all times.
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3.3.3 Experiments at the LHC
The aim of the particle detectors located around the LHC is to record and measure
the particles produced in the pp collisions. The main detectors are briefly described
in the following subsections. ATLAS is described in chapter 4.
3.3.3.1 ALICE: A Large Ion Collider Experiment
ALICE is a general purpose experiment, used to analyze particles from lead nucleus-
nucleus, Pb-Pb, head-on collisions. These generate very dense matter states such
as the quark-gluon-plasma. This state of matter, with very high temperature and
densities where quarks are no longer confined, existed just after the Big Bang [96].
3.3.3.2 CMS: Compact Muon Solenoid
CMS has a large superconducting solenoid which produces a magnetic field of 4 T
to deflect the produced particles as much as possible [94]. The main goals of this
experiment are the verification of the Higgs boson existence and measurement of
its properties. It also searches for massive particles predicted by Super Symmetry
(SUSY) theory, where the main effort will be focused during the LHC Run-II from
2015. This type of detector can be used as well to make precision measurement of
variables whose value is predicted by the SM as is done in areas such as top-quark
physics and standard model physics. The CMS experiment along with ATLAS dis-
covered the Higgs during the LHC Run-I [91]. The results from these two general
purpose experiments can be combined in most of the cases.
3.3.3.3 LHCb: Large Hadron Collider Beauty Experiment
LHCb’s main purpose is the identification of small asymmetries between matter
and antimatter from interactions that involve B particles (particles that contain a
b-quark). This detector is located in point 8 and is not symmetric. Its detectors
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are located on one side of the interation point. It differs mainly from the general
purpose experiments in having an excellent vertex detector and also being able to
identify particles (pi’s, K’s and p) from B-meson decays, using Cherenkov counters
[95].
3.3.3.4 TOTEM: TOTal Elastic cross section Measurement
These detectors attempt to measure the effective size of the cross section of protons
using ‘Roman pots’ [32] which are specially designed vacuum chambers, to identify
protons produced at very small angles to the beamline. These chambers have shape
of a 124 mm × 50 mm × 105 mm rectangular box. It also uses two tracking de-
tectors T1 and T2 [32]. These detectors are spread along half a kilometre from the
CMS detector, on both sides, along the LHC beamline. Also diffractive physics that
is not accesible to general purpose experiments can be explored. This experiment is
used as well to determine the luminosity of the LHC. TOTEM comprises 3000 kg
of equipment, including 26 Roman pots and 2 particle telescopes.
3.3.3.5 LHCf: Large Hadron Collider Forward
This detector studies particles from pp collisions produced at very small angles to
the beamline. These particles are used to gain information about cascades of parti-
cles from cosmic rays usually ocurring in the upper atmosphere, in order to calibrate
large scale cosmic rays experiments. LHCf consists of two detectors 30 centimetres
long 10 centimetres wide 80 centimetres high and weighing 40 kilograms [33]. These
detectors are located 140 metres on either side from ATLAS, along the LHC beam-
line.
3.3.4 Main Goals for Run-II
The operation of the Tevatron has been stopped since September 2011. It delivered
a total integrated luminosity of ∼110 pb−1 during its Run-I, and ∼ 11.5 fb−1 during
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its Run-II to the CDF and D∅ experiments [28], reaching a maximum centre-of-mass
proton - anti-proton collision energy of
√
s = 1.96 TeV.
The LHC has run already with pp collision energies of
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV dur-
ing its Run-I, larger by more than a factor of four with respect Fermilab accelerator.
It delivered an integrated luminosity of 5.46 fb−1 and 22.8 fb−1 at 7 and 8 TeV,
respectively. From these delivered integrated luminosities, about 4.57 fb−1 and 20.3
fb−1, respectively, are good quality data for physics [56].
The LHC has recently started its Run-II, running at record collision energies of
√
s
= 13 TeV. The current plan is to extend Run-II until the end of 2017, delivering an
integrated luminosity ∼ 100 fb−1. During this second phase the collision energies
could be increased further to 14 GeV. The LHC is then planned to restart opera-
tion in the middle of 2018 until the end of 2020, delivering an additional integrated
luminosity of ∼ 200 fb−1.
Several precision measurements performed previously at Fermilab have been already
reproduced at the LHC experiments during Run-I, though data from the LHC ex-
periments need to be understood better in order to achieve more precise results.
Exclusion limits for candidate mass values of supersymmetric (SUSY), particles have
been expanded. The goal now is to expand them further to identify or exclude these
heavy particles during Run-II.
A Higgs-like particle has been already discovered by the ATLAS and CMS experi-
ments, but it still needs to be explored to see if there is more than one Higgs boson
and keep studying its different properties such as its width and spin, to make sure
they are compatible with the SM. Also CP violation has been identified at the LHCb
experiment, but the measured amount is not enough to account for the imbalance
between matter and antimatter we see in the universe, a topic whose understanding
will be hopefully expanded during Run-II. Several more analyses will become more
interesting during Run-II, and one of the main challenges will be to have to deal with
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a higher degree of pile-up whose average will be ∼ 40 collisions per bunch crossing.
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Chapter 4
The ATLAS Experiment
In this chapter the main features and potential of the ATLAS detector are
described. An overview of the whole experiment and characteristic features are
given in section 4.1; the system of magnets is described in section 4.2; the tracker,
calorimeters, muon detectors and triggering systems are described in sections 4.3 to
4.6. Comments on physics and performance of the detector during run-I and prepa-
ration towards run-II are included in sections 4.7 and 4.8. Most of the material is
based on the content of references [49] and [89].
4.1 Overview
ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) is the largest detector located around the
LHC ring and weighs 7000 tonnes; its main components are displayed in Figure 4.1.
As mentioned in the previous chapter the detector produces two independent mag-
netic fields around the collision point, in the inner section a superconducting Central
Solenoid (CS) is used to bend all charged particles in a plane perpendicular to the
beam before they reach the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL), and Hadronic
Calorimeter (HCAL). In the outer section a superconducting air cored toroid sur-
rounding the calorimeters, provides with a set of particle detectors before, inside
and after the toroidal field, an excellent standalone muon identification. The ECAL
registers the energy deposits from electromagnetic particles (such as electrons and
photons) and the HCAL those from strong interacting particles. The tracker (or In-
ner Detector) is made of three subsystems: pixel, semiconductor tracker (SCT) and
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a transition radiation tracker (TRT), located between 50 mm and 1.0 m from the
beam pipe. These sub-detectors are designed to reconstruct very efficiently tracks
of individual charged particles within this magnetic field. They also provide, along
with the calorimeters, measurement of the transverse momentum of leptons; elec-
tron and photon identification; τ -lepton and heavy flavour identification.
Figure 4.1: ATLAS detector at CERN and all its main components. From [47]
The detector allows the location of primary and secondary vertices, the identification
of electrons, muons and showers of particles originating from quarks produced in the
collision hard-scattering. These showers are regarded as jets and their definition is
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included in chapter 7. Information from the inner detector is used in specialized
algorithms to tag jets that potentially could have originated from a b-quark. All
these elements are of crucial importance for indentification of events with top-quark
decays, as described in chapter 6.
Figure 4.2 shows how the detector is aligned with the LHC beam pipe within its
cavern. ATLAS also has an efficient triggering system and provides measurement
of particles with low pT thresholds. Due to its huge size and the diversity of sub-
detectors ATLAS is a multipurpose detector able to catch data from a huge variety
of events relevant for the different areas of particle physics. This detector can also
be used to make studies with 20882 Pb - 20882 Pb nuclei head-on collisions at energies of
up to 2.7 TeV per nucleon pair. ATLAS can operate at a design luminosity of up to
∼ 1027cm−2s−1 for these types of collisions.
Figure 4.2: A schematic view of the ATLAS detector showing how it is accommodated
within its assigned cavern along the LHC circumference (left), a photo of the transverse
section of the detector showing the end-cap muon chambers (right). From [47].
The z-axis is used to indicate the position along the beam direction with the origin
at the centre of the detector. The x-y plane is perpendicular to this axis, by con-
vention the positive direction of x-axis is directed to the centre of the LHC and the
perpendicular y-axis positive direction upwards to the sky. Along with this reference
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system the angles (φ, θ) can be used to indicate the direction the different produced
particles and physical objects travel through the detector. The φ variable is the
azymuthal angle in the x-y plane measured from the x-axis and θ is the scattering
angle from the beam z-axis. Instead of θ, the pseudorapidity, η is used, because in
hadronic interactions particles are produced uniformly in η, though predominantly
at small angle θ. The relationship between θ and η is indicated in Equation (4.1):
η = −ln[tan(θ2)] (4.1)
and their relative values are indicated in the left of Figure 4.3. Usually θ extends
from an angle in radians ∼ 0.09 to 3.0, corresponding to the η range between -4.9 to
4.9. In the right of the figure it is possible to see the spacing in θ between equally
spaced η values.
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Figure 4.3: Atlas η angular coordinate as a function of θ angle from the beam axis (left),
equally spaced η values. From [57]
If the momenta of all charged particles are measured and the energies and loca-
tions of all the electromagnetic and hadronic showers are as well measured in the
calorimeters, then by conservation of momentum the x, y, and z components of
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momentum should sum to zero within experimental errors. In the z direction, as
the momenta of the incident partons are not known, the momentum sum ∑ pz will
not be zero. However in the transverse plane, the summed momentum in the x and
y directions will be zero. Therefore any non-zero momentum in the transverse plane
might indicate the presence of a neutral weakly interacting particle (e.g. a neutrino).
Considering that the invariant mass of neutrinos is negligible with respect the value
of their momenta, the difference from zero on the sum of momenta in the transverse
plane is regarded as missing energy or EmissT , which is associated with presence of
neutrinos if it surpasses certain threshold value EmissT > 25 GeV.
Physical objects such as the ones defined in section 7.2 standing for individual parti-
cles or groups of particles travelling close to each other can be located in the different
regions of the detector cylindrical shape by using the η-φ plane. The variable ∆R
in Equation 4.2 is useful to determine the relative distance of the objects in the 2D
cylindrical plane.
∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 (4.2)
Other variables can be used to understand better the resulting tracks in the Inner
Detector such as the transverse impact parameter do, defined as the transverse dis-
tance to the beam axis at the point where the extrapolated trajectory is closest to
the interaction point or primary vertex. The longitudinal impact parameter zo is
defined as the z position of the track at the point where the extrapolated trajectory
is closest to the main vertex.
4.2 Detector Magnet System
The systems of magnets of the detector and the produced fields are used to bend
the charged particles trajectories. Figure 4.4 shows on the left all components of
this system; the toroid magnet in the barrel (BT), is shown in red, the two End-Cap
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Figure 4.4: Arrangement of the coils in the ATLAS toroid in the barrel and end-cap,
including the detector Central Solenoid in the inner section (left), [47], schematic view of
the central solenoid (right) from [48].
Toroids (ECT), in green and the central solenoid (CS), in blue in the inner section.
The CS is provided with 8 kA and produces in the inner detector a uniform magnetic
field of 2 T, the arrangement of the coils is shown in in the right of the Figure 4.4.
The CS has an inner diameter of 2.46 m and axial lenght of 5.80 m.
Figure 4.5: Arrangement of the coils in the ATLAS toroid in the barrel and end-cap
(left), [47], magnetic field lines produced by the detector toroids (right) from [48].
The three toriods have eight coils connected in series, located in cryostats assem-
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bled radially and with eightfold symmetry around the beam axis, just outside the
calorimetry systems, as indicated in the left of Figure 4.5. They are designed to bend
the trajectory of muons by producing magnetic field lines that follow a cylindrical
geometry as indicated in the right in the same figure. A Muon Spectrometer (MS),
is embedded in this toroidal field with strengths of 3.9 T and 4.1 T, in the barrel and
end-cap, respectively. The bending power of the system is lower in the transition
regions with pseudorapidity 1.3 < |η| < 1.6. The entire system of magnets is 26 m
long and with diameter of 20 m. The size of its elements can be appreciated from
the photographies in Figure 4.6. The whole detector, as can be seen in Figure 4.1
is divided in three parts, with end-cap and barrel sections.
Figure 4.6: ATLAS toroid components being transported to Geneva from Spain (left).
Assembly of ATLAS toroids at CERN (right). From [46].
4.3 Inner Detector
The Inner Detector (ID) data are used, after the application of pattern recognition
algorithms, to measure the momentum of each charged particle, and for vertex loca-
tion and electron identification. The ID is contained within a cylinder of length 7 m
and radius 1.15 m bounded by the cryostat containing the LAr ECAL. The barrel
length is 1.6 m while the end-caps occupy the remaining 5.4 m along the beam di-
rection. In the barrel the detectors are mounted in concentric cylinders around the
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Figure 4.7: Inner Detector longitudinal view. From [47].
beam axis, and in the end-cap region they are arranged as disks perpendicular to
the beam axis. The system comprises a high-resolution precision pixel detector and
Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT), within a radius of 56 cm followed by a continuous
tracking system (TRT), and a support and service region. The large number of mea-
surements in this outer part (complemented by the precise measurements by pixels
and SCT) contribute to the identification of photon conversions and V o decays and
improve the electron identification efficiency. The whole system has coverage over
the pseudorapidity range |η| ≤ 2.5. On average each particle crosses three pixel lay-
ers, 8 SCT strips, and 36 TRT tracking points which provides enough information
for high precision pattern recognition.
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4.3.1 Pixel Detector
This section of the ID provides the highest-granularity and precision measurements
close to the interaction point. It has three layers of pixels with radii: 5 cm, 8.8 cm
and 12.2 cm respectively from the beam line in the barrel and five disks on each
side, located between 11 and 20 cm from the interaction point in the beam direc-
tion. As it is the closest sub-detector to the interation point this section is crucial for
the identification and location of secondary vertices. The development of b-tagging
algorithms is fundamental to the analysis of top quarks whose decays involve the
production of a b-quark. The first layer of pixels closest to the IP is known as the
“B-layer”.
In total there are 140 M pixel elements arranged into 1500 modules in the barrel and
700 in the disks, each module being 62.4 mm long and 21.4 mm wide. All the pixel
modules are identical, having a minimum pixel size in φ-z of 50 × 400 µm2. The
intrinsic accuracies in the barrel are 10 µm and 115 µm in the φ and z directions
respectively. The system has individual circuits for each pixel element that provide a
buffering feature that makes possible storing the data until the level-1 trigger output.
4.3.2 Semiconductor Tracker
The SCT provides eight precision measurements per track as it comprises 4 two-sided
barrels with radii: 30.0, 37.3, 44.7, 52.0 cm respectively and two-sided end-caps sep-
arated in three rings with three wheels, as shown in Figure 4.7. Each silicon sensor
is 6.36 × 6.40 cm2 with 768 read out strips each 80 µm wide. These silicon detectors
are arranged in modules: four sensors are connected longitudinally in pairs, and each
pair located at an angle to the other to produce a module 12.8 cm long as shown in
Figure 4.8. The sensors are rotated with respect each other to give a resolution of
17 µm in the rφ coordinate and 580 µm in the z coordinate in the barrel and 12 µm
and 580 µm in the rφ and z coordinates respectively, in the end-cap. The end-cap
has strips that vary between 6 and 12 cm long to achieve an optimal coverage which
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goes up to |η| < 2.5. In total there are 61 m2 of silicon detectors in the whole struc-
ture with 6.2 M readout channels. Output signals are amplified and discriminated
and then stored as binary bits passed to a binary pipeline that stores hits until level
1 trigger output.
Figure 4.8: A barrel module of the SCT. The pair of sensors at the top is rotated by 20
mrad with respect the pair at the bottom. From [89].
Silicon microstrips are arranged along the barrel and end-caps, contributing to the
measurement of impact parameter for each track, with a resolution of (22.1 ± 0.9)
µm and a relative momentum resolution of (4.83 ± 0.16) × 10−4 GeV−1 × pT [50].
Also the microstrips contribute to the vertex position measurement with resolution
∼ 16 µm for primary vertices and enhance the good pattern recognition of the ID
as it keeps high granularity at larger radii.
4.3.3 Transition Radiation Tracker
Transition radiation is electromagnetic radiation emitted as a consequence of a
charged particle passing through the boundary between two different materials. The
Transition Radiation Tracker TRT, is made up of a sequence of radiator foils made
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Figure 4.9: Transition radiation photons are produced from electrons crossing between
materials with different dielectric constants. For the ATLAS TRT, radiation foils of CO2
and polypropilene are used to produce transition radiation, From [52].
with polypropylene in a CO2 atmosphere, followed by straw detectors as shown in
Figure 4.9. A non-flammable gas combination of Xe (70%), CO2 (20%) and CF4
(10%) is used in the straw tubes. The xenon in particular absorbs the transition
X-rays that are usually produced by electrons when passing through the radiation
foils. The emission of transition radiation depends on the value of γ = E
m
, and so is
only significant for electrons. Therefore electrons produce larger signals in the tubes
than the usual ionization left by a traversing charged particle.
The TRT as can be seen in the left of Figure 4.10 occupies most of the ID space.
The straw detectors with diameter equal to 4 mm have a well isolated internal gold-
plated W-Re wire with diameter equal to 30 µm and lengths up to 144 cm in the
barrel that can operate at very high rate (∼ 12 MHz) providing a continuous track-
ing system. The barrel contains 50k straws each of them divided in two halves at
the centre and placed horizontal to the beam direction. The end-caps on the other
hand contain 320k straws arranged radially in 18 wheels on each side making a to-
tal of 420 electronic channels. Each channel gives a drift time measurement with
spatial resolution in rφ of 170 µm per straw. At the barrel, straws are arranged in
individual modules with between 329 and 793 axial straws each extending from 56
to 107 cm radii. The 14 wheels at the end-caps closer to the IP cover a radial range
of 64 to 103 cm while the remaining 4 extend to an inner radius of 48 cm to keep
constant the number of crossed straws over the full acceptance. The TRT allows ∼
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36 measurements per track.
Figure 4.10: Transverse view of th ID showing its three sections (left), From [47]. As-
sembly of the ID at CERN (right), From [46].
4.4 Calorimetry Systems
In Figure 4.11 are displayed the main components of calorimetry systems in the
ATLAS detector. The ECAL has a coverage of |η| < 3.2 and the HCAL has cover-
ages of |η| < 1.7 (barrel), 1.5 < |η| < 3.2 (end-caps) and 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 (hadronic
forward calorimeter, HFCAL). The ECAL provides an excellent electron and photon
identification while the HCAL allows jet location and measurement of EmissT . The
whole calorimetry system weighs 4000 tonnes. The LAr systems are contained in a
cylinder 6.65 m long and with a radius of 2.25 m, while the scintillator-tile section
extends to a radius 4.25 and total longitudinal length of 12.2 m.
4.4.1 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
Most particles will interact with the ECAL and so deposit some energy in it. Elec-
trons and photons will be absorbed totally so that the energy deposited in the ECAL
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Figure 4.11: ATLAS calorimetry systems. From [46]
will correspond to their total energy. Other strongly interacting charged particles
will deposit just a fraction of their energies in the ECAL.
The interaction of the incident particles with the layers of lead, the absorber ma-
terial, produces an electromagnetic shower as illustrated on the left of Figure 4.12,
which is measured by the liquid Argon (LAr) layers, the active material. The layers
are arranged with accordion geometry to ensure azimuthal uniformity, as shown in
the right of the figure, where also the dimensions of a barrel module are shown.
The LAr provides radiation hardness, speed and uniformity of response [53]. The
barrel which is divided in two halves separated by 6 mm, provides coverage up to
|η| < 1.475 and the end-caps cover the range 1.375 < |η| < 3.2. All the system
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Figure 4.12: (left) Schematic representation of a electromagnetic shower in an elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter, in terms of radiation lengths Xo, from [138], (right) transverse
view of a single barrel module of the ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter, showing the
distribution of LAr/Lead layers with accordion shape and radiation lengths, from [89].
is contained within a cylinder with an outer radius of 2.25 m and length 6.65 m.
The calorimeter cells point towards the IP; in total there are 190k channels. The
total thickness of the EM calorimeter is ∼ 24 radiation lengths, Xo, in the barrel
as shown in the figure and ∼ 26 Xo in the end-caps [49]. The angular resolution
is energy dependent, as σφ = 50√E mrad and energy fractional resolution as
10√
E
%
[29]. Signals are sent to a preamplifier then to analogue memories until the Level-1
trigger decision is taken (section 4.6). Then after the validation a digitization and
data acquisition system is activated.
4.4.2 Hadronic Calorimeter
The Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL), absorbs and measures the energy of strongly
interacting particles just as the ECAL does to electrons and photons. The HCAL
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barrel is divided in three sections: a central barrel and two identical extended barrels
as can be seen in Figure 4.11. The barrel covers the range |η| < 1.7 with central
barrel over |η| < 1.0 and extended barrels in 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. Iron scintillating-tile
technique is used in this region, which consists of layers 4 mm thick of plastic scin-
tillator plates interleaved with layers of iron absorber 5 mm thick. The barrel is
contained in a cylindrical region with inner and outer radii of 2.28 m and 4.25 m
respectively. It is divided azimuthally in 64 modules with tiles placed radially and
staggered in depth with the same pattern repeated in the z direction.
The end-cap, indicated in Figure 4.11 as LAr hadronic end-cap (HEC), consists of
two wheels with outer radius 2.03 m located after the ECAL end-caps in the z axis.
Each wheel has 32 modules of copper plates spaced by 8.5 mm thick LAr layers. The
wheels are divided into two segments, with plates 25 mm thick (closer to the IP) and
50 mm respectively. This system provides the higher radiation resistance required
for calorimetry systems located at higher pseudorapidities. The end-cap shares the
cryostat used for the ECAL end-caps and also with the LAr forward calorimeter
HFCAL, which extends the HCAL pseudorapidity coverage to 4.9. The end-caps
cover the pseudorapidity range 1.5 < |η| < 3.2 and the HFCAL the range 3.1 < |η|
< 4.9. The total thickness of the HCAL is 11 interaction lengths (λ) at η = 0 [89]
and the fractional energy resolution is about 40√
E
% [30].
4.5 Muon Spectrometer
The Muon Spectrometer (MS), comprises four different technologies used to track
muons being bent by the magnetic field generated by the large superconducting air-
core toriod magnets described in section 4.2. Figure 4.13 summarizes the arrange-
ment of the chambers of the whole system. The Monitored drift tubes (MDTs),
and the Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs), are part of the precision-measurement
tracking chambers system. The Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) and the Thin
Gap Chambers (TGCs) are part of the trigger chambers system. All the chambers
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Figure 4.13: Over-all layout of the 4 muon chamber technologies, precision measurement
chambers and trigger chambers. From [93]
combined give a coverage over the pseudorapidity range 0 < |η| < 2.7. The MS has
a barrel with total length of 25 m while the end-caps extend up to 22.5 m from the
centre of the detector along the z-axis. The barrel (covering the range |η| < 1.0)
has rectangular chambers with areas 2-10 m2 that are arranged in three cylindrical
layers with radii 5, 7.5 and 10 m respectively. The end-caps have trapezoidal-shaped
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chambers arranged with vertical orientation with areas 1-10 m2 in the range 1.4 <
|η| < 2.7. Each end-cap is made of 4 disks at 7, 10, 14, and 21-23 m from the IP
along the z-axis. The pseudorapidity range 1.0 < |η| < 1.4 is a transition region
from barrel to end-cap; here vertical oriented chambers are located in the combined
end-cap and barrel magnetic fields.
The trigger of the MS is crucial to suppress backgrounds associated with penetrat-
ing products from primary collision known as “punchthrough” and secondary decay
products generated in calorimeters and shielding material. The MS includes its own
trigger and high-precision chambers with very fast time response. The system has
an opening at |η| = 0 to allow the entrance of cables and other services for the ID,
CS and Calorimetry systems. The muon momentum resolution is expected to in-
crease from 2 % to 10 % of the momentum value in a range from 10 to 1000 GeV [87].
4.5.1 Monitored Drift Tubes
Figure 4.14: Cross-section of a single MDT element (left), trajectories of muons with
momenta 4 GeV (red colour) and 20 GeV (blue colour) respectively through the magnetic
field in the barrel of the MS, in general the tracks hit 3 layers of MDT modules (right)
From [89].
The Monitored drift tubes (MDT), are used for precision measurement of the muon
momentum in the MS. They are located in the MS barrel and end-caps, over most
of the η range covered by the MS, as shown in Figure 4.13. The cross section of
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a single MDT chamber is shown in the left of Figure 4.14, the tubes are made of
aluminium with lengths varying from 70 cm to 630 cm and diameter of 30 mm.
An internal 50 µm diameter W-Re wire is surrounded by a non-flamable mixture of
Ar (93%), CO2 (7%) (∼ 3 bar absolute pressure). The electrons produced in the
ionization are collected by the central wire. Two muon tracks crossing the three
layers of MDTs in the MS barrel at radii 5, 7.5 and 7 m respectively, are shown in
the right of the figure. The track with the highest momentum with blue colour has
a smaller bending curvature. The system has a single-wire resolution of ∼ 80 µm.
The tubes are arranged in groups ‘monolayers’ of 2×4 or 2×3 tubes and then in
groups of four or three monolayers known as ‘multilayers’. Each drift tube is read
out by low impedance current preamplifier and then by a differential amplifier, and
finally by a shaping amplifier and a discriminator. The tubes are constantly being
monitored for mechanical deformation by a sophisticated optical system - hence its
name. There is a system of four monitoring rays (2 parallel and two crossing diag-
onally) at every unit of area of (1 - 2 m) by (1 - 6 m).
4.5.2 Cathode Strip Chambers
The Cathode Strip Chambers provide the MS with higher granularity and higher
rate capability. These chambers are located in the region of the detector subject to
high flux, 2.0 < |η| < 2.7, and are able to perform at counting rates about 1000
Hz/cm2. These chambers are also supported by an optical alignment system as in
the MDTs. The chambers are made with several anode wires with anode-cathode
spacing as shown in Figure 4.15 where a single CSC module is shown in the left and
an illustration of the arrangement of the cathode strips and the anode wires is shown
in the right. Coordinates are obtained by measuring the charge in cathode induced
by the ‘avalanche in anode’. Cathode strips are orthogonal to anode wires and a
position resolution of ∼ 60 µm is achieved. A second set of cathodes in the chamber
are oriented parallel to the anodes, to measure the second transverse coordinate.
The chambers use a non flamable mixture of Ar(30%), CO2 (50%) and CF4 (20%).
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Figure 4.15: Schematic view of a single unit of CSC chambers (left), illustration of
arrangement of cathode strips and anode wires in the CSC chambers (right). From [54].
4.5.3 Resistive Plate Chambers
The Resistive plate chambers provide the trigger system in the barrel and are ar-
ranged in three stations located inside the outer layer of MDTs in the barrel as
shown in Figure 4.16. The outer layer permits selection of high transverse momen-
tum tracks with values of pT in the range 9 - 35 GeV, regarded as high pT trigger
and the remaining two inner layers allow the selection of tracks with low value of pT
in the range 6 - 9 GeV [89]. The RPCs provide a space-time resolution of 1 cm × 1
ns. They have a narrow gas gap (2 mm defined by polycarbonate spacers) formed
by two bakelite (2 mm thick) plates. Ionizing electrons are generated from the muon
hits and an electric field is applied over them so capacitance pulses are generated
as charge is accumulated. The gas used for this chambers is C2H2F4. Capacitive
coupling is used to read the signal which is read out by a set of η-strips parallel to
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MDT wires (bending view) and φ-strips parallel orthogonal to MDTs wires (second
coordinate), each chamber has 2 detector layers and 4 readout strip panels.
Figure 4.16: Trigger system in the MS barrel with three layers of RPCs. The first two
layers, RPC1 and RPC2 straddle the middle layer of MDTs. The third layer RPC3 is
above the outer layer of MDTs in the larger MS sectors and below in the smaller MS
sectors. From [89].
4.5.4 Thin Gap Chambers
The Thin Gap Chambers provide the trigger system in the end-cap and are located
close to the middle MDT layer and are separated in three stations that are also
used to complement the angular measurements of the MDTs in the end-caps. Here
as in the CSCs, multiwire proportional chambers are used but the wire-to-cathode
distance of 1.4 mm is smaller than the wire-to-wire distance of 1.8 mm, graphite 1.6
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mm G-10 plates are used for cathode strips [89]. An illustration of the arrangement
of anode wires and cathode strips is shown in Figure 4.17.
Figure 4.17: Schematic illustration of the configuration of anode wires and cathode strips
in the TGCs. From [89].
There is a 2.8 mm thin separation between cathodes which yields to short drift time
and good time resolution. Orthogonal copper strips provide measurement of second
coordinate (similar structure as the CSCs). The highly flammable gas mixture CO2
(55%), n-pentane (45%) is used for these chambers which are arranged in groups of
two or three.
4.6 Data Acquisition and Selection Stages
The Data acquisition system (DAQ), in ATLAS is separated into three levels: Level
1, Level 2 and Event Filter for online event selection as illustrated in Figure 4.18,
where the main stages of the event selection are shown. Each level decision is based
on different observed signatures that characterize events of potential interest for
the diffent physics analyses. Bunch crossing rates corresponding to head-on proton-
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Figure 4.18: Diagram of Trigger and DAQ system, From [93]
proton collisions at 40 MHz (corresponding to design luminosity) should be reduced
to ∼ 100 Hz for storage. Ignoring the pixel detector the total number of detector
channels exceeds 107.
4.6.1 Level-1 Trigger
The Level-1 Trigger (LVL1), should identify a bunch crossing of interest (the bunch
are separated by ∼ 25 ns). In general, information from a subset of detectors with
low granularity is used at this stage e.g. the segmented regions of muon spectrome-
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ter chambers. The calorimetry system trigger finds high pT electrons and photons,
jets and τ leptons decaying into hadrons (energy isolation cuts are applied) or large
missing transverse energies. Trigger information is stored for different sets of pT
thresholds where conditions for certain objects are required in coincidence or veto.
ATLAS can accept a maximum rate from LVL1 Trigger of 75KHz (which has been
upgraded to 100kHz). Pipeline memories are used to store information from the
event for up to 2.5 µs when the trigger decision is taken. Finally the data are trans-
ferred to readout buffers (ROBs) and kept there until the LVL-2 trigger decision is
taken. Then the data are either erased or passed to the event filter.
4.6.2 Level-2 Trigger
The Level-2 Trigger (LVL2), uses regions of interest (RoI) from the event classified as
primary and secondary. Primary RoIs are stored at the L1-trigger while secondary
correspond to information not used for the L1-trigger decision. RoIs comprise the
angular locations, η and φ, and transverse momentum pT of muons, electrons, pho-
tons, τ candidates and showers of particles (jets) originating from quarks. Also
the event missing energy EmissT and scalar sum of total transverse energy
∑
ET are
variables considered by the RoIs. For most of the cases data from only a small
fraction of the detector are required for the LVL-2 decision as it is mostly guided by
identification of few regions of interests. The LVL2 reduces the rate from 75 kHz to
∼ 1 kHz. The decision time of the LVL2 is around 1-10 ms.
4.6.3 Event Filter
The Event Filter (EF), is the final stage for the triggering process and event building
where refined algorithms and methods adapted to the online environment, during
event selection, are used. Information such as the alignment of detector components,
calibration details and the magnetic field map are used at this stage. Sometimes the
EF uses tighter pT thresholds than those used in previous stages. All event data are
available for this last stage. The selected events are written to the detector mass
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storage and are available to be used for physics analyses. The output final rate is ∼
100 Hz, corresponding to output data rate of ∼ 100MB/s (if full data are recorded).
The Event filter is able to perform vertex location and track fitting. Considering
the massive amount of data collected each year (in the order of Peta-Bytes) new
methods of data reduction, data selection and data access are under study for future
stages of the LHC.
Finally a preliminary processing is done of the raw data after the event filter in
order to separate data into event categories. From this point data are available to
be used directly for different studies and analyses.
4.7 Physics and Performance During Run I
The ATLAS detector has had a successful operation during Run-I, analysing events
from proton-proton collisions at centre-of-mass energies of 7 TeV and 8 TeV. The
detector recorded about 4.57 fb−1 and 20.3 fb−1 of good quality data for physics at
7 TeV and 8 TeV, respectively. The collaboration has analysed the collected data
producing a total of 429 publications [58].
During Run-I the experiment has produced remarkable results such as the discov-
ery of the Higgs boson and has set tighter limits for candidate values for masses
of different theoretical supersymetric particles. It has also reproduced most of the
measurements performed by the Tevatron experiments for analyses involving top
quark and B-mesons decays, the former being described with more detail in chap-
ter 6. These areas in particular will gain precision for the different measurements
during Run-II as the detector and different sources of systematic uncertainties are
understood better after the experience with Run-I. ATLAS has measured several
cross section values of different processes. As shown in Figure 2.9 a good agreement
between data and the SM predictions has been found.
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Before moving towards Run-II the collaboration has cooperated with the CMS col-
laboration to make possible the combination of some of their results, mostly in
analyses involving the measurement of Higgs properties increasing the precision of
the results.
4.8 Collaboration Progress Towards Run II
As the LHC starts running again this time at proton-proton collisions with centre-
of-mass energies of 13 TeV, the collaboration has started to upgrade its analysis
software and MC simulations to prepare for the increase in collision energy. Internal
studies on expected results have been performed. This new campaign provides an
exciting time for physics in general as collisions with this record energy have not
been analysed before and new interesting results could lie ahead during this new run.
Between the main upgrades performed over the ATLAS detector before the start of
Run-II, is the successful insertion of the Insertable B-Layer subdetector (IBL), the
innermost layer of pixels, which will improve significantly the detection of b-quarks.
It is also expected to increase the tracking, vertex location and b-tagging efficiencies
of the ID. This is the closest sub-detector of the ID to the beam pipe, reducing its
radius by 4 mm and with its supporting tube just 1.9 mm from the pixel detector.
It is made with pixels with size 50×250 µm, in the φ and z coordinates respectively,
with total coverage |η| < 3 and just ∼ 33 mm from the interaction point [59]. Also
hardware and software improvements have been achieved for all the detector sub-
systems, allowing it to accommodate higher rates that will be present during Run-II.
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Chapter 5
Atlantis; ATLAS Event Display
In this chapter the technical contributions from the service work completed
by the author for the ATLAS experiment are summarized. Atlantis is a program
that is used by the collaboration to display simulated and observed events from data
using intuitive graphical objects. Its use is widespread in publications and in the
collaboration control room at CERN in Geneva [143]. A simpler version of Atlantis
called Minerva is used in particle physics masterclasses and outreach events around
the world.
The author spent one year before the start of the physics analysis as a developer in
the Atlantis group, in charge of the upgrades to the program and of giving tutorial
talks at CERN about the use of this program. The ATLAS tutorial programme
involved mostly students in their 1st and 2nd years of PhD who had just become
members of the collaboration. Also this service task included assisting people from
all over the collaboration with enquiries about the use of the program and addressing
reports of small bugs identified in it. The Atlantis group comprises staff and stu-
dents from the University of Birmingham and University College in London (UCL).
Atlantis is briefly introduced in section 5.1 and main developments of this program
achieved by the author are discussed in section 5.2. Current projects under devel-
opment by others, but initially started by the author, are described in section 5.3.
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5.1 Introduction to Atlantis
Atlantis is a program written in the Java [145] programming language mostly used
to develop programs that involve the use of graphical applications. It is a standalone
ATLAS event display, which means that it can be run in any computer with the
appropriate updated Java packages [146]. Its name is formed by taking some of
the letters from the expression “ATLAs eveNT dISplay”, which describes the main
function of the program. Atlantis creates a visual representation of events that are
produced when proton-proton collisions occur at the ATLAS detector. To accom-
plish this task it uses nine different 2D projections, briefly described in section 5.1.1.
Atlantis reads information from files with format .xml, produced by ATLAS soft-
ware, Athena [147]. It uses as input the original files that store the recorded infor-
mation from all the selected events by the experiment. The specific package that
Athena uses to produce these files is called JiveXML [144], and can only be used by
ATLAS members.
5.1.1 Atlantis Projections
In Figure 5.1 the x-y, η-φ and ρ-z projections are used to display a simulated tt¯
event. The x-y projection in the left of the figure, is a transverse view of the de-
tector, perpendicular to beam direction (here the end-cap information is hidden).
Reconstructed jets are in general represented with white coloured cones; they are
coloured blue if the jets originate from b-quarks.
Tracks of charged particles created in the inner tracker detector are represented with
cyan colour. These tracks are the ones passing different selection cuts like trans-
verse momentum and distance to primary collision vertex cuts. It is possible to
colour tracks by different methods, for example they can be coloured by their values
of transverse momentum pT , as in Figure 5.8, where only the most energetic ones
passing certain pT cut are drawn. They can also be coloured by objects, so it can
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be known if there is any track associated to an electron, a muon or a tau.
Figure 5.1: tt¯ event displayed through the x-y, η-φ and ρ-z atlantis projections. For the
x-y and ρ-z projections, jets are in general represented by white cones and are coloured
blue if they are originated from b-quarks. They are represented by white and blue rings
in the η-φ projection.
In the middle of Figure 5.1, the η-φ projection is shown, here η and φ are the detec-
tor angular coordinates described in section 4.1. This projection is useful to locate
quickly in which region of the detector the interesting objects were produced. Phys-
ical objects (electrons, muons and taus) are represented by circles in this projection;
reconstructed jets are represented with blue and gray circles while missing energy
with a red dashed line. Electric charges of the different tracks are proportional to
the height of the V-shape they form. Finally in the right side of Figure 5.1 the
same event is displayed using the ρ-z projection which is a longitudinal view along
the beam axis. Through this projection it is possible to have an over-all view of all
the sub-detectors easily; in the figure are shown the hadronic calorimeter (red) and
electromagnetic calorimeter (green) and all the objects within them.
Another set of projections that are not used very often within the collabotation are
shown in Figure 5.2. The φ-ρ projection (left) is another transverse view of the
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Figure 5.2: Same tt¯ event displayed in Figure 5.1 using the φ-ρ, φ-z, x′-z Atlantis
projections.
detector alternative to the x-y projection, using φ and ρ coordinates instead of x
and y. The φ-z projection (in the middle) uses the φ and z coordinates and is much
less intuitive than the rest of the projections. x′-z (right end) is another longitudinal
view of the detector alternative to the ρ-z projection, that just shows tracks in the
inner detector and the muon detector sections, so a rapid match between possible
muonic tracks and spectrometer hits can be done.
Finally in Figure 5.3 are shown the rest of the available projections. y′-z (left) is
another longitudinal view of the detector alternative to the ρ-z projection, but just
showing the event tracks in the inner detector. In the middle of the figure, the lego
plot is shown, which is a projection that, as with the η-φ projection, locates event
signals using the η and φ angular coordinates, but additionally the lego plot shows
the value of an extra coordinate, the objects’ transverse energies, ET. It displays the
transverse energy deposited in calorimeters corresponding to a specific η-φ location
through towers parallel to the ET axis. Finally in the right-end of the figure there
is an event information window that should be included when an event display is
shown in an internal presentation or a scientific paper, as it indicates when the event
was produced and if it is a real or simulated event.
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Figure 5.3: y′-z, lego-plot Atlantis projections and the event information window.
5.1.2 Available Tools to Analyse Events
When running Atlantis, a Graphical User Interface (GUI), menu is available, and is
illustrated in Figure 5.4. The options at the top of the menu are useful to save the
image of the display being shown or to open any input .xml file containing infor-
mation from additional events located in specific URL addresses or locations in the
computer memory.
Figure 5.4: Atlantis Graphical User Interface (GUI).
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Also with the GUI menu it is possible to change from one event to another one by
using the buttoms “previous” and “next” and to reset to the default settings of the
program or to create a list of selected objects in the event to perform a simple calcu-
lation. Below these top options, there is the interaction section, where it is possible
to change the aspect of the selected projection. There is for example a zooming tool
to observe closer a specific section of the detector or the fish eye tool which boosts
the size of the inner-smaller regions of the detector. Below the interaction section
there is a set of squares identified with letters. Here the user can select how all the
selected projections will be distributed across the screen.
Finally at the bottom, there are labels that address different aspects of the event.
For example with the option “cuts” the user can select a specific region of the de-
tector like the inner detector or a specific physical object and can apply an available
cut. Here the user can restrict the objects that will be displayed in the screen, for
example a cut value for the pT of tracks can be set. The option “projection" allows
the selection of the different projections while the option “objects" gives the possi-
bility to the user to decide how each object will be coloured.
5.2 Author’s Contributions to Atlantis
Contributions to the Atlantis program focused on the display of events that in-
volve the production of jets and b-jets. Examples of such events are semi-leptonic tt¯
events, described in chapter 6, where at least 4 jets are produced, of which at least
two are b-jets. These contributions included changing the appearance of jets in the
lego plot which are now represented by transparent towers rather than small circles
and adding the feature to the program of colouring jets by “b-jet” using the output
of b-tagging algorithms to discriminate these objects and colour them differently to
ordinary jets. Also an option was added to the GUI to select the b-tagging algo-
rithm of the user preference, and another slot was added to modify the b-tagging
working point, defined in the following subsection. The aspect of all the objects
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in general shown in the lego plot was improved using a Java transparency feature.
These developments are described from sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.5.
Also small developments were done over the lego plot to improve the use of this pro-
jection for Level-1 electromagnetic calorimeter trigger studies, described in section
5.2.5. An aditional option to colour event vertices and tracks by vertex type was
developed and is described in section 5.2.6
5.2.1 Jets and b-tagging Information
The ATLAS sofware Athena can run different b-tagging algorithms over the jet
objects in the selected events using their recorded information. These algorithms
determine how likely is each of the jets in the event to originate from a b-quark.
Each of them will assign a b-tagging weight to the different jets. For each of the
b-tagging algorithms there is a reference number that is called, “working point”. If
the b-tagging weight for a particular jet has a value over the working point, the
jet is regarded as b-jet for a particular algorithm. Each working point will set an
efficiency for b-jet identification, which is shown in Table 5.1 for three different b-
tagging algoritms.
For research areas within experimental particle physics such as top quark physics
the identification of b-jets with reasonable efficiency is crucial. In the event selection
summarized in chapter 7, for example, two b-jet objects are required to be identified
in each of the events by b-tagging algorithms. For this selection the MV1 algorithm
in the table has been used as it has been the algorithm that has performed better
in most of the analyses within the collaboration. An efficiency of 70 % has been
selected, as if a higher efficiency is chosen several events are lost and large statistical
fluctuations are introduced.
Code was added to the program so the b-tagging weights from the different b-tagging
algorithms for each jet could be displayed on the Atlantis output screen, when a spe-
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cific jet is selected with the mouse by the user. Figure 5.5 shows how the Atlantis
oputput screen looks when a specific jet has been selected. The values corresponding
to 9 different b-tagging algorithms are shown in the figure.
Table 5.1: Table presenting the different efficiencies for b-tagging identification corre-
sponding to different working points and 3 b-tagging algorithms.
b-tagging Algorithm Efficiency Working Point
IP3DSV1
60% 4.55
70% 1.70
80% -0.80
JetFitterCOMBNN
57% 2.20
60% 1.80
70% 0.35
80% -1.25
MV1
60% 0.91
70% 0.60
75% 0.40
85% 0.07
5.2.2 b-tagging Colouring Function to Colour Jets
The following challenge was to allow the user to select any of the b-tagging algo-
rithms contained in the input file and then select a specific working point. Jets with
weight values higher than the working point value would be coloured blue, charater-
istic of b-jet objects. Additional code was written to add a new colouring function
for jet objects and a drop-down menu to the GUI so the different available b-tagging
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Figure 5.5: Atlantis output screen showing b-tagging weights from different algorithms
for a specific selected jet.
algorithms could be shown as in Figure 5.6. For the event in the figure there are
eight different b-tagging algorithms available. Once an algorithm has been selected
the desired working point can be introduced into the GUI, as indicated in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.6: Added drop-down menu to the Atlantis GUI, showing the available b-tagging
algorithms for each event jet.
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Figure 5.7: Once a b-tagging algorithm is selected, a working point can be set.
Figure 5.8: A typical look of the event jets being coloured according to their b-tagging
weight values.
In Figure 5.7 for example, a working point of 0.602 for the MV1 tagger, correspond-
ing to a efficiency of 70%, has been chosen. The new colouring function of jets was
interfaced with the drop-down menu shown in the Figure 5.6, so that, if the user
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selects an algorithm and a working point, this information is transmitted into the
canvas automatically and the jets are coloured blue as b-jets if they pass the working
point cut.
For the latest release of the program, to use this colouring feature for jets, the user
has to select the “Objects" label in the GUI and then change the colouring function
of jets to “BJets". Then the next step is to select the “Cuts" label, then the sub-label
“Objects", and then a menu like the one shown in Figure 5.7 will appear. After the
user has enabled the colouring by BJets function and adjusted the b-tagging pref-
erences in the GUI, the event jets are coloured either as ordinary jets or as b-jets as
shown in Figure 5.8, where two jets are produced, one of them being identified as a
b-jet and coloured blue.
In Figure 5.8, it can be seen in the top right projection that the tracks in the inner
detector have been coloured by their values of pT . In this display the pT values of
tracks are: green → pT ∼ 1 GeV, pink → pT ∼ 5 GeV, orange → pT ∼ 20 GeV,
red → pT ∼ 70 GeV. The track coloured in red corresponds to an electron object
represented with a green bar coming from calorimenters. A muon object represented
with a red bar coming from calorimeters has been identified as well and the red line
going upwards represents the direction of the event transverse missing energy. This
event is a simulated dilepton tt¯ event and in this case the b-tagging algorithm iden-
tified only one of the event b-jets.
5.2.3 Jet Towers in Lego Plot
Another contribution consisted in changing the representation of jets in the lego plot
and reducing the overlap between jets and electrons in the displays. In the bottom
right of Figure 5.9 is shown how previously jets were represented in the lego plot
by using circles. It was decided to represent the jets as towers just like the other
objects in this projection. These towers needed to be transparent to avoid hiding
any other object as the jets smear their energy into a wider area in the (η, φ) plane
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than other objects.
Figure 5.9: Event containing several jets, in the bottom right jets are represented by
circles in the lego plot
Jets have associated electromagnetic and hadronic components for their energy de-
posits in the calorimeters. To avoid overlapping between jets and electrons and to
avoid drawing the same object twice as an electron and as a jet, a new option was
added into the GUI. Jets are drawn as electrons or jet objects depending on the
value of their electromagnetic component. By default, if the electromagnetic com-
ponent is over 95 %, then the object is considered an electron. The percentage of
this overlap can be modified by the user with this new added option in the GUI.
Figure 5.10 shows a display produced during the development of the jet towers in
the lego-plot. In the right of Figure 5.10 a jet (white colour) has been overlapped
by an electron (green colour). This problem was solved by adding the mentioned
overlapping feature.
Initially the towers in the lego plot for the different objects did not have a 3D aspect,
with their top and sides drawn with a squared shape instead of a single line. As can
seen in the right side of Figure 5.10 a 3D aspect was given to all the towers, not just
the ones corresponding to jets.
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Figure 5.10: Initial attempt to produce the jet towers in Lego plot. In this plot the
towers’ sides have not been coloured, making it difficult to distinguish each of the towers.
The towers with white lines represent jets, the tower with green colour represents an
electron and the one with red colour represents a muon (left). Zoomed view of the same
event to illustrate how one of the jets has been overlapped by an electron object (right).
In Figure 5.11 is shown one of the first advanced versions of the jet towers. Still
all the towers specially the ones corresponding to jets had an “empty” look in the
canvas, which has a black coloured background. So a transparency tool available for
Java graphical applications was used to colour the walls of the towers with trans-
parent colour. With this upgrade the towers look like in Figure 5.12, with a more
solid aspect, but at the same time objects behind each of the towers can be identified.
In right of Figure 5.12, it can be seen that the degree of transparency for the towers
corresponding to muons and electron objects is chosen to be higher as these objects
are represented with narrower towers and the trasnparency is not required to be
very low for these towers. In Figure 5.13 a multi-jet event observed in data from
proton-proton collisions with centre-of-mass energy equal to
√
s = 8 TeV is being
displayed using jet cones for the x-y projection and the improved towers for lego
plot (all the features are visible).
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Figure 5.11: One of the first versions of the jet towers appearance in the lego plot. The
towers with white lines represent jets, the towers with green colour represent electrons and
the ones with red colour represent a muons. In this event two jets have been overlapped
by two electrons. The gray circles were previously used to represent the jets. The towers
with yellow colour represent energy deposits in the calorimeters in the transverse direction
perpendicular to the beam line.
5.2.4 Propagating b-tagging Colouring to the Lego Plot
The colouring feature of jet objects by b-jet described in section 5.2.2 was initially
only available for the x-y and ρ-z projections but not for the lego plot, which is
a projection that comes from a separated set of classes within the program. So a
substantial amount of code had to be added to the program to make this feature
work also in the lego plot.
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(a) Current aspect of Jet towers (b) current aspect of all lego plot towers
Figure 5.12: Aspect of the towers in the lego plot projection with improved towers
for jets (white), electrons (green) and muons (red) in the latest release of Atlantis. Two
observed events are shown here corresponding to collisions at 8 TeV.
Figure 5.13: 2012 real multi-jet event being displayed using the jet cones and towers
Figure 5.14 shows the implementation of the colouring by b-jet over the towers asso-
ciated to jets in the lego plot. The event shown in the figure is a simulated tt¯ event,
where two jets have been b-tagged and coloured blue by Atlantis. This figure sum-
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Figure 5.14: Application of the b-tagging colouring function in the lego plot over a
semiletopnic simulated tt¯ event.
marizes all the work done related with jet b-tagging described in section 5.2.2 and
the improvements over the lego plot projection. These upgrades were well received
within the collaboration and have been used very often since they were introduced
to the Atlantis official release.
In Figure 5.15 recent simulated events are displayed using the improved lego plot
and the b-tagging colouring feature. On the left a simulated tt¯ event and in the right
a simulated event with a Higgs boson decaying to four leptons.
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(a) Simulated tt¯ event. (b) Simulated 4l Higgs event.
Figure 5.15: Simulated events being displayed to test the upgrades over the lego plot
projection and jet colouring by b-jet.
5.2.5 LVL1 Trigger and Jet Elements Towers
For studies involving the L1-Level Electromagnetic Calorimeter Trigger a specific
configuration of Atlantis is used with three different versions of the lego plot called
“calorimeter views”. Each of the three views, shown in Figure 5.16, use towers rep-
resenting the energy deposits in the calorimeters. The size of the tower elements
was initially set to have the same value in the η and φ directions for the three views.
An additional option was added into the Atlantis GUI so the granularity of jet tow-
ers could be modified by the user. If the granularity is very high then the energy
deposits are separated in several small towers or “elements” as can be seen in the
first view in the left. The granularity is decreased gradually for the view in the
middle and in the right respectively, reducing the amount of towers. These feature
allows the study of different isolation criteria implemented for this trigger. The
resolutions used for the views in the middle and in the right end of the figure are
called “LVL1TriggerTower" and “LVL1JetElement" criteria respectively.
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Figure 5.16: The towers sizes in the φ and η directions can be modified by the user, so
the energy deposits are spread in tower elements with variable granularity.
5.2.6 Colour by Vertex Type Function
The last significant contribution added to the program was the addition of a new
colouring option for tracks and vertex objects located within the inner detector. The
event vertices are represented in Atlantis with small squares (or circles) and can be
seen if one zooms-in enough when using x-y or ρ-z projections.
These vertex objects represent mostly regions where a proton-proton collision took
place and several particles were released as a result. One of these reconstructed ver-
tices is categorized as the “primary". When a b-quark hadronises, it generates a jet
of particles that orginates in a vertex that is said to be of “secondary” type. These
vertices are usually not aligned along the beamline with the rest of the vertices, as
the b-quark hadronisation happens just after the collision takes place.
An additional function was created within the program to colour vertex objects by
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Figure 5.17: Implementation of the colouring of vertex objects and tracks by vertex type
feature over a simulated dilepton tt¯ event.
type: “primary", “secondary" or any of the remaining vertices with low interest. The
chosen colours to represent these different types were red, blue and gray respectively.
In Figure 5.17 the display at the top shows the x-y plot of the tracks and two jets
that seem to come from a singular point. After zooming-in enough over this region
the ρ-z display looks as in the bottom of the figure; the different tracks are actually
coming from different vertex points. One of them was categorised as primary with
red colour and one of them shifted down with respect all the aligned vertices was
tagged as secondary and coloured with blue colour. The rest of them are tagged as
vertices of low interest and have been coloured with gray colour.
The user can also colour the different tracks by the type of vertex they are coming
from as it is shown in the figure. The jet that was b-tagged seems to be coming
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from the secondary vertex and then it is very likely that the b-jet identification was
sucessful for this event. These features can be enabled in the GUI by changing the
colouring mode of vertices and tracks to the option “by vertex type”.
5.3 Projects Under Development
A configuration file within Atlantis sets how the display will look when the user
starts the program. It determines which projections and objects will be shown by
default and which cuts will be applied over the different physical objects in the
event. A particular configuration file is selected by the user when starting Atlantis.
The choice depends on which aspects of the events are required to be presented.
A project that is in progress is the generation of a configuration file that could show
by default only physical objects without including tracks or hits in the different sub-
detectors. These type of displays would be useful to illustrate different processes
under interest for the different analyses without showing background tracks or de-
tector hits, especially ideal to display tt¯ event candidates.
Another project in progress that has been developed so far by the author is to expand
the feature of colouring of vertices and tracks by vertex type described in section
5.2.6, so the user can cut as well tracks and vertices by vertex type. This expansion
would allow to show only the vertices of interest and the objects originated from
them. A preliminary version of this code has been prepared but is currently under
test.
Finally another task under development concerns jet cones, which are currently set
to be drawn from a common central point in the x-y and ρ-z projections, but they
should be originated from the vertices they are associated with. This upgrade would
allow a more realistic display when zooming in enough so the vertex objects in the
event are visible.
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Chapter 6
Top-Quark Properties
In this chapter the main physical properties that can be measured from top
quark decays are discussed focusing on the top quark width. Important features
about the top quark, as described in the SM, are reviewed in section 6.1. Section
6.2 introduces tt¯ pair production. Results from top properties’ analyses from AT-
LAS during run I are included in section 6.3. Section 6.4 is dedicated to the top
quark width and the SM prediction of this parameter is shown. Current limits from
analyses performed by the CDF and CMS collaborations with two different method-
ologies are described.
6.1 The Standard Model Top Quark

d′
s′
b′
 =

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb


d
s
b
 (6.1)
According to the SM the top quark is a spin - 12 fermion with electric charge +
2
3 e
(where e is the electron charge). It is the weak isospin parter of the bottom quark
and transforms as a colour triplet under the group SU(3) of strong interactions. The
SM states that the top quark decays via the electroweak interaction to an on-shell
W-boson plus one of the down-type quarks. The up-type quarks: u, c and t decay to
the weak eigenstates d′, s′ and b′, which are a combination of the mass eigenstates d,
s and b, standing for the down-type quarks. In Equation (6.1) the weak eigenstates
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are related to the mass eigenstates via the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM),
matrix or quark mixing matrix. The CKM matrix determines the branching rates
for the different decays from any of the up-type quarks to any of the down-type
quarks.
VCKM =

0.97428± 0.00015 0.2253± 0.0007 0.00347+0.00016−0.00012
0.2252± 0.0007 0.97345+0.00015−0.00016 0.0410+0.001−0.0007
0.00862+0.00026−0.00020 0.0403+0.0011−0.0007 0.999152+0.000030−0.000045
 (6.2)
The numerical values for the CKM matrix elements are shown in Equation (6.2).
They are obtained from a global fit that uses several theoretical and experimental
results [64], the squared values of the three terms on the bottom row of the matrix
|Vtd|2, |Vts|2 and |Vtb|2 are proportional to the rate of decay of the top quark into
the d, s and b quarks. It is possible to conclude from the numerical values in the
matrix that according to the SM the top quark decays almost exclusively (with a
rate equal to ∼ 99 %) to a W-boson + b-quark.
A deviation from these predicted rates for top decays could indicate beyond the SM
processes involving contributions from unobserved heavier quarks. Some possible
extensions of the SM allow Vtd to have smaller values than that predicted by the
SM [86] as processes producing a charged Higgs via top decays like t → b H+ are
allowed. However recent searches for charged Higgs bosons show no deviations from
the SM predictions [66]. Also exclusion results from the search of heavier genera-
tions of particles [67] support that this matrix should indeed be 3 × 3.
Due to its large mass and small lifetime the top quark is involved in very funda-
mental phenomena like the electroweak symmetry breaking [60] that separated the
electroweak unified force into two separated forces, the weak and the electromag-
netic. It is also involved in fundamental processes associated with possible extensions
of the SM as has been already mentioned. It is then crucial to measure precisely all
the properties of the top quark.
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6.2 tt¯ Pair Production and Decays
Top quark pair tt¯ decays are used to study different processes and observables con-
strained by the SM. The LHC experiments have already collected an unprecedented
amount of data as the production cross sections of the different processes increases
with the pp collision energy as was shown in Figure 2.7. So far the different studies
performed during run-I at the LHC with collision energies at 7 and 8 TeV have given
results in agreement with the SM predictions. Several analyses will be reproduced
during run-II with a collision energy equal to 13 TeV. In run-II even higher statis-
tics will be obtained and results will be more precise as the sources of systematic
uncertainty will be understood better.
Figure 6.1: tt¯ production Leading Order (LO) Feynman Diagrams: from qq¯ annihilation
in the upper diagram and gluon-gluon fusion in the lower diagrams.
Figure 6.1 displays the Feynman diagrams corresponding to proceses contributing
at Leading Order (LO) approximation to tt¯ production. The diagram at the top
accounts for q-q¯ annihilation while the three diagrams at the bottom correspond to
gluon-gluon fusion processes giving rise to a tt¯ pair. As explained in section 2.5 at
the LHC (collision energies ≥ 7 TeV) tt¯ production via gluons is much more likely
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to happen (with a rate ∼ 90%) as described in section 2.5.
Figure 6.2: Diagram displaying the different categories for tt¯ decays. All Jets channel
and Lepton + Jets share a rate value of ∼ 44% while the Dilepton channel has a branching
ratio ∼ 11%. From [62].
Figure 6.2 shows the different channels for tt¯ decays and the relative decay rates.
These channels are set considering that each top quark decays to a b-quark and a
W-boson. The W-boson can decay to a quark-antiquark pair which is known as
hadronic decay, or can decay to a lepton + neutrino pair: a neutrino and an a
up-type lepton (electron, muon or tau). In the hadronic decay of W, the quarks
will manifest themselves as jets of particles. The diagram shows that in ∼ 45 % of
the events the two W-bosons decay hadronically, ∼ 10 % of the decays are dilep-
tonic and ∼ 45 % are semileptonic where one of the W’s decays hadronically and
the other leptonically. Though the all-hadronic or “all jets” channel has a large
branching ratio, it is challenging to use these events as it is difficult to assign each
jet to the correct initial quark. Dileptonic events on the other hand can be selected
and reconstructed easily as they have two leptons with two different electric charges
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with different signs but the branching fraction for this channel is the smallest. The
semileptonic channel has a large rate (same as hadronic channel), but it has both,
a hadronic and a leptonic side which is a good discriminant for the event selection
against backgrounds. For the selected events in this channel there should be at least
4 jets accounting for the 2 b-quarks and 2 light quarks from the W-boson decay plus
one up-type lepton with a neutrino from the other W-boson decay. With proton col-
lisions at 8 TeV and a collected integrated luminosity ∼ 20.3 fb−1 (ATLAS record),
∼ 4.8 M tt¯ events are expected to be produced, of which ∼ 1.4 M are semileptonic
events (with an electron or muon).
Figure 6.3: Different properties that can be studied with tt¯ events, From [73]
6.3 Top Properties Measurements from tt¯ Decays
at ATLAS
Different properties can be measured from tt¯ processes as illustrated in the diagram
in Figure 6.3, where a tt¯ diagram is shown including the main decay products and
some of the main variables that can be studied. One of the properties whose mea-
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surement puts under test the SM is the degree of spin correlation between the two
top quarks in the event. The degree of spin correlation in tt¯ pairs is defined as
in Equation (6.3), where the different terms represent the number of events where
the spins of the top and antitop quarks are in the same or opposite direction. The
direction of motion of the top quark in the tt¯ rest frame is used as the reference
axis. The SM predicts a degree of spin correlation of ASM = 0.31 at NLO accuracy
in p-p collisions at 8 TeV.
A = N↑↑ +N↓↓ −N↑↓ −N↓↑
N↑↑ +N↓↓ +N↑↓ +N↓↑
(6.3)
In the plot in the left of Figure 6.4 it can be seen the latest result obtained by AT-
LAS in agreement with the SM using the full 8 TeV data set. For this analysis the
dilepton channel was selected due to its high purity. The ∆φ distribution between
the two event leptons is sensitive to different values of the spin correlation and the
measured variable is the fraction of the predicted SM spin correlation, fSM . The
final result is fSM = 1.2 ± 0.05 (stat.) ± 0.11 (syst.) including the SM prediction
at 95 % C.L. [74]
The polarisation state of the W-boson is defined by the value of the coefficients (FR,
FL, F0) in Equation (6.4), where FR, FL and F0 are known as helicity fractions. θ∗
in the equation is the angle between the event lepton and its corresponding parent
top in the W-boson rest frame. Therefore the semileptonic and dileptonic channels
can be used. The equation sets the probability distribution of this angular variable.
1
N
dN
dcosθ∗
= 34sin
2θ∗F0 +
3
8(1− cosθ
∗)2FL +
3
8(1 + cosθ
∗)2FR (6.4)
The helicity fractions are the parameters of interest for this analysis and their values
are predicted by the SM. For this measurement the cosθ∗ distribution with variable
helicity fractions is fitted to the observed data, to obtain a set of measured helic-
ity fractions. The plot in the right of Figure 6.4 shows the result of this analysis
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Figure 6.4: Final fit of the data ∆φ distribution to templates with different fSM , From
[74] (left) and results for helicity fractions describing polarisation of W-boson, From [75]
(right).
using fraction of the 7 TeV data with two different methods and displaying the over-
all combination, which converges for the three parameters to the SM prediction [75].
The top quark is the heaviest known fundamental particle; it is ∼ 35 times more
massive than the second most massive quark, the b-quark. Its mass is a parameter
of great interest in particle physics as it can be used to constrain the possible Higgs
mass values within the SM expectation and some other fundamental processes. The
evolution of the measured mtop from different published analyses is displayed in fig-
ure 6.5, where two results published by ATLAS with the l + jets and all jets channels
respectively are shown [77], [78], having the lastest one the smallest systematic un-
certainty. The current overall world’s combination is 173.34 ± 0.95 GeV and there
is a recent combination from Tevatron experiments equal to 174.34 ± 0.64 GeV that
uses the full data set collected by the CDF and D∅ experiments and should affect
the world’s combination slightly.
The top quark has a lifetime of ∼ 5 × 10−25 s, smaller than the time it takes for
a quark to hadronise, therefore several properties of this heavy quark can be mea-
sured, as its properties are transferred directly to its decay products.
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Figure 6.5: Recent evolution of top mass measurements, From [76]
Asymmetries associated with the difference between the top and antitop mass and
electric charge can be measured. So far ATLAS has obtained results in agreement
with the SM expectations [79], [80]. More analyses are still in progress using tt¯
decays, to measure at 8 TeV the tt¯ cross section and the degree of CP violation, test
several color flow models and to search for tt¯ resonances.
6.4 The Top Quark Width
6.4.1 Standard Model Prediction
A measurement of mtop and top width (Γtop) with high precision puts under test the
SM. The top mass and width are introduced in the theory through the position of
the single pole m∗top:
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m∗top = mtop − i
Γtop
2 (6.5)
in the perturbative quark propagator [63]. mtop appears in the top yukawa cou-
pling, y(µ) shown in Equation (6.6), where µ is the measured signal strength of
the Higgs boson mass distribution. y(µ) determines the SM behaviour of the Higgs
coupling to the top quark with the signal strength for a specific Higgs mass valueMh.
y(µ) = 23/4G1/2F mtop(1 + δt(µ)) (6.6)
where δt(µ) accounts for radiative corrections [69] and GF is the Fermi constant.
At next-to-leading order (with QCD and electroweak corrections and with aproxi-
mately 1 % of precision) the relationship predicted by the SM between the top width
Γtop and mtop is shown in equation (6.7) [70]. In the left of Figure 6.6 this relation-
ship is plotted for a range of mtop values from 170 to 175 GeV, corresponding to a
variation in Γtop from 1.27 to 1.41 GeV. For a mass value equal to 172.5 GeV, which
is used as input default mtop for most of the simulations that involve top production,
there is an associated width of 1.33 GeV, which is regarded as the SM prediction.
With the increase in the precision in themtop measurements, it is natural to consider
the Γtop measurement as a cross-check of this SM predicted relationship. However
the precision achieved for Γtop measurements has been much lower.
Γtop(mtop) =
GFm
3
top
8pi
√
2
(
1− m
2
W
m2top
)2 (
1− 2m
2
W
m2top
)[
1− 2αs3pi
(
2pi2
3 −
5
2
)]
(6.7)
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Figure 6.6: Relationship between Γtop and mtop predicted by the SM (left), from [71]
(left), shape of the mtop Breit-Wigner resonance with half width Γtop2 at truth particle
level (right), From [64].
The measurement of Γtop ensures that the modelling of the top quark production
in the Monte Carlo simulations is reasonable [71]. At truth particle level without
any radiation or detector effects, the shape of the mtop resonance looks like the plot
in the right of Figure 6.6. This resonance is usually modelled with a relativistic
Breit-Wigner shape with mean at mtop, and where the width of the curve is directly
associated with Γtop. According to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, Γtop is re-
lated to the top-quark lifetime (τ) by the relationship shown in Equation (6.8):
Γtop =
~
τtop
(6.8)
An indirect measurement of the top lifetime τtop which is expected to have the small-
est value for all fermions can be obtained by measuring Γtop. Another reason why a
measurement of Γtop is important is that all the fundamental particles are lighter so
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there could be a chance that the top decays into any of them. A deviation from the
SM prediction could indicate the presence of beyond the SM decay channels with
perhaps non-standard couplings. This might show up anomalies in the top quark
production and decays, such as decays through a charged Higgs boson, through su-
persymmetric top quark partner (stop s-quark) [74] or via flavor changing neutral
currents [86].
6.4.2 Current World’s Benchmark Limits for Γtop
The Fermilab collaborations CDF [81] and D∅ [82] have measured Γtop following
two different methodologies which are briefly explained in this section. The CMS
collaboration at CERN has published the first result from LHC experiments [72]
using a similar technique to the one used by the D∅ collaboration. All the reported
current limits for Γtop are in agreement with the theoretical expectation.
6.4.2.1 Direct Measurement of Γtop
Figure 6.7: mrecotop distribution for different values of Γtop in the simulation (left), summary
of statistical + systematic uncertainties for different values of Γtop (right). From [68]
The CDF collaboration has measured Γtop using the mrecot variable [68] plotted on
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the left of Figure 6.7 where this variable is shown for Γtop values of 1.5, 5.0 and
10 GeV. From the plot it is possible to see that the variation of the width has a
small effect on the distribution, which produces large statistical and systematic un-
certainties. The plot on the right shows the uncertainties obtained for a range of
Γtop values from 0 to 10 GeV. The measured Γtop value with the observed data is
shown with the vertical arrow.
The CDF result can be summarized as 1.10 < Γtop < 4.05 GeV at 68 % confidence
level and Γtop < 6.38 GeV at 95 % confidence level. The analysis presented in this
thesis uses a similar technique and more detailed information about this method is
included in the following two chapters.
6.4.2.2 Indirect Measurement of Γtop
In the indirect approach the measured and theoretical cross-sections of the single
top production mechanism W + b → t (an example diagram is shown on the left
of Figure 6.8 below), are combined with measured variables from tt¯ decays. This
method relies on there being no contributions from new processes to the top decays
apart from t → W + q processes, where q stands for any of the down-type quarks
(d, s or b). This approach is actually centred on the measurement of the branching
fraction R shown in Equation (6.9) below in tt¯ decays, preferably with the dilepton
channel as it is possible to achieve the highest degree of purity:
R = B(t→ W + b)
B(t→ W + q) (6.9)
where the denominator includes a sum over all the decays of the top to down-type
quarks and this is expected to have a value close to one. On the right of Figure
6.8 is the summary of the measurement of the R ratio from CMS collaboration
performed with the tt¯ dilepton channel. For this analysis the b-tagged jet multiplicity
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distribution from data is fitted to templates produced using different values of the
parameter R, which is a free parameter in the simulation. This distribution is
obtained by counting how many jets per event are likely to have originated from a
b-quark produced in the hard scattering (see object definitions in chapter 7). The
dilepton channel is used as in these events the tt¯ pair decays to two leptons, which
can be either an electron or muon, two neutrinos and two b-quarks, so the jets that
are found in the event are very likely to have originated from a b-quark. Once the
measured value is obtained a similar procedure to what is described in the previous
sub-section is followed to set limits on the R parameter. The result from CMS is
R = 1.0114 ± 0.003 (stat.) ± 0.032 (syst.) and requiring R ≤ 1, a lower limit R
> 0.955 at 95 % C.L. and a corresponding lower limit on the CKM matrix element
|Vtb| > 0.975 are obtained. Measurement of R with tt¯ decays is combined with the
single top-quark cross-section measurement to obtain an indirect measurement of
Γtop following SM formula:
Γtop =
σt−channel
B(t→ W + b) ×
Γth(t→ W + b)
σtheoryt−channel
(6.10)
where the σt−channel is the measured single top cross section that can be extracted
from the most recent CMS measurement [85] and σtheoryt−channel is the theoretical pre-
diction of the single top cross section and is taken from [83]. According to the SM,
for a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV, the partial decay width Γth(t→ W + b) = 1.329
GeV. This is the point where it is assumed that ∑q B(t → W + q) = 1 which leads
to R = B(t → W + b). Then R can be written in terms of Γtop and a new fit can
be performed using the latter as a free parameter. The result from CMS is Γtop =
1.36 ± 0.02 (stat.)+0.14−0.11(syst.) GeV in agreement with the theoretical expectation
and with a previous result from D∅ using a similar procedure [82].
From these two results it is possible to conclude that a more precise measurement is
obtained from the indirect approach. However this method relies on the assumption
that ∑q B(t → W + q) = 1, not allowing additional processes beyond the SM pre-
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Figure 6.8: Example of single top quark production diagram (left) and confidence limits
for different input values for the measured variable R by CMS (right), From [72].
dictions. The direct approach on the other hand does not rely on any assumption,
but the small effect of the variation of the top width over the distribution used for
the measurement gives very large uncertainties.
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Chapter 7
Event Selection and Analysis
Techniques
In this chapter the procedures involved in the different stages of the analysis
are outlined, with final uncertainties and measurements being shown in chapter 8.
Computing tools and packages used throughout the analysis are mentioned in section
7.1. Definition of physical objects from proton-proton collisions are included in sec-
tion 7.2. Data and simulation are explained in sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. The analysis
comprises: event selection (section 7.6), studies at truth level and the production
of templates (section 7.7), event reconstruction techniques including detector effects
(section 7.8), fitting techniques to extract the parameter of interest Γtop and com-
putation of statistical and systematic uncertainties (section 7.9). Finally in section
7.10 an alternative strategy that includes fitting to a second parameter, the Jet En-
ergy Resolution (JER), is briefly explained. A brief summary is included at the end
of the chapter.
7.1 Analysis Tools
The ROOT interactive analysis framework [99] was used throughout all the analy-
sis work presented in this thesis. ROOT provides several tools to store, process and
analyse the selected events from the MC simulations and from the actual data from
collisions at the LHC. It also offers an environment to perform a huge variety of
mathematical calculations and produce instructive plots from the selected events.
This package has the convenient feature that is written as a library of the C++
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programing language which allows interfacing with other useful packages such as
RooFit [127], [129] which offers a wide range of tools to perform statistical calcu-
lations. These are used to compute the analysis uncertainties, described in more
detail in section 7.7.
Data and simulation events were initially processed using a package generated within
the Top Physics group in the ATLAS collaboration known as AnalysisTop version
1.8.0. This is a software package used in all the top physics analyses in ATLAS to
make easier the matching in yields for selected events for the common part of the
selection shared between the different analyses.
Final stages of the selection were processed using another package widely used for
physics analyses known as SFrame (A ROOT data analysis framework) [133], which
is completely compatible with the ROOT environment. With SFrame the author devel-
oped and implemented the event reconstruction, producing distributions of general
kinematic variables and also variables sensitive to the top quark width, Γtop param-
eter, described in section 7.8.
Additionally the author created a suite of C++ programs to analyse events after the
final selection. These programs are implemented from within ROOT and RooFit.
To process the data and simulation samples with the above mentioned AnalysisTop
sofware the CERN grid service known as LXPLUS [135] was used mostly through the
Job Execution and Definition Interface, (JEDI). This interface allows CERN users
to submit several tasks using the power of different computing grids located around
the world. This interface was mostly used for the standard part of the event selection
common for most top physics analyses within the collaboration. For these comput-
ing facilities, the SLC6 (Scientific Linux CERN 6) operating system is used. These
facilities were also used to store temporarily processed events, to run auxiliary soft-
ware to produce event displays and to compute some of the systematic uncertainties.
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The Particle Physics group at University of Birmingham provides as well to all its
postgraduate students with an efficient computing facility, known as eprexa and
eprexb, which uses the Fedora-20 operating system. Through this facility it is pos-
sible to execute intensive jobs efficiently, producing output files that can be easily
manipulated locally. This local system was used to perform the event reconstruc-
tion, calculation of the analysis uncertainties and the final measurement.
Additional packages were used throughout the analysis such as LHPDF [134] which
allows the calculation of the systematic uncertainty accounting for Parton Distribu-
tion Funtions (PDF), described in the following chapter.
7.2 Object Definition
Physical objects are the elements present in each of the selected events from proton-
proton collisions that are used for the analysis. The objects are reconstructed follow-
ing the definitions outlined in this section. The definitions include: Muon, Electron,
Jet, Missing Energy and b-Jet. These definitions are standardized throughout the
ATLAS Top Group for the different analyses. The correct implementation of the
different definitions results in agreement in yields for the selected events in data and
simulation between the different analyses. Such comparisons of event yields with
other internal analyses for observed data and simulation were performed to cross-
check that the final selected events were chosen properly.
7.2.1 Muons
Muon identification is performed online at the trigger level and also oﬄine using
reconstruction algorithms and appropriate selection requirements. For this analysis
muons are required to have passed additional oﬄine selection. The oﬄine algorithm
used to reconstruct muons is called muid and the selection criteria are those set by
the ATLAS Muon Combined Performance (MCP), group:
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• Muons are required to be within the detector acceptance −2.5 < η < 2.5
• Muons are required to have pT > 25 GeV, a momentum range with high single
trigger muon efficiency
• Muons are required to pass special inner detector quality cuts set by the MCP
group, such as requiring that the muon object has an associated track in the
ID that has produced > 0 hits in the pixel detector and > 4 hits in the SCT
• In order to be associated with the primary vertex, muons are required to have
a z0 value (defined in section 4.1) < 2mm.
• A mini isolation criteria is required; for tracks with a ∆R distance (Equation
4.2) from the muon ∆R < 10/pµT, the sum of the tracks’ pT divided by the
transverse momentum of the muon should be < 0.05
• Any jet with pT > 25 GeV is required to have a ∆R distance from the muon
> 0.4
Also the selected muons should match the associated online trigger objects, which
were reconstructed by online algorithms. The efficiency of the algorithms and the
selection has been measured in Z-boson events (i.e. Z → µµ events). From these
studies, additional scale factors have been obtained to correct the simulated recon-
struction and a propagation of the systematic uncertainties over the muon recon-
struction has been provided by the ATLAS top group for the use in the different
analyses.
7.2.2 Electrons
In a similar way electron identification has trigger and oﬄine level components
which should match each other. Electrons are reconstructed in the central region
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using energy deposits in the EM calorimeter associated with tracks in the inner
detector. As with the muons there are some additional requirements:
• Energy deposits used for the reconstruction are required to be |η| < 2.47
excluding the transition region between 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 (section 4.4.1)
• Transverse momentum of the reconstructed object is required to satisfy ET >
25 GeV which is defined as the energy of the cluster over cosh(ηtrack) where
ηtrack is the pseudorapidity associated with the matched track in the inner
detector
• Energy deposits in the EM calorimeter should satisfy an isolation criteria called
tight++. It involves calorimeter and inner tracker selection cuts. Further cuts
are applied over combined variables containing information from the tracker
and the calorimeter, which improve the identification between electron and jet
energy deposits in the calorimeter
• Additional isolation criteria are required for electrons that constrain the sepa-
ration of the tracking and calorimeter hits in the η-φ plane. This requirement
helps to suppress the QCD multijet background.
Also an overlap removal procedure is performed; the jet closest to the electron within
a ∆R < 0.2 radius is removed from the event. If another jet with pT > 20 GeV is
found to be within a radius ∆R < 0.4 the electron is rejected. In the same way as
with muons, the efficiency of the isolation and selection criteria is tested with Z →
ee events and then the correction scale factors are applied to the MC reconstruction.
7.2.3 Jets
Jets are recontructed with the anti-kt algorithm [100] which uses topological clusters
from energy deposits in the calorimeters. Clusters are classified as electromagnetic
or hadronic and by degree of isolation, energy density and depth of the deposits
within the calorimeters. Jets are calibrated by using MC simulation and applying
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extra corrections from data. Also a Jet Vertex Fraction, (JVF) cut is applied to
remove jets generated from errors in the detector hardware or clusters originating
from LHC beam gas interactions, and showers induced by cosmic rays.
7.2.4 Missing Energy
Transverse Missing Energy, (EmissT ) or MET, reconstruction uses energy deposits
from the calorimeters, hits from the muon spectrometer and track information from
the inner detector (section 4.1). The energy deposits in the calorimeters are usually
associated with a physical object like a jet or an electron, however deposits not as-
sociated with any objects are tagged as soft contributions. Uncertainties over MET
rely on the resolution of the different variables associated with the different physical
objects.
7.2.5 B-tagging
All jets in the selected event are passed through a b-tagging algorithm known as
MV1 b-tagger [101], which takes the weights from three different algorithms known
as JetFitter, IP3D and SV1 [102] and the jet pT and η values as inputs to a multi-
variable discriminant algorithm to determine a final b-tagging weight value that is
used to discriminate b-jets with certain efficiency. The input weights are obtained
individually focusing on either reconstructing the secondary vertex where the b-jet
is supposed to originate or focusing on analyzing the impact parameter values of
the tracks associated with the jet object. The working point corresponding to a
b-tagging efficiency of 70% is used.
7.3 Monte Carlo Samples
Monte Carlo simulated event contributions from proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 8
TeV corresponding to the semileptonic l + jets channel are separated into tt¯ signal
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events and the background contributions, which produce a similar topology to the
usual tt¯ event with a single lepton. As has been mentioned in the previous chapter,
in a semileptonic tt¯ event at least 4 jets are produced, originating from two quarks
produced by one of the W-bosons in the event and 2 b-quarks originating directly
from the top and anti-top quarks respectively, give rise two to b-jets, and also a
lepton pair is produced from the remaining W-boson (either a muon or an electron
+ its neutrino). The background processes briefly described in section 7.3.3 produce
a similar topology to the one obtained from a semileptopnic top quark pair decay.
Some of the events produced from these processes manage to pass the event selec-
tion described in section 7.6, so these background contributions need to be modelled
reasonably well. However, for this analysis background processes contribute with
less than 10 % of the final set of selected events.
The available MC samples within the collaboration correspond to the internal MC
production, prepared by the ATLAS Monte Carlo samples production team. The
latest version of the MC production for 8 TeV analyses is known as MC12a, which
was used for the analysis presented in this thesis. The selected MC samples (sections
7.3.2 and 7.3.3) accounting for background and signal events, were chosen following
internal recomendations from the collaboration top group. The recommended sam-
ples have given best performance modelling of the observed data events for different
control kinematic variables. As can be seen in section 7.6.2 data are resonably well
modelled for all the control variables produced from the selection. Also additional
samples and re-weighting tools are provided to improve the Monte Carlo simulation
predictions. All the samples are weighted down to the total integrated luminosity
recorded by the ATLAS experiment from collisions at
√
s = 8 TeV, of 20.3 fb−1.
7.3.1 Simulation Chain
MC simulated predictions include description of the following processes that take
place in a collected event from a proton-proton collision. These processes are illus-
trated in Figure 7.1:
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Figure 7.1: Diagram representing the processes involved after a hard interation between
two partons from two different protons has taken place, which is represented with the
large red circle produced by two gluons represented with red curly shapes. ISR and FSR
radiation is represented with blue curly gluon shapes, the resonance decays are represented
with the small red circles while the multiple interactions are indicated by the purple oval.
From [140].
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• The hard scattering processes occur between partons from two different pro-
tons. These partons can be either quarks or gluons. This interaction contains
the most important part of the event as it determines the topology that is
measured in the detector. This interaction is described with a matrix element
calculation. The hard scattering is represented with the large red circle in
Figure 7.1.
• Also quarks and gluons can experience QCD bremsstrahlung processes, where
gluons are emitted before (Intial State Radiation, ISR) and after (Final State
Radiation, FSR) the hard scattering, adding more partons into the decay
chain. This radiation is illustrated with blue curly gluon shapes in the same
figure.
• Resonance decays consists in decays of unstable particles produced in the hard
scatter to daughter particles, such as the top decay to a W-boson and a b-quark
or the decay of the W-boson to a couple of quarks or a couple of leptons. These
decays are represented in the figure with small red circles.
• Multiple Parton Interactions, MPI account for additional pairs of partons gen-
erating additional secondary interactions. Secondary interactions carry less
energy and are usually known as soft QCD interactions and are shown in the
figure by the purple coloured oval.
• After all the above processes have ocurred, the event chain is left with a mix-
ture of quarks, leptons and gluons. Quarks and gluons cannot stay in an
isolated state as they carry colour and QCD just allows systems with a colour-
less state. Quarks and gluons are confined into a system of colourless hadrons
travelling in the same direction as the original partons, and these composite
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particles are the ones that are measured in the detector. This process of going
from partons to composite hadrons is known as hadronisation. It is repre-
sented with green ovals decaying to green circles in the figure. Additional
electromagnetic radiation emitted from charged particles is shown.
7.3.2 Signal Shape
The MC sample used to simulate tt¯ signal events is produced from the POWHEG gen-
erator for parton shower interfaced with the PYTHIA generator for the underlying
event: POWHEG with PDF set, CT10, and PYTHIA with PDF set, CTEQ6L1. These
provide full simulation with a Next to Leading Order NLO, level of accuracy [103].
Samples exclude all-hadronic tt¯ events as the analysis requires events to have a well
isolated lepton. For these samples the top quark has a mean top mass value equal
to mtop = 172.5 GeV and Standard Model top width Γtop = 1.33 GeV.
7.3.3 Background Shape
The backgrounds considered for this analysis produce a combination of physical ob-
jects that have a similar topology to that of a tt¯ event decaying to a single lepton
as shown in Figure 6.3.
An important contribution to the background comes from single top events; some
representative diagrams for these processes are displayed in Figure 7.2. In these
events a single top is produced decaying to a b-quark and a W-boson which pro-
duces half of the elements obtained in a usual l + jets tt¯ event. An additional
b-quark is obtained in the production process which means this background makes
the biggest contribution even after applying 2 b-tags as discussed later in Table 7.1.
The contribution from single top processes was produced by interfacing the sim-
ulation AcerMC version 3.5 (PDF set: CTEQ6L1) with PYTHIA version 6.426 with
P2011C tune (PDF set: CTEQ6L1) [130].
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Figure 7.2: Processes giving rise to a single top quark and additional light quarks and
b-quark producing extra light and heavy jets. An overall topology similar to a tt¯ l + jets
is obtained. From [136].
Another important contribution to consider is QCD multijet background, which is
a result of reconstructing a lepton when there is no real or prompt lepton in the
event. This background is illustrated on the left of Figure 7.3, where a quark giving
rise to a jet may be confused with an electron. This background shape is obtained
by re-weighting the events observed in data using a Matrix Method [114], as it is
difficult to model this background directly from a MC generator.
To estimate the QCD multijet background the quality cuts for lepton objects de-
scribed in subsections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 for muon and electrons respectively are re-
duced, producing loose lepton objects. Efficiencies of loose to tight leptons are
measured for prompt lepton (real) and fake lepton (fake) samples. To calculate
the efficiency for prompt leptons a ‘tag and probe’ method is used with a sample
containing known prompt leptons from Z → l+l− events. One of the leptons (also
passing the tight requirements) is tagged as the ‘tag’ and the other lepton (the
‘probe’) is used to calculate the efficiency real. To calculate the fake leptons to
tight efficiency, fake, a sample requiring at least one jet with pT > 25 GeV and
one loose lepton is used. To make sure that the sample has sufficient fake leptons
the event missing energy is required to satisfy EmissT > 20 GeV. As the sample still
contains a reduced amount of prompt leptons after the event selection, an estimated
number of remaining events is substracted. As before fake represents the fraction
of loose leptons that pass the tight quality cuts.
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Once the efficiencies real and fake are calculated they can be used to set the re-
lationship between the real and fake events present at the loose stage N realloose and
N fakeloose , respectively, with respect the total observed events at the loose and tight
stages Nloose and Ntight respectively, as shown in Equation (7.1):
Nloose
Ntight
 =

1 1
real fake

Nrealloose
Nfakeloose
 (7.1)
From this matrix is is possible to solve for the number of fake events after tight cuts
are applied N faketight = fakeN
fake
loose , in terms of the efficiencies real and fake and the
observed total events Nloose and Ntight at the loose and tight stages respectively as
shown in Equation (7.2):
Nfaketight = 
fakeNfakeloose =
fake
real − fake (Nloose
real −Ntight) (7.2)
where N faketight is the estimation of the number of events for the QCD multijet back-
ground. The efficiencies real and fake are parametrized in η and pT in order to
obtain the weights N faketight/N tight for each location to produce the corresponding dis-
tributions of different variables for this background by weighting data events with
single leptons passing the loose requirements.
Events with two bosons producing a single lepton as shown on the right of Figure
7.3 are also considered, the three possible combinations for the pair of weak bosons
being W-W, W-Z and Z-Z. The contribution from diboson processes was produced
by interfacing the POWHEG version V2 (PDF set: CTEQ6L1) and Herwig version
6.520.2 with AUET2 tune (PDF set: CTEQ6L1) simulations [103].
Events with a W-boson or a Z-boson and at least one additional jet as shown in Fig-
ure 7.4 are regarded as W + jets or Z + jets events. These two processes contribute
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to the background for this analysis as both processes produce a similar topology to
semileptonic tt¯ events, when the W or Z bosons decay into a pair of leptons.
Figure 7.3: Production diagram for a possible QCD multijet event (left) and a diboson
event in this case with a couple of W-bosons (right). From [136].
Figure 7.4: Diagrams standing for processes where a single W-boson (left) or a Z-boson
(right) plus a couple of additional quarks are produced. The latter ones being produced
in a strong interaction. From [136].
However contribution from W/Z + jets to the background is very reduced with re-
spect to the contributions introduced by the single top and QCD multijet processes
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as it is discussed in section 8.1. The W + jets contribution was produced from the
SHERPA generator version 1.4.1 (PDF set: CT10) [131] and the Z + jets processes
by interfacing the ALPGEN version V2.14 (PDF set: CTEQ6L1) and PYTHIA version
6.426 with P2011C tune (PDF set: CTEQ6L1) simulations [103].
7.4 Detector Simulation
All the MC samples are processed with the GEANT4 [105], [106], [139] simulation
of the ATLAS detector to evaluate the detector response and are passed through
an identical selection process as data. This simulation includes multiple primary
vertices (pile-up) effects. MC events are weighted so that average number of inter-
actions per bunch crossing matches what is obtained from data.
7.5 Data Sample at √s = 8 TeV
This analysis uses proton-proton collision data produced with centre-of-mass energy
of
√
s = 8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 collected by
the ATLAS detector. The data were recorded with all detector subsystems being
operational as recorded in the collaboration’s Good Run List file (GRL). The ob-
served yields for the different stages of the selection for observed events match what
other analysis teams within the ATLAS Top Physics group have reported.
7.6 Standard Event Selection
The tt¯ topology that was selected for the analysis corresponded to events with a
single lepton, either a muon or an electron. As mentioned in the previous chapter
this channel has a large decay rate corresponding to a fraction of ∼ 44%, and for
this analysis it is crucial to catch as high a proportion of these events as possible.
These tt¯ events contain a hadronic and leptonic top decay. This provides a good
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discriminant against the background contributions.
7.6.1 Selection Requirements and Yields
Analyses using the same event channel usually adopt a same common standard pre-
selection of events before applying an analysis particular constraint. A summary
of the standard tt¯ lepton + jets channel pre-selection is therefore included in this
subsection. In this analysis a further constraint is applied using a variable that can
be obtained from the reconstruction such as a χ2 value or a Likelihood value that
judges the quality of the reconstruction for a particular event. This is described in
more detail in section 7.8.
• The electron or muon online trigger is required to have fired. Exactly one
reconstructed lepton is required to match the object reconstructed online by
the fired trigger. The lepton is required to have transverse momentum pT >
25 GeV, and pseudorapidity 0 ≤ |η| ≤ 2.5. Here electron stands for an electron
or a positron and a muon for a positively or negatively charged muon.
• There are events where a muon and electron are reconstructed and both are
associated to the same track in the inner detector, and their location in the φ-η
plane almost overlaps. These events are tagged as having an electron-muon
overlap and are removed from the selected events.
• Events are required to have at least 4 jets with a transverse momentum pT >
25 GeV and pseudorapidity values 0 ≤ |η| ≤ 2.5. These jets account for our
required two b-jets and two light jets produced in lepton + jets tt¯ events.
To reduce the QCD multijet backgrounds and suppress diboson and weak
bosons + jets backgrounds, the following requirements are added to the event
selection:
• Missing transverse energy should have a value EmissT > 30 GeV for the e + jets
channel and over 20 GeV for the µ + jets channel.
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• The reconstructed hadronic W-boson transverse mass is defined as: MT(W)
=
√
m2W + p2x + p2y [37], where mW is the invariant mass of the W-boson and
px and py its x and y momentum components. MT(W) is required to satisfy
MT(W) > 30 GeV for the electron channel and MT(W) + EmissT > 60 GeV for
the µ channel.
These final requirements are tighter for the electron channel as QCD multijet
events have a higher contribution for the electron channel, as jets are confused
with electrons more often than with muons.
• The number of b-tags in an event is defined as the number of jets identified
as b-jets using the multivariable discriminant MV1, described in section 7.2.5
and set to yield a 70% b-tagging efficiency. To further reduce the background
contributions, each event is required to have at least two b-tags.
Table 7.1: Data and simulation yields from standard lepton + jets channel preliminary
selection. All the simulation yields are normalized to the collected integrated luminosity
of 20.3 fb−1 at 8 TeV.
Process µ: ≥ 1 b-tag µ: ≥ 2 b-tags e: ≥ 1 b-tag e: ≥ 2 b-tags
Single top 12640 +900−910 5122 +310−320 8599 +710−630 2971 +230−190
W + jets 31066 +3200−2840 1031 +96−82 5051 +600−470 1613 +170−130
Z + jets 2215 +340−230 365 +53−29 2125 +410−250 331 +63−37
Diboson 857 +69−64 64 +6−3 598 +50−46 47 +6−4
QCD Multijet 8300 +2600−2600 1905 +570−560 8146 +2500−2500 2525 +860−820
tt¯ 163042 +8200−8200 82982 +4000−4000 107731 +6000−6000 47580 +2500−2500
Expected 218119 +9300−9100 91470 +4100−4100 132250 +6600−6600 55068 +2700−2700
Observed 216406 91565 131621 56714
Table 7.1 shows the data and MC yields for the number of selected events cor-
responding to the above selection requirements, which is a preliminary standard
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selection used by most groups analyzing the tt¯ l + jets channel.
7.6.2 Correction Scale Factors
Additional correction scale factors are obtained from independent studies within
the ATLAS top group by matching data to the simulated events. These account
for pile-up, electron and muon identifications effciencies, trigger performance, vertex
location efficiency and b-tagging efficiency.
7.6.3 Selection Control Plots
In this sub-section are shown distributions corresponding to different kinematic vari-
ables whose values were constrained in the event selection described in section 7.6.1.
The total prediction is broken down into different processes already listed in table
7.1, where their yields and uncertainties are shown. After requiring 2 b-tags the
background is reduced significantly, amounting to a contribution of ∼ 10 % for the
electron and muon channels.
7.6.3.1 µ + jets channel
The distributions for event jet multiplicity njet are shown in Figure 7.5 for the µ +
jets channel. The jet multiplicity is given by the total number of observed jets in an
event that match the conditions stated in the selection requirements (section 7.6.1).
Events are required to have ≥ 4 jets as these plots indicate. In these distributions
the data dots are compared with the total prediction obtained from adding all the
background contributions together. The hatched areas in the plots in Figure 7.5
indicate the total uncertainty of the prediction (statistical + systematic). Sources
of systematic uncertainties are discussed in section 8.2. From the distributions it
can be seen that the fractional contribution of W + jets background, reduces dra-
matically after requiring 2-b-tags (from 14.2 % to 1.1 %).
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Figure 7.5: Distributions for jet multiplicity njet for the µ + jets channel at the stage
of 1 (left) and 2 (right) b-tags required respectively.
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Figure 7.6: Distributions of the W-boson transverse mass (section 7.6.1) for the µ + jets
channel at the stage of 1 (left) and 2 (right) b-tags required respectively.
Another important distribution to consider is the reconstructed value for the W-
boson transverse mass displayed in Figure 7.6 for the µ + jets channel. These
distributions are initially used as reference to determine agreement with data, as
to reconstruct the W-boson two ordinary jets are required. So the resulting mTW
distribution is not biased by the performance of the b-tagging algorithms.
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Figure 7.7: Lepton transverse momentum pT (left) and lepton energy (right) for the µ
+ jets channel after requiring 2 b-tags.
Distributions for lepton transverse momentum pT and lepton energy are shown in
Figure 7.7 for the µ + jets channel. These distributions keep very good agreement
with observed data for the regions with most of the statistics and keep within the
systematic uncertainty bands for bins with few events.
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Figure 7.8: Lepton φ (left) and pseudorapidity η (right) angular variables for the µ +
jets channel after requiring 2 b-tags.
Additional lepton angular variables φ covering the range [−pi, pi], describing the
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distribution of leptons in the transverse direction of the detector and pseudorapid-
ity with range [-2.5, 2.5] are shown in Figure 7.8 for the µ + jets channel. The
second variable describes the distribution of leptons in the longitudinal direction of
the detector as described in Figure 4.4 in chapter 4. In both plots, good agreement
between data and the prediction for all bins is observed. The pseudorapidity plot in
the right has an abrupt reduction in number of entries around the region with values
∼ 0, which corresponds to the azimuthal location φ ∼ -pi in the left. The reason for
this is that around that region several electronic cables are passed from within the
detector to the outside through the muon spectrometer, reducing the ability of the
detector to record muons around this region.
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Figure 7.9: Transverse momentum pT of the event leading jet (left) and second leading
jet (right) for the µ + jets channel after requiring 2 b-tags.
Figure 7.9 displays the transverse momentum pT of the event leading jet and second
leading jet. These are the two jets with highest value of pT in the event and are
usually likely selected for the top quark reconstruction between all the jet candidates.
The precise contributions of each of the backgrounds for the final set of selected
events is discussed in the first section of the following chapter.
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7.6.3.2 e + jets channel
In a similar way the same control distributions are shown for the electron channel.
From Table 7.1, we see that this channel has 40 % fewer events than the muon
channel as the detector rejects events where the electron is overlapped with other
objects and also the event selection is tighter for the electron channel as described in
section 7.6.1. For this channel, the W + jets background has a similar contribution
of ∼ 1.5 % as in the muon channel for the final set of selected events. The QCD
multijet background comprises a larger fraction of the selected events of 4.5 % after
two b-tags compared to 2.0 % in the muon channel.
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Figure 7.10: Distributions for jet multiplicity njet for the e + jets channel at the stage
of 1 (left) and 2 (right) b-tags required respectively.
The distributions for event jet multiplicity njet are shown in Figure 7.10 for the e +
jets channel. For this channel the W + jets background keeps a constant fraction of
∼ 2.9 % between the 1 and 2 b-tags requirements. Distributions of the reconstructed
value for the W-boson transverse mass are displayed in Figure 7.11. For this channel
the cut mTW > 30 GeV is clearly visible.
Distributions of lepton transverse momentum pT and lepton total deposited energy
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Figure 7.11: Distributions of the W-boson transverse mass for the e + jets channel at
the stage of 1 (left) and 2 (right) b-tags required respectively.
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Figure 7.12: Lepton transverse momentum pT (left) and lepton energy (right) for the e
+ jets channel after requiring 2 b-tags.
are shown in Figure 7.12. These distributions are in a reasonable agreement with
observed data. The predicted event yields are slightly above the observed ones for
bins located in the range 25 to 60 GeV for both plots in the figure. However all the
variations are within the statistical + systematic uncertainties tolerance. As with
the muon channel, the lepton angular variables φ and pseudorapidity are shown in
Figure 7.13 for the e + jets channel. In this case the pseudorapidity plot in the
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Figure 7.13: Lepton φ (left) and pseudorapiduty η (right) angular variables for the e +
jets channel after requiring 2 b-tags.
right has almost zero entries for pseudorapidity values ∼ 1.5, a transition region in
the detector where the calorimeters are unable to record energy deposits, as already
described in section 4.4. Finally Figure 7.14 displays the transverse momentum pT
of the event leading jet and second leading jet for the electron channel. The observed
events have been modelled well within the uncertainties of the data and simulation.
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Figure 7.14: Transverse momentum pT of the event leading jet (left) and second leading
jet (right) for the e + jets channel after requiring 2 b-tags.
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7.6.3.3 Number of Primary Vertices
As mentioned before the simulated events are weighted so that the average number
of interactions per bunch crossing matches what is obtained from data. Figure 7.15
shows the distributions for simulation and data for the number of primary vertices
per bunch crossing which reflect the degree of pile-up. These plots show that the
simulated events have been weighted correctly and their distribution has the same
mean as the data distribution. The number of primary vertices has a mean value
of ∼ 9.4 for the muon and electron channels with data at centre-of-mass collision
energies of
√
s = 8 TeV.
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Figure 7.15: Number of primary vertices after weighting the simulated distribution so
its average matches the mean value observed in data for electron (left) and muon (right)
channels.
7.7 Templates With Different Γtop
This analysis requires the production of templates with different underlying values of
the top quark width Γtop parameter. The templates are versions of the distributions
of the reconstructed variables described in section 7.8 with different value of Γtop.
Once these templates are obtained, statistical studies, calculation of uncertainties
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and measurement with data can be achieved.
Based on previous limits on top quark width set by the CDF experiment, previously
described in section 6.4.2.1, Γtop was studied in the range 0 to 10 GeV in steps of ∼
0.1 GeV, which implied at least a total of 100 templates. Generating all the required
samples with different Γtop values directly from generators as described in section
7.3, covering the required range and spacing was not possible during the course of
this analysis. The reason for this is that the request for production of additional
samples within the collaboration is limited to a few samples which are not gener-
ated with all the features and amount of statistics as the tt¯ sample described in
section 7.3.2. Therefore a re-weghting procedure was implemented to generate the
templates, based on techniques applied in similar analyses, such as measurement of
W-boson polarisation within the collaboration. This method has the advantage that
any template for a particular Γtop value can be generated and any desired amount
of templates can be produced within the indicated range. A verification that the
weighting procedure works successfully is shown in this section.
The re-weighting method is based on the fact that the distribution of the generated
on-shell top quark at truth particle level mtruthtop in the signal tt¯ sample is modelled
with a Relativistic Breit-Wigner shape shown in Equation (7.3):
f(m) = k(m2 −m2top)2 +m2topΓ2
, k = 2
√
2mtopΓγ
pi
√
m2top + γ
, γ =
√
m2top(m2top + Γ2) (7.3)
On-shell here means that the selected top quark satisfies the physical relatioship be-
tween invariant mass and momentum shown in Equation 2.3. In the event generator
it also means that this selected top quark decays to a W-boson + a b-quark. The
Breit Wigner shape has an associated mean mtop, equal in this case to the top mass
mtop = 172.5 GeV and a variable width Γtop is the top quark width.
The plots in Figure 7.16 show a relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution fitted to the
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mtruthtop distribution in the signal tt¯ sample for both the e + jets and µ + jets channels
respectively. These fits output in both cases the SM relationship that was chosen
in the simulation for these parameters, mtop = 172.5 GeV and Γtop = 1.33 GeV for
top mass and top width, and then confirm the modelling of the top mass resonance
at truth level with the relativistic Breit-Wigner shape.
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Figure 7.16: Relativistic Breit Wigner shape (red colour) has been fitted to the truth
top mass distributions mtruthtop (black dots) for both channels µ + jets (left) and e + jets
(right). In both cases the SM relationship between mtop and Γtop is recovered confirming
the modelling of this resonance with the shape in Equation (7.3). Additional curves with
Γtop values 0.1 GeV and 10 GeV have been added to illustrate the effect of the variation
of the parameter.
After making sure the MC sample for tt¯ signal events is modelled with the relativis-
tic Breit-Wigner shape, several curves with different values of Γtop are produced,
keeping the mean top mass constant at the input value in the MC sample mtop =
172.5 GeV. These curves are shown in Figure 7.17.
The weights to produce the templates with variable Γtop are obtained by dividing
the value of the Breit Wigner curve with the desired width, over the value of the
reference curve with Γtop = 1.33 GeV (the SM prediction) at the required value of
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mtruthtop . These weights are computed for width values within the range [0, 10] GeV.
In the plot at the bottom of Figure 7.17 the shape of the weights as a function of
the event mtruthtop value is shown.
Once the weights for different widths are computed for the value of the event mtruthtop ,
histograms of the reconstructed variables with different Γtop are filled applying the
appropiate weights.
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Figure 7.17: Several Relativistic Breit Wigner curves (Equation 7.3) corresponding to
the same mean top mass mtop = 172.5 GeV and different top width values Γtop. These
curves are used obtain the templates with variable Γtop.
The resulting templates obtained by implementing the re-weighting method are dis-
played in Figure 7.18, where the different weighted mtruthtop distributions are shown
corresponding to different values of Γtop for both channels µ + jets and e + jets
respectively. Both tt¯ and single top background samples were weighted with the
same procedure as in the single top events a top quark is produced with variable
width. Though for this analysis the effect of the single top background shape is
minimal as it has a contribution of just ∼ 4 % of the total simulated prediction.
In order to cross-check the weighting procedure worked sucessfully, different Breit-
Wigner curves are fitted over the obtained mtruthtop templates. For these fits a χ2
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Figure 7.18: Produced templates at truth level from the re-weighting method with
different values of underlying Γtop for the µ + jets channel (left) and the e + jets channel
(right).
minimization method from the MINUIT package [128] implemented in the ROOT envi-
rontment is used. This method outputs the ratio of the minimized χ2 value over the
number of degrees of freedom (NDF). The χ2 value adds the squared differences be-
tween the fitted curve and the original histogram entries over the bin uncertainties,
the χ2 value and NDF should then satisfy 0.75 < χ2 / NDF < 1.25 for a reasonable
fit. The fitted values of mtop and Γtop parameters listed in Table 7.2 for the different
templates in the µ + jets channel. The table shows that the correct values of both
parameters are recovered for the different templates with varying Γtop and constant
mtop within the uncertainties. The uncertainties over the fitted values are really
small and have been considered in the calculation of the systematic uncertainties.
Column 4 in the same table shows the χ2 / NDF ratios for each fit, which in gen-
eral are close to 1 with average value ∼ 0.95. Table 7.3 shows the fitted values
for the different templates in the e + jets channel having similar results than the
muon channel. Additionally the produced templates were compared with a set of
independent samples corresponding to a few width values produced directly from
MC generators. The weighted templates agreed with the MC distributions within
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Table 7.2: Determined values of mean mtop and Γtop from fitting Breit-Wigner curves to
the mtop templates with different values of Γtop from the re-weighting method in the µ +
jets channel.
Template Γtop Value [GeV] Fitted Mean mtop [GeV] Fitted Γtop [GeV] χ2 / NDF
0.1 172.4 ± 0.6 0.11 ± 0.05 0.92
0.5 172.4 ± 0.5 0.51 ± 0.04 0.93
1.0 172.5 ± 0.4 1.03 ± 0.04 0.95
1.3 172.5 ± 0.5 1.33 ± 0.01 0.95
3.0 172.5 ± 0.5 3.04 ± 0.06 0.94
5.0 172.4 ± 0.5 5.01 ± 0.04 0.95
7.0 172.4 ± 0.4 7.02 ± 0.05 0.93
10.0 172.3 ± 0.5 10.03 ± 0.05 0.93
Table 7.3: Determined values of mean mtop and Γtop from fitting Breit-Wigner curves to
the mtop templates with different values of Γtop from the re-weighting method in the e +
jets channel.
Template Γtop Value [GeV] Fitted Mean mtop [GeV] Fitted Γtop [GeV] χ2 / NDF
0.1 172.5 ± 0.6 0.10 ± 0.05 0.94
0.5 172.5 ± 0.5 0.52 ± 0.05 0.95
1.0 172.5 ± 0.5 1.04 ± 0.04 0.95
1.3 172.5 ± 0.5 1.33 ± 0.02 0.96
3.0 172.5 ± 0.5 3.00 ± 0.06 0.96
5.0 172.4 ± 0.5 4.97 ± 0.04 0.94
7.0 172.4 ± 0.5 7.03 ± 0.05 0.94
10.0 172.3 ± 0.5 10.04 ± 0.05 0.93
their statistical + systematic uncertainties. As the generated samples have less than
third of the statistics of the weighted templates, they were just used for validation
purposes.
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7.8 Event Reconstruction Techniques
Reconstruction techniques are used to match the physical objects, with detector ef-
fects included described in section 7.2, with the truth particles produced in the hard
scattering. In this case the process of interest is the production of tt¯ pairs and the
particles to match are the ones produced in semileptonic decays as shown in section
6.2. The matched objects are used to obtain per-event variables such as invariant
masses and kinematic variables like the lepton transverse momentum pT, that are
useful to compare the simulated events with the observed data.
The event reconstruction is limited by the detector resolution on the reconstructed
variables and the ability to match the different objects in the event with their as-
sociated particles at truth level i.e. as they were produced in the hard scattering.
For the case of the tt¯ event decaying to a semileptonic topology (Figure 6.3), two
b-quarks at truth level should match two b-jets, a pair of quarks either (u, d) or (s,
c) should match two jets and a muon or an electron with the reconstructed lepton.
A χ2 minimization technique described in section 7.8.1 is used for the main analy-
sis presented in this thesis. Another reconstruction technique, based on per-event
kinematic likelihood maximization method known as KL-Fitter, is briefly described
in section 7.8.2.
7.8.1 χ2 Minimization Method
The χ2 minimization technique consists in constraining the value of a set of recon-
structed variables associated with the tt¯ system with a χ2 expresion. All the possible
permutations of objects in the event are matched to the tt¯ topology, selecting the
combination of objects that give the smallest χ2 value, χ2min. After all the selected
events have been analysed, just the ones having a χ2min below a certain value are
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selected. Several χ2 expressions were tested and the expression that gave optimal
results for this analysis is shown in Equation (7.4), this expression was also used for
the tt¯ resonances search analysis and W-boson polarisation measurement in ATLAS.
χ2 = ((mt −mW )− (mbjj −mjj))
2
σ2diff
+ (mW −mjj)
2
σ2W
+ (mt −mνlb)
2
σ2top
(7.4)
mbjj stands for the invariant mass calculated with a permutation of two jets and a
b-jet known as reconstructed hadronic top mass, mjj is similarly the reconstructed
hadronic W-boson mass with two jets and mνlb is the reconstructed leptonic top
mass using the reconstructed muon or electron and one of the b-jets. The neutrino
momentum px and py components in this last term, are set to be equal to corre-
sponding components of the transverse missing energy EmissT . The pz component is
fitted to the value inside the range (-100000, +100000) GeV that minimizes the χ2
expression. mt is similarly allowed to float within the range (0, 2000) GeV, selecting
the value that minimizes the χ2 expression. σdiff , σW and σtop are the detector
resolutions associated with each of terms in the expression respectively. Their cal-
culated values are shown in section 7.8.1.1.
The first term constrains the reconstructed mass difference between the hadronic
top mass and hadronic W-boson mass, mbjj −mjj. The second term contraints the
reconstructed hadronic W-boson mass mjj, separately (compared with mW = 80.4
GeV). The third term constrains the leptonic top mass mνlb. All the possible per-
mutations are obtained using all the jets and b-jets present in the event. After the
minimization process is over, either of the reconstructed variables mbjj, mbjj/mjj
and mνlb or the fitted variable, mt can be used as observables for the analysis select-
ing at the end the variable that offers the smallest statistical uncertainty or highest
sensitivity to the top width Γtop parameter. An optimization study over these vari-
ables and secondary variables defined as combinations of them such as thembjj−mjj
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difference and the ratio mbjj/mjj was performed and is briefly described in section
7.9.4.1. The aim of this study was to select which variable was more sensitive to the
parameter Γtop. In fact the fitted mt variable showed the highest sensitivity to the
Γtop compared with the other variables.
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Figure 7.19: Distributions for the difference between the per-event truth values of top
mass and anti-top mass in the µ + jets channel (left) and e + jets channel (right). The
difference gives a average value of zero and typically these two masses have similar values
in each of the events.
In principle the χ2 expression could have two fitted variables like mt, one for the
hadronic side and one for the leptonic. Figure 7.19 shows the distributions for the
difference between the truth leptonic and hadronic top masses for both channels.
The difference of these two masses does not go beyond the detector resolution for
the reconstructed top mass variables. The effect of adding a second fitted variable
to the χ2 expression in Equation (7.4) was studied. The obtained distributions from
adding the additional fitted variable are indentical to the ones obtained with a single
fitted variable, as the per-event difference between the truth leptonic and hadronic
top masses is on average zero. Adding an extra fitted variable makes the per-event
reconstruction substantially slower, therefore one fitted variable is used for this anal-
ysis. A similar global fitted variable was used for the width measurement performed
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by CDF experiment [81].
An additional test was performed to see the effect of varying the transverse mo-
mentum of jets and transverse missing energy, within an uncertainty of 10 % of
their values, during χ2 minimization. However this variation does not affect the
sensitivity of the obtained distributions to the top width. Adding such variations
makes the per-event reconstruction substantially slower, therefore the χ2 expression
in Equation (7.4) is used for the analysis.
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Figure 7.20: Distributions for per-event comparison between reconstructed and truth
values of the variables mbjj−mjj , mjj and mνlb respectively in the µ + jets channel, from
these distributions it is possible to extract the detector resolutions associated with such
variables.
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7.8.1.1 Detector Resolutions
In order to calculate the sigma resolution values σdiff , σW and σtop for the χ2 ex-
pression in Equation (7.4) the values for the constrained reconstructed variables
(mbjj − mjj), mjj and mνlb are required to be compared with their corresponding
values at truth particle level. The mean values of the truth distributions of each of
these variables are: 172.5 GeV - 80.38 GeV = 92.12 GeV for the mbjj−mjj variable,
80.38 GeV for the mjj variable and 172.5 GeV for the mνlb variable, where 80.38
GeV is the mass of the W boson [107] and 172.5 GeV stands for the mass of the top
quark.
A truth matching criteria is implemented to make possible the extraction of accu-
rate resolution values for these variables. The criteria select events where the ∆R
distance (Equation 4.2) between each of the selected event jets (2 jets and 2 b-jets)
with their associated quarks at truth level is ≤ 0.4 and also where ∆R ≤ 0.2 for
the event lepton and its associated truth lepton. The signal sample containing tt¯
events without background contributions is used to measure the σ resolution values
for the χ2 expression as for each of the reconstructed events the corresponding truth
information is available.
Figure 7.20 shows the three distributions for the ratio of each of the three constrained
variables in the χ2 expression with respect to their corresponding truth values in the
µ + jets channel selecting just the events that have passed the matching criteria.
These three distributions peak around the value 1.0 as on average the reconstructed
value is close to its corresponding truth value for the matched events. A Gaussian
+ Landau shape is fitted to the matched distributions, from where the sigma value
of the fitted Gaussian gives the detector resolutions for each of the constrained vari-
ables after multiplying by the expected mean values of the variables at truth level.
The same distributions and fits were performed for the electron channel and are
displayed in a similar way in Figure 7.21. The distributions for the electron channel
have slightly worse resolution than the µ + jets channel ones and this is reflected in
a slightly higher value for the σ values for the electron channel. All the resolution
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Figure 7.21: Distributions for per-event comparison between reconstructed and truth
values of the variables mbjj −mjj , mjj and mνlb respectively in the e + jets channel, from
these distributions it is possible to extract the detector resolutions associated with such
variables.
values are listed for both channels in Table 7.4. The best detector resolution corre-
sponds to the reconstructed variable mjj for both channels and the worst resolution
to the mνlb variable as it involves the calculation of the pZ momentum component
of the neutrino and uses the selected leptonic b-jet. As mentioned before, during
the χ2 minimization the neutrino px and py components are set to be equal to the
corresponding components of transverse missing energy EmissT , which is reasonable
for events satisfying EmissT > 30 GeV as events with random small imbalances in
transverse momentum not associated with neutrinos are rejected. The pz compo-
nent is then fitted to the value that minimizes the χ2 value.
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Table 7.4: Detector resolutions for constrained variables in χ2 minimization method
Variable µ + jets channel [GeV] e + jets channel [GeV]
mbjj −mjj (σdiff ) 8.347 9.040
mjj (σW ) 6.353 6.524
mνlb (σtop) 9.541 10.360
7.8.1.2 Reconstruction Efficiency
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Figure 7.22: Matching efficiencies obtained by using the χ2 method for the selected
events separated by the individual objects (left) and by number of sucessfully matched
objects (right) for the µ + jets channel.
The efficiency of the χ2 reconstrution method described earlier is discussed in this
section. For this analysis it is required to produce distributions sensitive to Γtop in
order to perform a fit to data.
For each of the selected events, the objects described in section 7.2 that are aimed
to be selected correctly are: two b-jets should match two b-quarks at truth level, two
jets should match with a pair of truth quarks either (u, d) or (s, c) and the event
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reconstructed lepton with a truth muon or electron.
The signal sample containing just tt¯ events without background contributions is
used to test the reconstruction method efficiencies in a similar way to the previous
sub-section. The efficiencies are defined as the fraction of events where the object
has been matched correctly with its corresponding truth particle. In the plot in the
left of Figure 7.22 efficiencies obtained from the χ2 minimization method for the dif-
ferent objects are shown in the µ + jets channel. The efficiencies for the jet objects
oscillate around 55% and the lepton efficiency surpasses 90%. The reason for this is
that the selected leptons have already passed several isolation requirements and also
just a single lepton is required for the selected events. The hadronic b-jet is slightly
less likely to be matched than the leptonic b-jet as it has a higher chance to be con-
fused with the other light-jets. In this case jet 1 corresponds to jets originating from
quarks with absolute value of PDG ID equal to 1 and 4 (d and c quarks) and jet 2
corresponds to values 2 and 3 (u and s quarks) [37]. The plot in the right in the same
figure shows the efficiency in terms of the per-event number of sucessfully matched
objects. This distribution peaks at a value of 3 matched objects with 30% and the
region ≥ 4 matched objects contains as well 30% of the events. This latter set of
events introduce most of the sensitivity to Γtop. All the columns in this plot add to 1.
In Figure 7.21 the same efficiencies are shown for the e + jets channel which have
similar values for the individual objects and by number of matched objects to those
in the µ + jets channel.
7.8.1.3 Reconstructed Variables Sensitive to Γtop
The distributions for the per-event minimimized χ2 values are shown in Figure 7.24
for both channels, where the total simulated prediction is compared with what is
obtained from data. The selected events are located in the region χ2min < 7, this
constraint optimizes the statistical uncertainty as it is described in section 7.9.4.2.
Additionally the reconstructed hadronic W-boson mass mrecoWhad , is required to satisfy
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Figure 7.23: Matching efficiencies obtained by using the χ2 minimization method for
the selected events separated by the individual objects (left) and by number of sucessfully
matched objects (right) for the e + jets channel.
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Figure 7.24: Distributions for per-event recorded minimized χ2min values for both chan-
nels muon + jets (left) and electron + jets (right). An optimal constraint of χ2min < 7 is
applied to decrease the statistical uncertainty.
the constraint 60 GeV < mrecoWhad < 80 GeV to reduce combinatoric errors.
The yield numbers for the final set of selected events are listed in table 7.5 for total
simulated prediction and data from the ATLAS experiment at 8 TeV centre-of-mass
collision pp energies. The observed number of events in data are within the statisti-
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cal + systematic uncertainties of the total prediction for both channels. Tables 8.1
and 8.2 in the following chapter are expansions of Table 7.5 with all the background
contributions included.
Table 7.5: Final set of selected events after applying χ2 constraint and mrecoW window.
A more detailed set of yields is shown in Table 8.1.
Channel µ + jets channel e + jets channel
tt¯ 45732 +2600−2800 26359 +1600−1700
Total prediction 49180 +2600+2800 29500 +1600+1700
tt¯ significance 0.93 0.89
Data 48502 30345
For the final set of selected events, the distribution significance is defined as in Equa-
tion (7.5):
µ = S
S +B (7.5)
where S stands for selected signal events and B for events corresponding to back-
ground contributions. The tt¯ significance has the value ∼ 0.93 and ∼ 0.89 for muon
and electron channels respectively, which indicates that the MC prediction for both
channels is dominated by the tt¯ distribution. The bigggest contributions to the
backgrounds at this stage come from QCD multijet and single top backgrounds for
both channels. All fractional contributions of the different backgrounds are shown
in Table 8.2
As mentioned before in section 7.8.1 the variables sensitive to Γtop extracted from the
χ2 reconstruction that can be used for the measurement are: mbjj, mνlb, mbjj−mjj,
mbjj/mjj and the fitted variable mt. Figure 7.25 includes the distributions for
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Figure 7.25: Distributions for the mbjj hadronic top invariant mass with peak around
172.5 GeV in the µ + jets (left) and e + jets (right) channels respectively after applying
a χ2min constraint and a reconstructed hadronic W-boson mass window cut.
hadronic reconstructed top quark mass mbjj, for both channels which is produced
by calculating the invariant mass of the selected hadronic jet triplet. The plots
in Figure 7.25 include the signal tt¯ distribution with the expected SM width Γtop
= 1.33 GeV, and the different background contributions for the final set of selected
events. The distribution obtained from data is also included. A comparison between
the total MC prediction and data distributions is included in the comparison at the
bottom of the plots, which shows that the data distribution agrees well with the
simulated events with Γtop = 1.33 GeV.
A similar distribution corresponding to the reconstructed leptonic top mass mνlb, is
shown in Figure 7.26 with peak around the mean top mass value 172.5 GeV, here
the fitted momentum pZ component is required to calculate the invariant mass.
The mbjj − mjj difference variable is shown in the plots in Figure 7.27 which is
plotted in the range [0, 350] GeV and has a similar shape and comparison between
data and MC as the previous variables.
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Figure 7.26: Distributions for the mblv leptonic top inviariant mass with peak around
172.5 GeV in the µ + jets (left) and e + jets (right) channels respectively after applying
a χ2min constraint and a reconstructed hadronic W mass cut.
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Figure 7.27: Distributions for the mbjj −mjj hadronic difference with peak around 92.1
GeV in the µ + jets (left) and e + jets (right) channels respectively after applying a χ2min
constraint and a reconstructed hadronic W-boson mass window cut.
Another alternative variable can be built by taking the ratio between invariant mass
of the hadronically decaying top quark and the hadronic W-boson invariant mass
obtained from the minimization, expressed as: mbjj/mjj. The distribution for this
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ratio is shown in Figure 7.28 for both channels in the range [0, 6] with peak around
the value 2.1 as expected, and with similar shape as the other variables.
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Figure 7.28: Distributions for the mbjj/mjj hadronic ratio with peak around the value
2.1 in the µ + jets (left) and e + jets (right) channels respectively after applying a χ2min
constraint and a reconstructed hadronic W-boson mass window cut.
The distribution of the mt fitted variable is shown similarly for both channels in
Figure 7.29. From the plots in figures 7.25 to 7.29 it can be seen how data match
well with the shape corresponding to the expected SM top quark width, Γtop = 1.33
GeV used for these simulated distributions.
An optimization of the analysis uncertainties based on pseudo-experiments was per-
formed as described in section 7.9.4.1. From this study as shown in table 7.7, the
mt distribution resulted in being the optimal variable to be used for the analysis as
it provides the smallest statistical uncertainties for both channels. In other words
this variable is the most sensitive to the variation of the Γtop values.
7.8.1.4 Truth Matching and Sensitivity to Γtop
From the selected distributions shown in Figure 7.29 the events where the recon-
structed physical objects match their corresponding particles at truth level in the tt¯
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Figure 7.29: Distributions for the mt fitted variable with peak around the value 172.5
GeV in the µ + jets (left) and e + jets (right) channels respectively after applying a χ2min
constraint and a reconstructed hadronic W-boson mass window cut. This variable was
selected as optimal to perform the measurement.
signal shape can be separated to visualise better the fraction of the total distribution
that introduces sensitivity to the Γtop parameter. Details about the truth matching
criteria are described in section 7.8.1.1.
Table 7.6: Gaussian sigma values for matched mt distributions with different Γtop
Γtop [GeV] / Channel Gaussian Sigma (e + jets) [GeV] Gaussian Sigma (µ + jets) [GeV]
0.7 13.48 13.47
1.3 13.66 13.66
3.0 14.15 14.18
5.0 14.73 14.85
7.0 15.31 15.52
10.0 16.14 16.49
Figure 7.30 displays the mt distribution that just includes the truth-matched events
for both channels. This is the part of the main distribution that mostly differenci-
ates the templates with different underlying values of Γtop. A Gaussian function was
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Figure 7.30: Distributions of the fitted mt variable for the selected events where recon-
structed objects perfectly match their associated particles at truth level for the µ + jets
(left) and e + jets (right) channels respectively. These are the events that introduce most
of the sensitivity to Γtop.
fitted to these distributions as can be seen in the figure, the Gaussian sigma values
corresponding to each width are listed in Table 7.6 for both channels.
As expected, the distributions become narrower as the width is decreased. The dis-
tribution shapes for both channels look consistent with each other.
7.8.1.5 Additional Kinematic Variables
Additional variables can be constructed from jet assignmment in the event recon-
struction such as the ∆R distance between the event lepton and the reconstructed
hadronic W-boson. This distribution is shown in the left of Figure 7.31 for the muon
channel, which clearly peaks at a value of 3.14 when the lepton and the hadronic
b-quark are recorded to be approximately back-to-back with respect each other in
the x-y plane with almost no momentum components along the z-axis.
This variable could be used to set an extra constraint for the event selection. The
plot in the right in the same figure displays a similar variable, the distance between
the hadronic W-boson and the b-jet assigned to the leptonic side of the tt¯ system
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Figure 7.31: Recorded ∆R distance between the event lepton and reconstructed hadronic
b-jet, peaking at a value of 3.14 when the leptonic and hadronic sides are aproximatelly
back-to-back with respect each other (left). A similar variable the distance between the
selected b-jet and the lepton with similar shape (right). Both distributions for the muon
channel.
in the event reconstruction. As the lepton has been replaced by a b-jet the peak
around 3.14 loses some resolution with more entries at smaller ∆R.
The distribution corresponding to the ∆R distance between the two selected event
b-jet objects (event bb¯ pair) is shown in the left of Figure 7.32. This distribution
in a similar way has a peak around the value 3.14, but is less defined than in the
two previous distributions as for this variable only information from selected b-jets
is used. This carries more uncertainty as there is a possibility to confuse one of the
b-jet objects with any of the ordinary jets in the events. In the right of the figure is
the same distribution for the electron channel which looks similar.
Unfortunately these variables could not be used for this analysis, as additional cuts
on the selected events affect the sensitivity of the mt distributions to Γtop signif-
icantly. However they could potentially be used for the tt¯ analyses during LHC
run-II with 13 TeV pp collisions, as more statistics will be delivered and additional
constraints could be applied without affecting the sensitivity of the distributions to
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Figure 7.32: ∆R distance between the selected event b-jet and b¯-jet, the peak around
3.14 is less defined as the distribution gains more contributions for low ∆R values, due to
combinatoric errors in the selection of the b-jet objects, in the µ + jets (left) and e + jets
(right) channels respectively.
the different parameters. For example only the events with ∆R(l, Whad) > 1.5 could
be selected, where l is the event lepton and Whad is the reconstructed hadronic W-
boson. These events would have the hadronic and leptonic sides back-to-back with
respect to each other, reducing the combinatoric errors in the event reconstruction,
as the jets reconstructing the hadronic top quark would be well separated from the
event lepton and the b-jet originating from the leptonic top quark.
7.8.2 KL-Fitter Reconstruction
The KL-Fitter reconstruction method for tt¯ event object assignment makes use of
a likelihood-based reconstruction algorithm [110]. The algorithm is used to recon-
struct the tt¯ topology with a single lepton, by performing a per-event likelihood scan
over the different possible permutations of hadronic jets reconstructing the hadron-
ically decaying W-boson and the pair of b-jets, so the combination that maximizes
the likelihood distribution is selected. The likelihood expression that is maximized
with this method is in Equation (7.6) [110]:
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L = B(mq1q2q3|mtop,Γtop)× exp[−4× ln(2)×
(mq1q2 −mW )2
Γ2W
]
×B(mq4`ν |mtop,Γtop)×B(m`ν |mW ,ΓW )
×
4∏
i=4
Wjet(Emeasjet,i |Ejet,i)×W`
×Wmiss(Emissx |pνx)×Wmiss(Emissy |pνy)
(7.6)
where the functions B represent Breit-Wigner functions. The free parameters are
the mass of the top quark, mtop, the jet energies Ejet,i (i = 1, ... , 4), the energy of
the charged lepton, E` and the three momentum components of the neutrino assum-
ing that the leptonic W-boson invariant mass can be espressed as m2W = (pν + p`)2,
where pν and p`. The expressions mq1q2q3 , mq1q2 , mq4`ν and m`ν are the invariant
masses of the reconstructed hadronic top quark, hadronic W-boson, leptonic top
quark and leptonic W-boson respectively. The particle’s energies are constrained in
the last two terms based on the measured energies, using transfer functions with
gaussian shape. These functions are obtained from matching the MC events with
truth particles, the functions represent then the detector resolution. The top quark
and W-boson widths are fixed to the values Γtop = 1.3 GeV and ΓW = 2.1 GeV [110].
Distributions of different variables obtained from this reconstruction method were
used to make preliminary statistical studies described in section 7.9.4.3. Similar val-
ues for the statistical uncertainties were obtained by using the distributions from the
KL-Fitter to those obtained from χ2 method. It takes much longer to process each
of the events with the KL-Fitter method than the χ2 minimization method, which
turned out to be impractical during the course of the analysis, considering the size
of the MC and data samples to be processed each time the analysis software had an
upgrade of its scale factors and calibrations. Therefore it was decided to complete
this analysis with the χ2 method. However the KL-Fitter reconstruction was tested
and could be used for future measurements once the collaboration anaysis software
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reaches its final version for 8 TeV analyses.
The author started and supported an effort to expand the analysis so the Jet Energy
Resolution (JER), is measured along with the Γtop parameter using the KL-Fitter re-
construction (section 7.10). Such collaboration has progressed sucessfully but slowly
and this 2-dimensional analysis is currently in progress with main support from col-
leagues at Goettingen University.
In Figure 7.33 the distribution of themt variable from KL-Fitter is shown on the left,
this is a fitted variable like the mt fitted variable from the χ2 method, this clearly
spreads the events within a smaller range ∼ [130, 210] GeV than observed with the
χ2 method (Figure 7.29). However the templates with different Γtop obtained with
KL-Fitter do not gain any separation or sensitivity with respect to the distributions
from the χ2 method as can be seen from the comparison plot at the bottom of the
plot, which can be compared with the relationship between templates from the χ2
method in Figure 7.34.
On the right of Figure 7.33 the reconstructed hadronic W-boson mass distribution
is shown for different values of the Jet Energy Resolution. The templates with
different JER value are produced as described in section 8.2.4.2, where the JER
systematic uncertainty is described. These distributions from KL-Fitter were also
used to perform preliminary statistical studies towards a 2-dimensional analysis that
includes the JER as a second parameter of interest. More details about this study
are included in section 7.10.
7.9 1-Dimensional Fit with Γtop as Parameter
In this analysis Γtop is the single parameter of interest. The methodologies to per-
form likelihood fits and extract uncertainties are described in section 7.9.1. The
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Figure 7.33: Reconstructed distributions from KL-Fitter reconstruction. Distribution
of mt variable spreading mostly within the range [130, 210] GeV, The comparison ratio
at the bottom has been made with respect the template with the SM width Γtop = 1.33
GeV (left), and W-boson mass distribution width different values of JER, the ratio at the
bottom of the plot is taken with respect the template with nominal JER (right).
procedure to obtain confidence intervals for the different Γtop values is described in
sections 7.9.2 and 7.9.3. Results from optimization studies are included in section
7.9.4, where the selection of the variable from the χ2 method with the highest sen-
sitivity to Γtop, and also the optimal χ2min cut are described.
As described in the following chapter the systematic uncertainty corresponding to
Jet Energy Resolution, has a relatively large contribution compared with the rest of
the uncertainties for the 1-dimensional measurement. This led to the idea recently
of increasing the amount of analysis person-power within the collaboration to ex-
pand the 1-dimensional analysis produced by the author to a 2-dimensional analysis
that gives measured Γtop and JER as result. Preliminary studies performed by the
author towards a 2-dimensional measurement are described in section 7.10.
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7.9.1 Likelihood Scans
The package RootFit is used to calculate the statistical and systematic uncertainties
for this analysis. It is written as a library of C++ programing language, compatible
with the ROOT environtment. This package is widely used in different analyses
throughout particle physics. It is very straightforward to run and allows the ex-
ecution of several kinds of statistical studies. Details of the different objects and
techniques that can be used with RooFit are in references [127] and [129].
In Figure 7.34 the distributions of the optimal variable mt (section 7.9.4.1) obtained
from the χ2 reconstruction after applying a χ2min < 7 cut and a hadronic W-boson
mass window (section 7.8.1.3), are displayed for different values of Γtop in both chan-
nels. The Γtop templates are produced as described in section 7.7. This time the
common part of the background for the different width templates has been filled
with light blue colour and separated from the signal shape including the tt¯ distri-
bution and the single top distribution both with varying Γtop. The bin sizes of the
distributions have been customized to reduce statistical fluctuations mostly in the
regions with low statistics as can be seen by comparing with the distributions shown
in Figure 7.29 with smaller bin sizes but with the same events. Most of the sensi-
tivity for the Γtop parameter is within the region ∼ [100, 240] as shown in Figure 7.30.
For each of the templates with varying Γtop shown in Figure 7.34 a histogram Proba-
bility Density Function (PDF), with exactly the same shape called RooHistPDF [132]
can be produced with RooFit. This function is the same histogram normalized to
one within its range and is represented as P (mt|Γtop)[i] as shown in Equation 7.7:
∑
i
P (mt|Γtop)[i] = 1 (7.7)
wheremt is the variable used to produce the distributions and Γtop is the value of the
top quark width associated with the distribution. This histogram PDF indicates the
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Figure 7.34: Different simulated templates with different underlying Γtop for the mt
optimal variable. The common part of the background has been filled with blue. The
comparison ratio at the bottom has been made with respect the template with the expected
SM width Γtop = 1.33 GeV.
probability of obtaining a mt value within certain bin number i given an input width
value Γtop. The sum is performed over the histogram bins. Two separated histogram
PDF’s are generated for each of the Γtop templates, one for the signal distribution
and one for the background distribution. These two separated PDF’s are added to-
gether into a main RooHistPDF histogram specifying the fraction of the shape that
corresponds to the background shape for each of the Γtop values. This main PDF
histogram satisfies Equation (7.7). The background and signal shapes are separated
like this because RooFit allows the production of random pseudo-data sets out of
the original templates, producing separated events for background and signal shapes.
To compare any arbitrary mt distribution corresponding to an unknown top width
value Γtop, with the same configuration of bins as shown in the Figure 7.34 a binned
likelihood shape, Lshape is defined as in Equation (7.8):
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Lshape(mt|Γtop) =
nbins∏
i=1
P (mt|Γtop)[i]× ni (7.8)
where ni are the bin entries of the arbitrary histogram for the bin i and the product
is taken over the total number of bins of the corresponding template with width
value Γtop. The random mt distribution with bin entries ni is the input distribution.
Equation 7.8 gives a single point of the likelihood distribution corresponding to a
particular Γtop value in the range (0, 10) GeV. The whole likelihood distribution
is obtained when repeating the same procedure with the different histogram PDF
templates with varying values of Γtop but using same input mt distribution with the
same bin entries ni.
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Figure 7.35: -2ln(Lshape) + κ distributions for different values of input Γtop equal to 1.0,
2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0 and 8.0 GeV in the µ + jets (left) and e + jets (right) channels
respectively. The minimum of each distribution is located where the input Γtop value is
located, returning in each case the expected value.
Any of the produced templates (Figure 7.34) with width value Γtop within the range
[0, 10] GeV can be used as input distributions in the same way using Equation 7.8.
The Γtop value of the template that is selected as the input distribution is the input
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top width, Γinputtop . The binned likelihood distributions obtained by using different
templates as input distributions are shown in Figure 7.35. Here rather than plotting
Lshape directly, (-2) × ln(Lshape) + κ is plotted. The multiplication by -2 inverts
the distribution shape and the κ shift value is set so the minimum of the resulting
distribution is located at zero. It can be seen from the plots that the minimum of
each of the obtained distributions is exactly where the input Γinputtop value is located
for each of the cases, which means the templates can be distinguished well from each
other. So the likelihood distributions produced from Equation (7.8) can be used suc-
cessfully to obtain the Γtop value corresponding to any arbitrary mt histogram.
Each of the template RooHistPDF histograms can be used as well to generate a ran-
dom toy pseudo-data set originated from the original input histogram as prototype,
by varying its shape and normalization [132]. This is done by generating a random
poisson variation over each of the bin contents of the original mt histogram. The
original bin contents are the expected values for each of the bins. This variation is
done over the background and signal histograms separately and the produced events
are added together afterwards obtaining a particular random data set.
Figure 7.36 shows the produced -2ln(Lshape) + κ distributions obtained by using as
input for the likelihood calculation in Equation (7.8), different random pseudo-data
sets produced out of the template histogram corresponding to width value Γtop = 5
GeV. In this case the minima of the distributions are located at values around the
expected input value, 5 GeV for each of the generated random pseudo-data sets.
Figure 7.37 shows on the left the -2ln(Lshape) + κ distribution obtained by using
the original template with width Γtop = 3 GeV as input, having minimum exactly at
3.0 GeV. The black and green lines can be used as first estimations of the statistical
uncertainties at 68 % and 95 % C.L. [38], though for this analysis all the uncertain-
ties are calculated via pseudo-experiments. In the right a distribution corresponding
to a random data-set derived from the Γtop = 3 GeV template is shown, having a
minimum around 3 GeV.
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Figure 7.36: -2ln(Lshape) + κ distributions obtained by comparing random pseudo-data
sets obtained from the histogram with Γtop = 5 GeV with the rest of the templates using
Equation (7.8) in the µ + jets (left) and e + jets (right) channels respectively. Each colour
corresponds to a different pseudo-data set.
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Figure 7.37: -2ln(Lshape) + κ distributions obtained by using Equation (7.8), comparing
the original template histogram with Γinputtop = 3 GeV with the rest of the templates (left),
and comparing a random pseudo-data set derived from the template with Γtop = 3 GeV
with the rest of the templates (right).
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7.9.2 Pseudo-Experiments
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Figure 7.38: Distributions of the minimum of the 2ln(Lshape) + κ distribution from 20K
pseudo-experiments using different input Γinputtop values for both channels, µ + jets (left)
and e + jets (right).
The distributions in Figure 7.36 are examples of pseudo-experiments, where a ran-
dom data-set is produced out a particular template histogram and the minimum of
the corresponding -2ln(Lshape) + κ distribution is recorded as measured width Γmeastop .
If many random pseudo-experiments are performed (∼ 20K) and the obtained Γmeastop
are filled into a histogram, distributions like the ones shown in Figure 7.38 are ob-
tained.
These distributions spread around the input width value that was used to generate
the pseudo-data sets for each of the cases. In the figure, the input width values Γinputtop
= 2, 4.5 and 7 GeV were used. The distributions have a gaussian-like shape, though
that was not required. The fluctuations of measured values to lower or higher values
of Γmeastop are stored in inclusive bins at the end of the range at Γmeastop values 0 GeV
and 10 GeV.
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7.9.3 Feldman Cousins and Acceptance Intervals
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Figure 7.39: Output distributions in pseudoexperiments for different input Γtop
In order to obtain a probability density P (x|Γinputtop ), giving the probability of ob-
taining a particular measured width x given an input width Γinputtop , a Kernel Density
Estimation (KDE) shape [141] is built from the pseudo-experiments. These func-
tions are built by convoluting a gaussian function at the location of each of the
measured widths Γmeastop , in the pseudo-experiments. This produces non-parametric
functions with shapes similar to the distributions in Figure 7.38, but these functions
are continuous. The obtained functions are shown in Figure 7.39.
These functions are used to generate confidence intervals for each of the input widths
Γinputtop . Confidence intervals are regions in those functions where there is a confi-
dence or confidence level (with certain associated percentage between 0 % and 100
%) that if any random measured Γmeastop , falls within this region, then it is likely that
the random-data set is derived from input widths that contain this Γmeastop in their
confidence interval. Intervals corresponding to confidence levels C.L. 68 % and 95
% are used for this analysis.
Two values x1 and x2 for a particular input width Γinputtop will limit a confidence in-
terval, satisfying Equations (7.9) and (7.10), where it is required that the x1 and x2
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values contain 68 % and 95 % respectively of the measured values in the pseudo-
experiments for each of the distributions. Following this procedure confidence inter-
vals at 68 % and 95 % C.L. can be set for each of the input Γtop values.
∫ x2
x1
P (x|Γinputtop ) = 0.68 (7.9)
∫ x2
x1
P (x|Γinputtop ) = 0.95 (7.10)
However there could be several pairs of values x1 and x2 that can satisfy the con-
ditions in Equations (7.9) and (7.10), so another condition is required to obtain a
unique answer. To establish a second condition the Feldman-Cousins technique is
used. Details about this technique and justification are included in this reference
[111]. Through this technique the limits of the confidence intervals are set so they are
not over or under-estimated. To set the additional condition an ordering principle
is required which is defined as in Equation (7.11):
R(x) = P (x|Γ
input
top )
P (x|Γbesttop )
(7.11)
The ratio R(x) produces an additional distribution for a particular input Γinputtop .
P (x|Γinputtop ) are the values of the probablity distributions with input width Γinputtop
at x ∈ (0, 10) GeV range, and P (x|Γbesttop ) is the maximum value reached by any
distribution P at the value x with associated width value Γbesttop .
The obtained R(x) distributions from this ordering principle, corresponding to dif-
ferent Γinputtop values, are shown in Figure 7.40. Each of them has a maximum at
1. The second condition to set confidence intervals from the Feldman-Cousins tech-
nique is shown in Equation (7.12).
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Figure 7.40: Output distributions in pseudoexperiments for different input Γtop
R(x1) = R(x2) (7.12)
Then to obtain the confidence intervals for the different Γtop values, the limits x1 and
x2 are required to satisfy Equations (7.9) and (7.12) for a 68 % confidence interval
and Equations (7.10) and (7.12) for a 95 % confidence interval. The obtained confi-
dence intervals following this technique without systematic uncertainties are shown
in Figure 7.41 for both channels. The green colour indicates the 68 % confidence
interval and the yellow colour indicates the 95 % confidence interval respectively
for different input widths Γtop which are read in the vertical axis. The confidence
intervals for the electron channel in the right are slightly larger as will be shown
numerically in the following sections.
7.9.4 Optimization of Variables and Constraints
The selection of the variable and the χ2 cut with highest sensitivity to Γtop was
based on pseudo-experiments (described in sections 7.9.2 and 7.9.3). The methodol-
ogy consisted in producing versions of the templates with different Γtop as in figure
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Figure 7.41: Final confidence belts for both channels showing the relative sizes of sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties for different input Γtop
7.34, but this time producing the distributions with different variables (mt, mbjj,
mbjj−mjj,mbjj/mjj andmblv ) or applying a different χ2min cut. Pseudo-experiments
can be performed using a particular width as input (in this case Γinputtop = 5.0 GeV
was selected) with the different versions of templates. Each of them will produce
a different gaussian-like distribution like in Figure 7.38. The distributions with the
smallest confidence interval size (section 7.9.3) or smallest statistical uncertainty
determined the optimal χ2min cut value and variable to be used for the analysis.
7.9.4.1 Reconstructed Variables from the χ2 Method
As described in section 7.8.1 the variables that can be used for the Γtop measurement
obtained from the χ2 reconstruction are mbjj, mblv, mbjj −mjj, mbjj/mjj and mt.
Table 7.7 lists the sizes of the obtained confidence intervals for the different variables
after performing 20k pseudo-experiments to ensure they converge to a single value.
The variable that minimizes the statistical uncertainty or that is more sensitive to
the variation of the Γtop parameter for both channels is the fitted variable mt from
the χ2 expression in Equation (7.4). The ratio variable mbjj/mjj showed slightly
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Table 7.7: χ2 Method Variable Optimization. Confidence Intervals Sizes at 68% / 95%
C.L. [GeV]. 20k Pseudo-experiments were performed to obtain each of the confidence
intervals to ensure they converge to a single value. The uncertainties on the limits have
values up to ± 0.05 GeV, which is the precision on Γmeastop in each pseudo-experiment.
Variable µ + jets channel e + jets channel
mt 1.56 / 3.14 2.20 / 4.43
mbjj 2.10 / 3.46 3.11 / 4.67
mbjj −mjj 1.69 / 3.15 2.32 / 4.51
mbjj/mjj 1.57 / 3.29 2.23 / 4.61
mblv 1.75 / 3.31 2.41 / 4.59
less sensitivity than the mt variable. So the mt variable is the optimal variable to
be used for the measurement.
7.9.4.2 Minimized χ2 Constraint
Using a similar procedure, rather than changing the variable for the different tem-
plates, the per-event minimized χ2 cut value was modified. The different χ2min cut
values that were used for the study are listed in Tables 7.8 and 7.9 for the µ + jets
and e + jets channels respectively, from which it was concluded that the χ2min < 7
cut was optimal to reduce the statistical uncertainties to the lowest possible value
for both channels. As the χ2 expression has three terms, this cut allows each of the
terms to vary roughly within <
√
7
3 ∼ 0.88σ, where σ is the resolution associated
with each term in the χ2 expression in Equation (7.4).
As the χ2min cut value is reduced the event yields in column 2 of Tables 7.7 and 7.8
decrease while the tt¯ signal significance in column three increases slightly. Though
a really tight cut corresponds to a significant loss of statistics, source of additional
fluctuations which increase the uncertainties after the cut value is decreased from
the optimal cut value χ2min = 7.
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Table 7.8: χ2min cut constrain optimization for µ + jets channel. 20k Pseudo-experiments
were performed to obtain each of the confidence intervals to ensure they converge to a single
value. The uncertainties on the limits have values up to ± 0.05 GeV, which is the precision
on Γmeastop in each pseudo-experiment.
χ2min cut value Selected events SS+B band size (68% / 95% C.L.) [GeV]
3 35601 0.95 1.72 / 3.22
4 39008 0.94 1.65 / 3.19
5 41673 0.94 1.65 / 3.19
6 43879 0.93 1.58 / 3.16
7 45732 0.93 1.56 / 3.14
8 47386 0.93 1.57 / 3.17
9 48807 0.93 1.65 / 3.23
15 54756 0.93 1.76 / 3.23
25 60468 0.93 1.99 / 3.28
40 65477 0.93 2.03 / 3.33
7.9.4.3 KL-Fitter Log-Likelihood Constraint
As the KL-Fitter method uses a likelihood function for the reconstruction a per-
event log-likelihood value is obtained for each of the reconstructed events whose
distribution is shown in the left of Figure 7.42. A cut over this variable is applied as
events with higher log-likelihood value are more likely to be matched correctly. In
the plot a clear tall peak can be seen with mean around the value -35 falling down
to zero to the right after the value -36 and extending to the left to the value -40,
where the distribution is divided into a shoulder-like shape which spreads to the left
for the rest of the range.
In order to find the optimal cut value for this variable the same procedure followed
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Table 7.9: χ2min cut constrain optimization for e + jets channel. 20k Pseudo-experiments
were performed to obtain each of the confidence intervals to ensure they converge to a single
value. The uncertainties on the limits have values up to ± 0.05 GeV, which is the precision
on Γmeastop in each pseudo-experiment.
χ2min cut value Selected events SS+B band size (68% / 95% C.L.) [GeV]
3 20519 0.91 2.32 / 4.54
4 21572 0.90 2.26 / 4.47
5 23912 0.90 2.24 / 4.44
6 25284 0.89 2.21 / 4.44
7 26359 0.89 2.20 / 4.43
8 28847 0.89 2.22 / 4.45
9 31867 0.89 2.27 / 4.49
15 34511 0.89 2.29 / 4.53
25 37726 0.89 2.31 / 4.52
40 37739 0.89 2.36 / 4.55
in the two previous sub-sections to find the optimal variable and cut for the χ2
reconstruction was used. The plot on the right of Figure 7.42 shows the different
distributions from the pseudo-experiments corresponding to different log-likelihood
cut values, it can be seen that a really tight cut, bigger than -50 reduces the statistics
substantially so templates cannot be differentiated very well. In Table 7.10 are listed
the obtained uncertainties for the different cut values and from the uncertainties in
column 3 it can be seen that the optimal cut is > -60.
Confidence intervals were also obtained using the mass shapes in left of Figure
7.33 from KL-Fitter. Figure 7.43 shows on the left the distributions obtained from
pseudo-experiments using different width Γtop values as inputs. These distributions
as the distributions from the χ2 method have a gaussian-like shape. The summary of
confidence intervals for different input widths in the range (0, 7) GeV is shown in the
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Figure 7.42: Distribution for the log-Likelihood values obtained for each of the events
from the KL-Fitter reconstruction (left), distributions obtained from pseudo-experiments
corresponding to different log-likelihood cut values (right).
Table 7.10: KL-Fitter Log-likelihood cut optimization, a value around -60 seems to give
the smallest uncertainties at 68 % and 95 % C.L. 20k Pseudo-experiments were performed
to obtain each of the confidence intervals to ensure they converge to a single value. The
uncertainties on the limits have values up to ± 0.05 GeV, which is the precision on Γmeastop
in each pseudo-experiment.
LL cut value Events 65% Interval Size [GeV] 95% Interval Size [GeV]
-45 8610 6.15 11.87
-50 37573 2.37 3.91
-55 44062 1.49 3.34
-52 47782 1.34 3.24
-60 51708 1.33 3.17
-65 53653 1.35 3.18
-70 54117 1.35 3.23
-75 54276 1.36 3.24
-80 54340 1.36 3.24
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right in the same figure, where the green colour limits the 68 % confidence intervals
and the yellow colour the 95 % confidence intervals for the different width values.
This plot can be compared with the one on the left of Figure 7.41 corresponding
to the χ2 reconstruction. The KL-fitter uncertainty shows a smaller uncertainty by
∼ 0.2 GeV for the 68 % confidence interval and a similar uncertainty for the 95 %
confidence interval. This difference is not really significant considering the sizes of
the statistical and systematic uncertainties for this analysis so both reconstructions
give comparable sensitivity to the variation of the Γtop parameter.
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Figure 7.43: Distributions with gaussian-like shape from the pseudo-experiments from
KL-Fitter (left), confidence intervals corresponding to different input width values Γinputtop
for the KL-Fitter reconstrcution (right).
7.9.5 Analytical Cross-Check
7.9.5.1 Expected Performance in Pseudo-Experiments
Ignoring the detector effects and statistical fluctuations an analytical study was
performed to cross check the behaviour of the distributions obtained from pseudo-
experiments. To simulate the final reconstructed shape a Voigt function [108] which
is a convolution of a Gaussian and a Breit-Wigner curve is added to a Landau shape.
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The latter shape accounts for combinatoric errors and backgrounds. The Gaussian
determines the detector resolution and the Breit Wigner curve sets the value for
the underlying Γtop. The resulting analytical shapes are shown in the left of Figure
7.44 for different Γtop values. The Voigt function at the bottom which introduces
the sensitivity to the top width, has been separated from the Landau shape with
dashed line. The curves have similar shapes to the histograms for the mt variable
obtained from the χ2 reconstruction shown in figures 7.29 and 7.30. In the right
in Figure 7.44 the distributions obtained from performing pseudo-experiments with
these curves are shown. Each distribution corresponds to a different input width
Γinputtop . These distributions look like the ones obtained from the χ2 and KL-Fitter
reconstruction in Figures 7.38 and 7.43.
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Figure 7.44: Analytical curves produced by adding Landau shapes standing for the
combinatoric errors and a convolution betwen a Gaussian curve and a Breit-Wigner curve
(voigt curve), introducing the former the detector resolution and the latter the Γtop value
(left), distributions from pseudo-experiments obtained by using different input width val-
ues Γinputtop (right).
Finally Figure 7.45 shows the summary of confidence intervals for different input
widths which are read in the vertical axis. As these intervals are obtained from per-
fectly smooth and continuous analytical shapes the confidence intervals have smaller
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size than the confidence intervals corresponding to the χ2 and KL-Fitter reconstruc-
tions shown in Figures 7.41 and 7.43. However the behaviour of the distributions
and confidence intervals obtained from both reconstruction methods look compara-
ble with the analytical results.
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Figure 7.45: Summary of confidence intervals obtained with the analytical templates for
different input width values Γinputtop , which are read in the vertical axis.
7.10 2-Dimensional Fit with Γtop and JER as Pa-
rameters
Preliminary analysis code was developed by the author using RooFit to expand the
analysis to a 2-dimensional analysis aiming to measure the Jet Energy Resolution
additionally to the Γtop parameter. Adding this parameter to the analysis implies
the use of 2-dimensional histogram templates that are built from the mass distri-
butions shown in Figure 7.33 from KL-Fitter. The reconstructed W-boson mass
mrecoW distribution with a corresponding JER value and a reconstructed top mass
mtop distribution corresponding to the same JER value and a width value Γtop are
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used to produce the 2-dimensional templates, which in this case in RooFit are called
RooProdPdf objects. The templates are used to calculate the likelihood distribution
defined as in Equation 7.13, which is an expansion of the likelihood shown in Equa-
tion (7.8).
Lshape(mrecoW ,mtop|Γtop, JER) =
nbins∏
j=1
nbins∏
i=1
Ptop(mtop|Γtop, JER)[i]×PW (mrecoW |JER)[j]×ni×nj
(7.13)
Lshape(mrecoW ,mtop|Γtop, JER) in the equation indicates that each 2-D template has
two associated distributions mrecoW and mtop with parameters Γtop and JER. The
multiplication in the equation is performed over all the bin contents of the two as-
sociated distributions. The methodology to produce the likelihood distributions or
generate pseudo-data is similar to that described for the 1 dimensional analysis.
An example of a 2D likelihood distribution produced from Equation 7.13 and using
input width value Γtop = 5.0 GeV and JER = 0.4, is shown on the left of Figure 7.46
where each of the -2Lshape + κ points have now 2 coordinates as (Γtop, JER). The
JER values are numered from 0 which corresponds to the nominal JER value in the
MC samples and any higher value implies higher degree of smearing of the energy
of the jets or less resolution as described in section 8.2.4.2 This distribution can be
used to obtain continuous contours shown on the right in the same figure which join
the points that are located 2.30 above the minimum to estimate the uncertainty at
68 % C.L. and 5.99 from the minimum for the uncertainty at 95 % C.L. [38].
Additionally this 2-dimensional distribution can be separated into two 1-dimensional
-2Lshape + κ distributions corresponding to the Γtop and JER parameters separately
so their measurements are performed separately. This is achieved by building what
are called profile likelihood scans. The profile likelihood distributions in Figure 7.47
are built for example for the Γtop parameter, by taking the minimum value of the
likelihood in the vertical axis at each Γtop value, spanning over all the JER values
vertically. The distribution of these minimum values is shown in the left of Figure
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Figure 7.46: -2Lshape + κ 2-dimensional distribution corresponding to input Γtop = 5.0
GeV and JER = 0.4 values (left), 2-dimensional countours that estimate the uncertainties
at 68 % and 95 % C.L. (right).
7.47, from where it can be seen that the input Γinputtop value that was used for this
likelihod distribution has a value equal to 5 GeV. The same profile likelihood can
be built using the same procedure for the JER parameter obtaining the distribution
on the right in the same figure having minimum at 0.4 which is the JER value that
was used as input.
Once these profile likelihood distributions have been obtained the rest of the pro-
cedure is similar to the 1-dimensional analysis that is producing pseudo-data sets,
obtaining the minimum values for Γtop and JER out of the profile likelihood dis-
tributions separately for both parameters and then obtaining confidence intervals
for both parameters at 68 % and 95 % C.L. Finally a single 2D scan is done for
the measurement with data, which is again separated into two profile likelihood
distributions as in Figure 7.47 to obtain separated measurements for Γtop and JER
parameters.
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Figure 7.47: Profile likelihood scan corresponding to the parameters Γtop (left) and JER
(right).
7.11 Summary
An analysis infrastructure has been built to measure the Γtop parameter with data
recorded by the ATLAS experiment at centre of mass proton-proton collision ener-
gies of
√
s = 8 TeV. Physical objects have been defined and used to set an event
selection aimed to reduce the backgrounds to tt¯ signal events as much as possible.
A well defined set of MC samples have been briefly described accounting for the
different background and signal contributions.
Two event reconstruction techniques have been tested: χ2 minimization and KL-
Fitter, giving both of them comparable results in the statistical studies described in
section 7.9, though it was more suitable for the author to finalize the analysis us-
ing distributions produced from the χ2 minimization during the course of the PhD.
Measurement with data and systematic uncertainties are described in the following
chapter.
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Chapter 8
Analysis Results and
Measurement
Throughout this chapter the analysis results obtained by implementing the
techniques and tools described in the previous chapter 7 are presented. The mt
distribution sensitive to Γt produced from the χ2 method (section 7.8.1), produced
by using the final set of selected events from MC simulation is described in section
8.1. The signal tt¯ shape is separated from the different background contributions.
The mt distribution with the observed events in data from proton-proton collisions
at
√
s = 8 TeV is also shown.
Different sources of systematic uncertainties are outlined in section 8.2, describing
the methodology for the calculation of the contributions from the different sources
and finally presenting a total systematic uncertainty. The dependence of the total
systematic uncertainty on the parameter of interest Γt, is discussed in section 8.3.
Section 8.4 presents the measurement with the observed data set for both channels.
A summary of total statistical and systematic uncertainties is presented in section
8.5, showing confidence intervals for the different Γt values including the measured
values with data. Section 8.6 shows the obtained measured Γt value for both chan-
nels plus the corresponding upper confidence limits. Finally section 8.7 includes a
summary of the chapter.
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8.1 Selected Events for Measurement
The final set of selected events is obtained by applying the selection requirements
described in section 7.6.1 and by applying an additional constraint from the recon-
struction performed using the minimized χ2 variable described in section 7.8.1. An
optimized constraint of χ2min < 7 is applied. The procedure to perform such opti-
mization is described in section 7.9.4.2
Table 8.1: Data and simulation event yields after applying the final χ2 constraint and
a mrecoW window. These are the events that are considered for the final fit with data
presented in this chapter. The different background contributions are listed at the top of
the table with their yield systematic uncertainties. Each of the values have been rounded
to integers.
Process µ + jets channel e + jets channel
Single top 2048 +129−168 1217 +97−79
W + jets 298 +17−41 482 +77−37
Z + jets 113 +20−13 109 +31−18
Diboson 21 +2−2 16 +1−1
QCD Multijet 969 +292−290 1313 +393−392
tt¯ 45732 +2600−2800 26359 +1600−1700
Total prediction 49180 +2600−2800 29500 +1600−1800
tt¯ Significance 0.93 0.89
Data 48502 30345
The yields corresponding to the final set of selected events from simulation and data
are listed in Table 8.1 including their statistical and systematic uncertainties added
together. The table shows the total simulated MC yields split in their different
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contributions: tt¯ events plus the different background contributions. At the bottom
of the table the signal significance (defined in Equation 7.3) of simulated tt¯ over the
total simulated shape is included for both channels, having a value of 0.93 and 0.89
for the µ + jets and e + jets channel respectively. So almost all the contribution to
statistical and systematic uncertainties comes from the tt¯ events.
8.1.1 Simulated Contributions to mt Distribution
The distribution for the mt variable with both channels was initially shown in the
previous chapter in Figure 7.29. As this analysis performs a binned likelihood cal-
culation for the measurement described in section 7.9 of the previous chapter the
configuration of bins in that figure introduces a lot of fluctuations due to the re-
duced size of each of the bins. A customized configuration of bins was produced,
shown in Figure 8.1 for both muon and electron channels. This configuration showed
the optimal performance when calculating the statistical uncertainties from pseudo-
experiments for both channels (section 7.9). The comparison included at the bottom
in each plot is performed between the bin entries of the expected SM distribution
with Γtop = 1.33 GeV and the entries corresponding to templates with Γtop values
indicated in the legends.
Table 8.2 presents the fractional contributions of the different MC simulated pro-
cesses shown in Table 8.1. From this table it is possible to see that the single top
shape contributes in a similar way in both channels with a fraction equal to ∼ 4.1
%, W + jets processes have a fractional contribution of just ∼ 0.6 % for the muon
channel and ∼ 1.6 % for the electron channel. Z + jets and Diboson processes
contribute minimally for both channels having fractions < 0.2 %. Finally the QCD
multijet background events contribute with 1.9 % and 4.4 % fractions for the muon
and the electron channels respectively.
From the figure it can be seen that the background shape with fractions ∼ 7 %
and ∼ 11% for the muon and electron channels respectively as shown in the tables,
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Figure 8.1: mtop distributions including the templates with different underlying Γtop,
they are normalized to the total integrated luminosity = 20.3 fb−1 at centre-of-mass
collision energy
√
s = 8 TeV. The comparison in the pad below is performed with respect
to the template with the Γtop = 1.33 GeV, the SM expectation.
Table 8.2: Table showing the fractional contributions of the different processes included
in the final simulated mt distribution for both channels.
Process µ + jets channel e + jets channel
Single top 4.16 % 4.13 %
W + jets 0.61 % 1.64 %
Z + jets 0.23 % 0.37 %
Diboson 0.04 % 0.05 %
QCD Multijet 1.98 % 4.46 %
tt¯ 92.98 % 89.35 %
play a reduced role for contributions to total statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties. The bin sizes for the mt distributions were customized so they have bigger size
for regions with reduced statistics which could be source of statistical fluctuations.
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The bin configuration of distributions for both channels are slightly different as the
electron channel has ∼ 20k events (40%) less than the muon channel and the fluc-
tuation for the regions with low statistics are bigger for the electron channel.
8.1.2 Mass Distribution with Selected 8 TeV Data
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Figure 8.2: mt distributions including the templates with different underlying Γtop and
the data samples corresponding to total integrated luminosity = 20.3 fb−1 and centre-of-
mass collision energy
√
s = 8 TeV.
The mass distributions shown in Figure 8.1 split into the different signal and back-
ground contributions are separated in two separated shapes shown in Figure 8.2.
One shape regarded as the signal shape, adds the contributions from simulated tt¯
events plus single top events. The reason for this is that both distributions contain
information about the parameter of interest Γt and introduce sensitivity to it as each
of the available templates used in the analysis have a different Γt value for this two
distributions. This same approach has been adopted in previous top mass measure-
ments [109]. The signal shapes are filled with white colour and have different line
colours corresponding to different Γt values. The comparison included at the bottom
in each plot is performed between the bin entries obtained from the observed data
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and the corresponding entries to each of the templates with Γtop values indicated in
the legends.
The second shape filled with light blue colour in the plots corresponds to the rest of
the background contributions added together. As described in section 7.9, events for
these two shapes (signal and background) are generated separately in the pseudo-
experiments varying their normalization and shape. The black dots account for the
events observed in data for each of the bins, which for most of the cases are close to
the expected SM template for both channels drawn with black colour.
8.2 Systematic Uncertainties on Γtop Measurement
Systematic uncertainties affecting the jet objects such as the Jet Energy Scale (JES)
and Jet Energy Resolution (JER), have the biggest contribution over the total sys-
tematic uncertainty for this analysis. In the following subsections the method of
generating systematic variations, obtaining the resulting uncertainties and adding
them together are outlined.
Near the completion of this thesis, internal collaboration prescriptions to obtain the
systematic variations, especially for Jet Energy Resolution are being updated. The
JER has been measured within the collaboration just recently, and an update of this
prescription is expected to reduce this systematic uncertainty significantly for all the
analyses at 8 TeV, but in particular this will be of great benefit to measurements of
the top mass and top quark width. It is crucial to know very well the value of JER
before applying a variation. Since the recent measurement of JER is more precise
the prescription that will be available once the measurement is consolidated will
reduce its uncertainty, which is over estimated in this thesis.
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8.2.1 Methodology
The value of different parameters in the MC simulation, described in sections 8.2.2
to 8.2.12 are set to fixed values measured from data. These measurements carry 68
% and 95 % confidence level uncertainties. A systematic variation of the mt dis-
tribution produced in the event reconstruction with the χ2 method (section 7.8.1),
is obtained by varying the value of a particular parameter in the MC simulation
within their 68 % and 95 % uncertainties.
These variations are achieved in almost all cases by using collaboration tools that
build the different systematic variations for a specific input distribution (in this case
the mt distribution). These varied ‘systematic’ mt distributions are used to perform
pseudo-experiments, comparing them with the nominal template mass distributions
in Figure 8.2. A particular systematic uncertainty is obtained by evaluating by how
much the new distribution from pseudo-experiments shifts from the distributions
without systematic effects shown in Figure 7.38.
All of the outputs from each of the pseudo-experiments are stored in ROOT Trees,
which store every single result in what is known as Tree object. For each distri-
bution the result located exactly in the middle, once all the outputs are sorted by
magnitude is extracted, which is the median of the distribution. Each systematic
shift is obtained by comparing the median of each systematic distribution, with the
nominal median value. The same results were obtained when using the mean of the
distribution instead.
For this analysis the predominant systematic uncertainty is for the JER variation.
The systematic uncertainties shown in Table 8.4 were calculated using an input
width value Γinputtop = 5 GeV. This value of Γinputtop was initially selected to calculate
the systematic uncertainties as it is located at the centre of the range under study (0,
10) GeV. However the total systematic uncertainty was found to have tiny variations
for the different input widths keeping pretty much a constant value (section 8.3).
The systematic uncertainties associated with Γinputt values < 4 GeV do not play an
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important role when setting the final limits for Γt as their uncertainty intervals ex-
tend out of the physical range as can be seen in Figure 8.5. Being the uncertainties
associated with Γinputt > 4 GeV values the ones that set the upper limits for the final
measurements.
8.2.2 Luminosity
There is an uncertainty of 2.8 % on the recorded integrated luminosity measurement
in ATLAS. This systematic uncertainty is applied to all physics MC samples. The
impact of this uncertainty is negligible for this analysis as can be seen in Table 8.1.
The reason for this is that the background contributions, as shown in Table 8.2, are
very reduced with respect the signal tt¯ events in the simulation, which have event
yields over 45k and 26k for the µ + jets and e + jets channels respectively. So a 2.8
% variation over the background normalization does not affect the analysis results.
8.2.3 Parton Distribution Function
The selection of a specific parton distribution function for the different MC samples
introduces a systematic uncertainty known as Parton Distributon Function (pdf),
uncertainty. For this uncertainty the three different pdf sets indicated in Table 8.3,
spread the uncertainty in three different ways as can be seen in Figure 8.3.
Table 8.3: Table for the Parton Distribution Function name sets used for the PDF
uncertainty calculation. Each PDF set has a corresponding number of available variations
that spread in a specic way indicated in the third column.
PDF set name Number of pdf’s variations Combination Method
cteq66 [123] 44 Symmetric Hessian
MSTW2008nlo [124] 40 Asymmetric Hessian
NNPDF23_nlo [125] 100 RMS
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To estimate this uncertainty the LHAPDF package is required [134] as it provides all
the pdf sets listed in the table. All the variations are generated by varying a set
of uncorrelated parameters corresponding to each of the pdf names which have a
specific number of parameters. This is the reason why each of them have different
number of variations as shown in the table.
All the MC samples signal and background are weighted separately to the differ-
ent pdf variations and then added together following the recommendations of the
PDF4LHC group [126] and the LHAPDF group [134]. The energy fractions x1 and x2 of
each of the partons that participate in the collision, are required for the calculation
of the weights. Also it is necessary to know the value of the energy scale Q, which
in this case is usually about 172.5 GeV, the input top mass value used in the MC
samples. The PDG id numbers [37] of the incoming partons that generate the hard
scattering interaction are also needed. The weight w, is calculated with the LHAPDF
using the Equation 8.1, where pdf0 accounts for the value of the pdf function as it
is originally in the MC samples for both of the incoming participating partons. pdf
stands for the value of the new pdf that is calculated by the LHAPDF program.
w = pdf(x1, id1, Q)× pdf(x2, id2, Q)
pdf0(x1, id1, Q)× pdf0(x2, id2, Q) (8.1)
The weightedmt distributions are compared with the nominal templates via pseudo-
experiments to calculate the uncertainties. Each pdf name generates a distribution
of uncertainties with its different variations as shown in the Figure 8.3, where the
three distributions for both channels are shown. As each pdf name distributes the
uncertainties in a different way, three different mechanisms are used to obtain three
different regions known as envelopes that determine the contribution to the uncer-
tainty for each pdf name.
The different uncertainties from the cteq66 pdf set are combined using the Sym-
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metric Hessian method summarized in Equation 8.2. Where the sum is taken in
steps of 2 so neighbouring uncertainties x+i and x−i+1 corresponding respectively to
up and down variations of the same parameter, are compared with each other. The
resulting envelope is shown with the hatched red area in the figure.
∆x = 12
√∑
(x+i − x−i+1)2 (8.2)
The MSTW2008nlo uncertainties are combined using the Hessian Asymmetric method
which is summarized by equations 8.3 and 8.4, where a particlar uncertainty for this
pdf set is compared with the nominal result with no variation, xo. For this envelope
a plus and down contribution is obtained that in general is expected to give a set of
asymmetric values. The resulting envelope is shown in the figure with the hatched
blue area.
∆x+ =
√∑
(xi − xo)2 if xi − xo > 0 (8.3)
∆x− =
√∑
(xi − xo)2 if xi − xo > 0 (8.4)
Finally for the NNPDF23_nlo set the RMS value is taken as plus and minus the total
contribution because each of the variations are not specified as up and down varia-
tion of the same parameter as for the previous sets.
The size of the full evelope is the total uncertainty i.e the total up uncertainty corre-
sponds to the highest plus limit of each of the envelopes and similarly for the down
total uncertainty. The total uncertainties are +0.303/−0.200 GeV for the µ + jets
channel and +0.293/−0.229 GeV for the e + jets channel respectively as listed in
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Table 8.4.
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Figure 8.3: LHAPDF program is used to generate 185 variations corresponding to 3
different PDF names: cteq66 (symmetric hessian), MSTW2008nlo (asymmetric hessian)
and NNPDF23_nlo (RMS).
8.2.4 Jet Uncertainties
For this analysis the event selection and event reconstruction described in the previ-
ous chapter, need information from the event jets, so variations of the jet properties
affect the analysis results substantially, giving the biggest systematic uncertainties
due to jet effects such as variations involving Jet Energy Scale (JES) or energy res-
olution (JER).
8.2.4.1 Jet and b-Jet Energy Scale
The Jet Energy Scale sets calibrations on the jets used in the analysis. These
calibrations are determined from noise studies and by evaluating the calorimeter
sub-detector response. The reason for this is that there are differences between the
ATLAS detector simulation response and the actual detector response. The total
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required information to calculate this systematic is obtained from combining infor-
mation from test-beam data, LHC collision data and simulation [119], [120], [121],
[122]. The calibration introduces several sources of systematic uncertainty on the
jet energy calculation [120].
The JES uncertainty is split into 34 un-correlated sources addresing parameters
included in the above mentioned calibration which have different pT and η depen-
dencies. The flavour response of the detector and its performance once pile-up effects
and overlapping between jets located very close to each other are also considered. All
the resulting individidual uncertainties are added together in quadrature following
a common internal prescription within the collaboration, which is available through
the use of the ATLAS JetUncertainties tool.
A similar procedure is followed for the b-JES uncertainty by considering only jets
that have originated from truth b-quarks. This systematic error affects the perfor-
mance of the b-tagging algorithms. The systematic effects over the jet energies are
propagated into the Missing Energy uncertainty.
8.2.4.2 Jet Energy Resolution
This uncertainty is obtained by implementing the ATLAS JERUncertaintyProvider
tool. A measurement of the JER has been performed with data and simulation us-
ing three in-situ measurements, [117], [118], [119], [120]. From the above tool it is
possible to extract the expected fractional resolution of the jets’ pT as a function
of their pT and pseudorapidity values and the associated energy resolution. This
uncertainty is generated by smearing the energies of jets within their resolutions.
The resulting mt distribution is compared with the nominal templates to extract
the uncertainty for both channels. For this new variation to not overestimate the
contribution of this uncertainty it is crucial to have a reasonable default value for
the degree of smearing over the jet energies. Also it is necessary to have a precise
knowledge of the uncertainty of the jets’ pT values as a function of their magnitude
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and their associated energy resolution. This uncertainty by definition is one-sided
since the jets in the MC simulation cannot be under-smeared. So only one variation
of the mt distribution is produced for this uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty
is symmetrized, which means that the absolute value of the uncertainty obtained is
taken as a positive and negative contribution to the total systematic. The uncer-
tainties for the JER parameter are ± 2.49 GeV and ± 3.16 GeV for the µ + jets
and e + jets channels, respectively.
8.2.5 Colour Reconnection and Underlying Event
Colour reconnection, CR, is the mechanism in which the partons produced from
the hard scattering are connected by a colour string. The effect of this connec-
tion is a boost or increase in density in the connected partons direction. This
uncertainty takes into account the effect of varying the density of colour charges by
re-assigning the value of the colour charge to the different partons so colour recon-
nection strengths are reduced.
For the underlying event uncertainty, the effect of increasing the number of Multiple
Interactions MPI’s i.e number of extra or secondary interactions apart for the main
hard scattering interaction is taken into account. This is achieved by modifying the
parameter that regulates the number of MPI’s in the simulation usually known as
the underlying event (UE).
Special samples have been prepared with reduced colour reconnection effects and
increased underlying event. Using POWHEG interfaced with the PYTHIA generator.
The resulting mt distributions are compared with the nominal templates to extract
the uncertainty for both channels. As just a single variation is produced for each
of these two uncertainties, the obtained uncertainties are symmetrised, as with the
JER uncertainty in section 8.2.4.2.
The uncertaintes for colour reconection effects are ± 0.367 GeV and ± 0.391 GeV
for the µ + jets and e + jets channel respectively. The uncertainties accounting for
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underying event similarly are ± 0.583 GeV and ± 0.602 GeV for the µ + jets and e
+ jets channel respectively as listed in Table 8.4.
8.2.6 Monte Carlo Simulation
To take into account the uncertainty introduced due to the choice of the tt¯ MC
generator, variations of the mt distribution are constructed using different tt¯ gen-
erators from the default one that is produced with POWHEG interfaced with PYTHIA.
The additional tt¯ samples are produced as follows:
• POWHEG interfaced with PYTHIA but using fast simulation instead of full simu-
lation.
• HERWIG interfaced with JIMMY. This is known as the MC@NLO sample.
• ALPGEN interfaced with HERWIG.
These tt¯ samples are added separately to the common background distribution in
the light blue colour in Figure 8.2 and three different variations for mt distribution
are produced. These three variations are compared with the nominal templates via
pseudo-experiments. The largest systematic uncertainty is symmetrised as the JER
uncertainty in section 8.2.4.2 and taken as the MC Generator systematic uncer-
tainty. This uncertainty has values ± 0.629 GeV and ± 0.643 GeV for the µ + jets
and e + jets channel respectively.
8.2.7 ISR / FSR Radiation
An uncertainty acounting for the the amount of radiation that is emitted before
(Initial State Radiation, ISR) and after (Final State Radiation, FSR) the hard
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scattering is also considered. Following the recommendation from the ATLAS ex-
periment internal data and rapidity gap analysis teams, a set of samples taking into
account modification of the αs scale parameter are used to calculate this uncertainty.
The αs parameter regulates the amount of ISR and FSR radiation. Two systematic
variations of the mt distribution corresponding to up and down variations of the αs
parameter are produced.
The considered uncertainty is half of the difference between the two systematic un-
certainties obtained with the samples with αs scale up and down variations. This
result is then symmetrised as the JER uncertainty in section 8.2.4.2 and taken as
the uncertainty. The uncertainty obtained is ± 0.573 GeV and ± 0.514 GeV the µ
+ jets and e + jets channel respectively.
8.2.8 Lepton Momentum Resolution and Scale
Each of the selected events for this analysis contains a muon or an electron. These
objects have been calibrated so the observed data are better described by the sim-
ulation. However this calibration has a set of associated uncertainties that are
propagated in the analysis as systematic errors.
The muon momentum resolution is measured by complementing the measurements
of the different sub-detectors in the inner detector and muon spectrometer. The
muon momentum resolution for these different sub-detectors is varied within its un-
certainties [112], producing up and down variations for the mt distribution. These
variations are used to obtain corresponding uncertainties over the Γtop parameter by
comparing them with the nominal templates via pseudo-experiments. The biggest
uncertainty is symmetrised and taken as the systematic uncertainty.
The uncertainty in electron momentum resolution is obtained by performing studies
with data and simulation, identifying differences between them in specific resonances
[113]. In a similar way as with the muon momentum, variations of the mt distribu-
tion are produced accounting for the increase and decrease in the resolution. The
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uncertainties are obtained by comparing the mt variations with the nominal tem-
plates via pseudo-experiments. The biggest uncertainty is symmetrised and taken
as the systematic uncertainty.
Additionally, lepton scale factors are calculated via tag-and-probe studies. They are
used to improve the modelling of the data by taking into account that the trigger
efficiencies of the detector are different for data and MC. These scale factors are
applied to all the simulated events and have associated uncertainties, which again
produce two variations that are compared with the nominal templates to extract
the systematic uncertainties in the same way as with the momentum resolution.
8.2.9 Transverse Missing Energy
Different scale factors are applied over the simulated events taking into account pile-
up, lepton scale factors and additional calibrations which need to be propagated into
the per-event Transverse Missing Energy, EmissT calculation. As the variables of the
objects in each of the events are varied after the corrections, the EmissT has a different
value. This introduces an additional calibration to correct the calculation of EmissT in
each event, which has an associated uncertainty. The calibration is varied within its
uncertainty to produce four systematic variations for themt distributions accounting
for momentum resolution and additional trigger corrections associated with EmissT .
These variations are compared with the nominal templates via pseudo-experiments
obtaining up and down uncertainties for Missing Energy momentum resolution and
the same for additional scale factors.
8.2.10 Pileup
An ATLAS pile-up re-weighting tool is used to get variations for this uncer-
tainty. A calibration is used to correct the simulated events due to pile-up effects.
This calibration has an uncertainty that can be propagated to the analysis. The de-
gree of pile-up or number of primary vertices per bunch crossing is shown in Figure
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7.15 for both channels, showing how the simulated mean is made to coincide with
the mean observed in data for the muon and electron channels respectively. The
calibration is varied within its uncertainties to produce variations to themt distribu-
tion, which are compared with the nominal templates via pseudo-experiments. After
adding all the contributions in quadrature the obtained systematic uncertainties are
+ 0.04/−0.03 for the µ + jets and +0.03 /−0.02 for the e + jets channel respectively.
8.2.11 QCD Multijet
As mentioned in the previous chapter (section 7.3.3) the QCD multijet background
is obtained by weighting observed events in data. The weighting method has an
associated systematic uncertainty. For this uncertainty five different variations are
produced, accounting for variation of the normalization by ± 30 % of the QCD
multijet background distribution, and three variations are obtained by using three
different methods to weight the observed data. These methods have different effi-
ciencies to obtain an accurate QCD multijet shape [114]. So five different variations
of the QCD multijet background distribution are obtained. These variations are
added separately to the tt¯ distribution, producing five different variations of the mt
distribution.
Themt variations are compared with the nominal templates via pseudo-experiments.
The total uncertainty is obtained by adding in quadrature the normalization up un-
certainty with the last three uncertainties and doing the same with the normalization
down uncertainty, obtaining at the end for the µ + jets channel an uncertainty of
+0.109/− 0.094 GeV and +0.119/− 0.123 GeV for the e + jets channel.
8.2.12 Additional Uncertainties
8.2.12.1 Jet Punchthrough
Jets with very high energy > 100 GeV may sometimes pass through the calorime-
ters without depositing all their energy. This effect causes an additional uncertainty
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over the EmissT calculation in each event. The variations on this uncertainty are
produced by varying the degree of punch through in the detector simulation from
what has been calibrated from data. The variations are compared with the nominal
templates via pseudo-experiments producing up and down uncertainties for both
channels. These uncertainties have a really small effect on this analysis having val-
ues < 0.01 GeV for the muon channel and < 0.02 GeV for the electron channel.
8.2.12.2 Re-weighting
The mechanism to obtain the different Γt templates for the signal shape (tt¯ events
plus single top events) is described in section 7.7. For the case of the simulated tt¯
events, there are two top quarks present in each event, a top quark and an anti-top
quark (whose average mass difference is zero). One of them is taken as reference to
calculate the weights for different top width values. Both the top and the anti-top
quarks have almost identical mass distributions at truth level but still a systematic
is taken into account addressing any minimal difference. This systematic considers
a difference in the result of the pseudo-experiments after using each of them as a
reference to obtain the weights to different widths. This systematic has a negligible
value of ± 0.002 GeV and ± 0.003 for the µ + jets and e + jets channels respectively.
Additionally each of the templates was varied within its uncertainties introduced in
each bin by the re-weighting procedure weights described in section 7.7. This causes
a very small effect on the Γtop parameter: < 0.150 GeV for the µ + jets channel
and < 0.170 GeV for the e + jets channel. Which sets, after adding in quadrature,
a total systematic uncertainty for the re-weighting method of ± 0.150 GeV and ±
0.170 GeV for both channels respectively.
8.2.12.3 Central Top Mass Difference
As described in section 7.3.2 the nominal mt distribution with the SM expected
width Γtop = 1.33 GeV has input top mass equal to mtop = 172.5 GeV. However,
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as can be seen in Figure 6.5 the world’s average for top mass measurements has a
value of ∼ 173.3 GeV. From the plot on the left in Figure 6.6 this can be translated
into a small shift in the top width of < 0.04 GeV. This is added to the systematic
uncertainties for both channels.
8.2.12.4 Template Statistics
The statistical studies described in section 7.9 were repeated using signal samples
with an initial set of events of 15M to 45M with full simulation and 75M and 100M
events for fast simulated samples. All the samples were normalized in all cases to
the observed integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1. For all the samples, the confidence
intervals shown in Figure 7.41, were found to be almost identical with differences
not larger than 0.094 GeV for the µ + jets channel and 0.106 GeV for the e + jets
channel, which is taken as a small additional contribution to systematic uncertain-
ties. The measurement is performed with a full simulated tt¯ sample with an initial
number of events equal to 45M, described in section 7.3.2.
8.2.12.5 Additional Background Uncertainties
Apart from the QCD multijet background, which is completely generated from a
data-driven method (section 7.3.3), all the systematic effects accounting for jet ef-
fects and calibrations, pile-up, lepton resolution and scales, missing energy, parton
distribution functions, jet reconstruction efficiencies and luminosity, have also been
propagated to the background distributions. The systematic variations of the back-
ground distribution are added to the corresponding varied signal distributions with
the different systematic effects, so the calculation of each systematic uncertainty is
completed.
Additional effects in the background distribution are taken into account, to address
particular uncertainties associated with each of them. These additional uncertainties
turned out to have a very small effect over this analysis given that the contribution
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of the background is very reduced, as can be seen in Table 8.4.
The cross section for the W + jets background has been calculated using a data-
driven method [115]. An ATLAS re-weighting tool is used to weight the W + jets
simulated events with the SHERPA generator. So variations of this shape are produced
accounting for normalization effects based on the uncertainty over the obtained cross
section from data. Additional uncertainties are obtained by varying the generator
theoretical scales, which affects the W + jets distribution shape slightly. All the
obtained variations are added separately to the rest of the simulated shapes and
then compared with the nominal templates via pseudo-experiments. The obtained
uncertainties are added in quadrature. The total systematic uncertainty account-
ing for these additional effects are +0.012/− 0.009 for the µ + jets channel and
+0.015/− 0.011 for the e + jets channel. These uncertainties are very small as the
W + jets shape accounts for just 0.6 % and 1.6 % for the µ + jets and e + jets
channels respectively, of the total simulated distribution.
The cross section for the single top background has been made equal to the NNLO
degree of precision prediction for its three sub-channels: t-channel, s-channel and
Wt-channel [116]. These individual distributions are weighted up and down ac-
counting for the variation of the three channels cross-sections within their calcu-
lated uncertainties. These produce 6 additional variations (up and down variations
for each channel) that are added separately to the rest of the simulated distribu-
tion. The uncertainties are obtained via pseudo-experiments comparing with the
nominal templates. The obtained systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature,
obtaining total systematic uncertainties values +0.019/− 0.014 for the µ + jets
channel and +0.018/− 0.016 for the e + jets channel, respectively. A very small
uncertainty as for the case with the W + jets uncertainty, the single top background
has a contribution of only ∼ 4% of the total simulated distribution for both channels.
Similar cross-section and shape uncertainties associated with Z + jets and diboson
backgrounds were considered. However, as these backgrounds have an even smaller
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contribution to the simulated distribution of only 0.2 % and 0.04 % for the µ + jets
channel and 0.03 % and 0.05 % for the e + jets channel, which are very close to
zero, each of the variations produced uncertainties smaller than 0.0001 GeV and so
they are negligible systematic uncertainties for this analysis.
8.2.13 Total Systematic Uncertainty
The distributions obtained from pseudo-experiments using as input the mt distri-
bution with Γtop = 5 GeV with different systematic effects are shown in Figure 8.4,
which are spread around the value 5 GeV. In the left hand figure are shown the
distributions corresponding to B-JES up and down variations compared with the
nominal distribution with no systematic effects. The distribution corresponding to
the JER variation is included as well to show its the large shift (> 2 GeV) with
respect to the nominal distribution.
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Figure 8.4: Distributions with gaussian-like shape and corresponding systematic shift,
obtained after each of the mt systematic variations are compared with the nominal tem-
plates via pseudo-experiments showing the effect of BJES and JER systematic effects
(left), and all the effects put together (right), for the µ + jets channel. The uncertainty is
extracted by comparing the nominal distribution with the obtained systematic distribu-
tion.
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The plot in the right of the Figure 8.4 illustrates how large the JER uncertainty
is, compared with the rest of the uncertainties which mostly have variations < 0.6
GeV. Here the JES uncertainty has been split in its 34 components, which are added
in quadrature. Similarly, the distributions from pseudo-experiments with different
systematic effects for the e + jets channel are shown in Figure 8.5. For this channel
the systematic uncertainties distribute in a similar way as with the muon channel
but most contributions are larger for the electron channel.
All the systematic uncertainties for this analysis are shown in Table 8.4, where all
the uncertainties are listed with their respective up and down contributions for both
channels. The total systematic uncertainty in the bottom of the table is obtained
by adding all the separated positive and negative contributions in quadrature for
both channels. Some uncertainties such as the ones accounting for JES and pile-up
effects are made up by several components which are calculated separately.
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Figure 8.5: Distributions with gaussian-like shape and corresponding systematic shift,
obtained after each of the mt systematic variations are compared with the nominal tem-
plates via pseudo-experiments showing the effect of BJES and JER systematic effects
(left), and all the effects put together (right), for the e + jets channel. The uncertainty is
extracted by comparing the nominal distribution with the obtained systematic distribu-
tion.
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Notably the JER systematic effect has the biggest contribution for both channels
and the total uncertainties get their large value mostly due to this uncertainty. As
described in section (8.2.4) the jets’ energies deposited in the calorimeters are in-
creased, and then the number of selected events changes substantially, as the object
definitions (section 7.2) and selection requirements (section 7.6.1) are implemented
again. This uncertainty affects the electron channel more than the muon channel.
The reason for this is that for the electron channel, the electron isolation criteria in
section 7.2.2 affect the selection of events significantly once the JER effect is intro-
duced.
Additional pT cuts were applied over all the event jets to analyze the possibility of
reducing the JER uncertainty. For example it could be required that all jets sat-
isfy pT > 40 GeV. These additional constraints reduce the JER uncertainty slightly,
however the corresponding increase of the statistical uncertainty is larger, making
the over-all uncertainty larger.
8.3 Uncertainty Dependence with Γinputt
The dependence of the total systematic uncertainty with the input Γt value used to
generate the systematic variations, was explored. This dependence was found to be
small but still was considered when building the final confidence intervals for differ-
ent top width values shown in Figure 8.7. The dependence of the total systematic
with Γinputt is shown in Table 8.5, where the total systematic is shown for different
input Γt values. For both channels the total uncertainty slightly decreases as the
Γinputt increases as shown in the table. However the uncertainties do not differ in
more than 0.1 GeV for both channels.
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Table 8.4: Sources of systematic uncertainties listed together. Each uncertainty has a up
and down contribution. All the variations that produce a positive shift in the measured
Γt parameter are added in quadrature together to the positive uncertainty and similarly
for the negative contribution.
Systematic effect µ + jets e + jets
Colour Reconnection ± 0.37 ± 0.39
Underlying Event ± 0.58 ± 0.60
MC Generator ± 0.63 ± 0.64
ISR/FSR ± 0.57 ± 0.51
Jet Punch Through +0.009/ +0.004 /−0.015
B-Jet Energy Scale +0.65/−0.36 +0.30 /−0.10
Jet Energy Scale (JES) +0.97/−0.52 +0.47 /−0.22
Jet Pseudorapidity Calibration +0.33/−0.18 +0.22 /− 0.22
Pile-up +0.04/−0.03 +0.03 /−0.02
Lepton Momentum Resolution ±0.09 ±0.19
Lepton Energy Scale +0.006/−0.019 +0.09/−0.04
Flavour Composition +0.28/−0.27 +0.25 /−0.34
Flavour Response +0.26/−0.14 +0.11 /−0.15
Jet Energy Resolution (JER) ±2.47 ±3.16
Jet Reco Efficiency (Jeff) ±0.016 ±0.006
Jet Vertex Fraction (JVF) +0.09/ +0.14 /−0.09
PDF +0.30/−0.20 +0.29/−0.23
MET Resolution +0.15/−0.07 +0.05/−0.05
MET Scale +0.06/−0.08 +0.05/−0.04
Luminosity ± 0.006 ± 0.008
QCD Multijet +0.11/− 0.09 +0.12/− 0.12
W + jets +0.012/− 0.009 +0.02/− 0.01
Single Top +0.02/− 0.01 +0.02/− 0.02
Template Statistics ± 0.09 ± 0.11
Central Top Mass Value ± 0.04 ± 0.04
Re-weighting Method ± 0.15 ± 0.17
Total Systematic Uncertainty +3.01/− 2.82 +3.44/−3.40
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Table 8.5: Table presenting the dependence of the total uncertainty with Γinputt . In
general the systematic uncertainty does not present a large variation with different input
widths, however, it decreases slighly as the value of Γinputt increases.
Γinputt [GeV] / Channel Total Syst. Unc. (µ + jets) [GeV] Total Syst. Unc. (e + jets) [GeV]
1.0 +3.09 / -2.86 +3.49 / −3.45
2.0 +3.08 / -2.85 +3.48 / −3.44
3.0 +3.05 / -2.84 +3.47 / −3.43
4.0 +3.04 / -2.83 +3.45 / −3.42
5.0 +3.01 / -2.82 +3.44 / −3.40
6.0 +2.98 / -2.81 +3.42 / −3.40
7.0 +2.97 / -2.78 +3.41 / −3.38
8.4 Likelihood Scan with Data for Measurement
of Γt
A distribution for the mt variable with the observed data events listed in Table 8.1
is shown in Figure 8.2. A single likelihood scan as described in section 7.9 is per-
formed using this distribution from data as input and comparing it with the nominal
templates with different Γtop values.
The resulting likelihood scans that give the measurement for Γt are shown in Figure
8.6 for both channels. The minimun of each of the likelihood scans give a value
around the expected SM Γt = 1.33 GeV. The measured values of the top quark
width are Γmeast = 1.65 GeV for the µ + jets channel and Γmeast = 0.81 GeV for the
e + jets channel.
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Figure 8.6: Likelihood scan for the measurement of the Γtop parameter with the selected
events from 20.3 fb−1 of data recorded with 8 TeV proton-proton collisions by the ATLAS
experiment in the µ + jets (left) and e + jets (right) channels respectively.
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Figure 8.7: Confidence belts for both channels showing the relative sizes of statistical
and systematic uncertainties for different Γinputtop , µ + jets (left) and e + jets (right). Note
that the 95 % C.L limits (blue dashline) of the confidence intervals for templates with Γtop
< 6 GeV, are shifted to the left out of the range into negative values of Γmeastop .
8.5 Confidence Belt
A summary of the statistical and systematic uncertainties obtained from pseudo-
experiments for the different Γinputt values is displayed in Figure 8.7 through a confi-
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dence interval belt obtained by applying the Feldman Cousins procedure described
in section 7.9.2 for the statistical uncertainty. The systematic uncertainties shown
in Table 8.4 correspond to 1-sigma systematic variations or variations at 68 % C.L.,
the calculation is repeated with 2-sigma systematic variations at 95 % C.L. to obtain
the systematics uncertainties at 95 % C.L. Total systematic uncertainties at 68 %
and 95 % C.L. are added in quadrature to the corresponding statistical uncertainties
at 68 % and 95 % C.L. to obtain total uncertainties for the Γinputt values.
The different input width values, Γinputt are in the vertical axis in Figure 8.7, while
the measured width values Γmeast are read in the horizontal axis. The green coloured
region determines the statistical part of the confidence interval for each of the width
values at 68 % confidence level C.L., while the yellow colour corresponds to statis-
tical uncertainty at 95 % C.L. The obtained limits after adding in quadrature the
systematic uncertainties are indicated with the red and blue dash lines for 68 %
and 95 % C.L. uncertainties respectively. The black vertical dash line indicates the
measured Γt values for both channels while the two horizontal lines indicates the
upper limtis at 68 % and 95 % C.L respectively that are set from the measurements
in both channels.
8.6 Upper Limits for Γtop
Table 8.6 Shows the numerical upper limits for the Γtop parameter for both chan-
nels obtained from the measurements and the analysis uncertainties. The measured
values in column 2 straddle the SM expected value Γtop = 1.33 GeV. The measured
Γtop values are 1.65 GeV for the µ + jets channel and 0.81 GeV for the e + jets
channel. Upper limits are Γtop < 4.60 GeV at 68 % C.L. and Γtop < 7.16 GeV at 95
% C.L. for the µ + jets channel, and Γtop < 4.40 GeV at 68 % C.L. and Γtop < 7.51
GeV at 95 % C.L. for the e + jets channel.
These limits are comparable for both channels, with the electron channel having
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Table 8.6: Table presenting the measured values of Γt with the recorded data by ATLAS
experiment from 8 TeV proton-proton collisions obtaining values around the SM expecta-
tion Γexpt = 1.33 GeV. Columns number 3 and 4 show the obtained upper limits with 68
% and 95 % confidence level.
Channel Measured Γt [GeV] Upper Limit at 68 % C.L. Upper Limit at 95 % C.L.
µ + jets 1.65 4.60 7.16
e + jets 0.81 4.40 7.51
slightly lower value for the limit at 68 % C.L. and a slightly higher limit at 95 %
C.L. The electron channel in general has larger uncertainties as shown in Figure 8.7
for the different input widths than the muon channel, however for this measurement
a lower width was measured for the electron channel than in the muon channel,
which made the obtained upper limits comparable with each other as can be seen
from the obtained confidence intervals for both channels.
8.7 Lower Limits for Top Quark Lifetime
Considering the relationship between the top quark lifetime τtop and its width in
equation 6.8, an indirect measurement of the top quark lifetime can be extracted
from the results listed in table 8.6. The indirect measurement and limits for the top
quark lifetime derived from the Γt measurement are shown in table 8.7. For this
calculation a value for ~ = 6.582×10−25 GeV s is considered [37].
The obtained values for τtop are 3.99 × 10−25 s for the µ + jets channel and 8.13
× 10−25 s for the e + jets channel. Lower limits are τtop > 1.43 × 10−25 s at 68 %
C.L. and τtop > 0.92 × 10−25 s at 95 % C.L. for the µ + jets channel, and τtop >
1.50 × 10−25 s at 68 % C.L. and τtop > 0.87 × 10−25 s at 95 % C.L. for the e + jets
channel. These results are consistent with a expected SM lifetime ∼ 5 × 10−25 s.
for both channels.
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Table 8.7: Table presenting the indirectly measured values of τt top quark lifetime with
the recorded data by ATLAS experiment from 8 TeV proton-proton collisions obtaining
values around the SM expectation. Columns number 3 and 4 show the obtained upper
limits with 68 % and 95 % confidence level.
Channel Measured τt [10−25s] Lower Limit at 68 % C.L. [10−25s] Lower Limit at 95 % C.L. [10−25s]
µ + jets 3.99 1.43 0.92
e + jets 8.13 1.50 0.87
8.8 Summary and Conclusions
The obtained results for measured Γtop and τtop and its corresponding upper and
lower limits, respectively are totally consistent with the SM expectation and with
earlier CDF measurement described in section 6.4.2. These measurements represent
the first attempt from the ATLAS collaboration to set limits over Γtop and τtop top
quark properties, and from the LHC experiments using a direct approach.
A comprehensive set of systematic uncertainties has been obtained and summarized
in Tables 8.4 and 8.5. Confidence intervals including systematic uncertainties were
obtained implementing the techniques described in the previous chapter for both
channels and are shown in Figure 8.7, indicating measured values for the Γtop pa-
rameter for both channels and corresponding limits at 68 % and 95 % C.L. The
numerical measured values for the Γtop parameter and corresponding upper limits
are shown in Table 8.6 for both channels, while the indirect measurement for the
top quark lifetime τtop and the corresponding limits are shown in Table 8.7.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Conclusions
The measurement of top quark mass, mtop and top quark width, Γtop have
been investigated during the first run of the LHC by the ATLAS experiment, as
their measurement allows the confirmation of the SM predicted relationship be-
tween these two variables. Also if they are measured with reasonable precision it
is possible to constrain the value of the Higgs boson mass. The LHC has provided
proton-proton collisions at unprecedented centre of mass energies
√
s > 7 TeV, and
high luminosities most effective for the production of tt¯ pairs studied in this analysis.
However, most of the time during this first campaign, especially for collisions at 8
TeV was devoted to work on different calibrations and corrections to model the data
reasonably well for different kinematic control variables. The measurement of the
resolution of different variables for the different physical objects, was performed in
order to propagate the uncertainties of the measurements into the different analy-
ses systematic uncertainties. However work on improved measurements of some of
these resolutions such as the Jet Energy Resolution is in progress currently. This
resolution in particular is crucial for the Γtop measurement as it is the source of the
biggest systematic uncertainty for this analysis. A precise measurement of the jet
energy resolution is in progress within the collaboration, which will have an asso-
ciated uncertainty that will be propagated to the different analyses. The current
prescription to calculate the JER uncertainty for the analysis presented here, seems
to over-estimate this systematic effect introducing contributions to the total system-
atic uncertainty equal to ± 2.4 GeV and ± 3.1 GeV for the µ + jets and e + jets
channels respectively.
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The results obtained from the measurement of the Γtop parameter in this analysis
are:
• Γtop = 1.65 GeV, and Γtop < 4.60 GeV at 68 % C.L., and Γtop < 7.16 GeV at
95 % C.L. for the µ + jets channel
• Γtop = 0.81 GeV, and Γtop < 4.40 GeV at 68 % C.L., and Γtop < 7.51 GeV at
95 % C.L. for the e + jets channel
These results are consistent with the expected SM value Γtop ∼ 1.33 GeV.
The corresponding obtained results for the top quark lifetime, τtop measurement are:
• τtop = 3.99 × 10−25 s and τtop > 1.43 × 10−25 s at 68 % C.L. and τtop > 0.92
× 10−25 s at 95 % C.L. for the µ + jets channel
• τtop = 8.13 × 10−25 s and τtop > 1.50 × 10−25 s at 68 % C.L. and τtop > 0.87
× 10−25 s at 95 % C.L. for the e + jets channel
These results are consistent with the expected SM value τtop ∼ 5 × 10−25 s.
These measurements represent the first attempt from the ATLAS collaboration to
set limits over Γtop and τtop top quark properties, and from the LHC experiments
using a direct approach. A new calculation of the Jet Energy Resolution and its un-
certainty will be provided by the collaboration in the next few months, which can be
propagated to the analysis and potentially decrease substantially the current over-
estimated systematic uncertainty. This would allow to set even tighter limits over
these two properties. After the results are optimized with an updated calculation
of the JER uncertainty, the measurements from both channels can be combined. A
combination might improve the results, however as the size of the total systematic
uncertainty is comparable for both channels, the improvement might be small.
The presented results are consistent with those obtained by the CDF collaboration
at the Tevatron using a similar technique [81]. Measurements for mtop and Γtop
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during the LHC run-II are expected to be more precise, as an unpresented quantity
of signal events will be recorded and the sources of systematic uncertainties will be
understood better. However the effort should be focused on the latter, as for the
analysis presented here, the size of the statistical uncertainties are not a limitation
in setting lower limits than CDF for Γtop. The result is limited by the large size of
the systematic uncertainty.
Additionally the infrastructure used to complete this analysis was given to a sub-
group within the ATLAS collaboration and is currently being used to expand the
presented analysis to a 2-dimensional analysis that allows the measurement of the
JER, such an analysis may give encouraging results before the end of this year.
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